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CHAP~ER 1 1\ 
\ ' 
., 
A SPOT OF HOLY GROUND: 
AN APPROACH~O DESCRIPTIVE SKETCHES · 
....__ 
't/\ "' ~ 
) But if . the de f_ini ti_o·n sought . fo~ be that :Of • a 
• 1 eg it ima te ·-poe"', ·I answer, it must .be one, · 
the p.a -r ts of.· ~h ich mutua .11·y $Upport . and 
<.ex.plain ' each o·ther; all-i-n~ ·their. prC?p6r.ti_on 
harmb~i~iri~ with, and supp~rting th- pu~~ose 




. ' . ~ Samu~l· Tayio,r Cole.ridge, Biog~aphia· 
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J 
From the £.~11 title a t ·1i .ts · p·ubl ica t on _  i_n ~ 7 93,·· · · · • 
~ord_sworth's ;,~-~-c~ ip;t i·ve Sket~hes • . In·. Verse Ta·k~n ·our ing . ~ 
Pedes.tri.an T~ur ?n ·t~~ Italian; Gr~son, ~wiss ·tnd'Savoy·a~d.: _ 
· Alp·s suggests ·a . type ~£ poem ~ell know~ 1to_·. it~ ~ig~teenth- . . .. 
. \ .. ' . . . 
. ,. 
century ~udience ·~ ~he . 1l1 10~o-~esc~iptiv~ " o_r t_opog~a_ph-~ca_l 
_ poe~~ . Tpi~ic form, described by D • .Jo~n~<?.n a·s !1 l_pcal 
poet'~:· ~hi~h. the fun\me~ta1 object ~s soine par~i~hr · . 
h~dscape ••• wi.t~ t~ead~ ·v~· ~~ u~ h. s~odc~l '. . . . ' 
retro.Sp<iction or · lnc>dent>a~\.ed 1 tat1o'j" ,1 .l"a.s · a !_lounsh.>ng . 
~.g~nre .. from · it:=>· ~stab~- ~-sh~~_r;'· t: ~ Eri'g·l~s-/ poetry bY: Sir .John 
oe~ha~'sq~oo~er'!i H~ll . (164.2): \ such~r~s lWe~e . usui.lly 
.a~.tob1ogr~~h1ial ·. and· d~s9r1pt1_ v_e· · se·t. ~1 ~c~·\ ba~ed up~n · . 
actual journeys and wete .-often read ' in. conjunction ' with 
. pr~ ~rav.el fguid~s and :fourn~l\ ~- ~o. _h~i~hten.':t~e :effect o~ 
. I 
--··th.e ~scripti'on 'of a s~qu~nce of 
· , 
• . . 
·wordsworth .had been ·familiar with· such travel · literature in . 
• ' ' 'i ' I • 
poetry -and p~ose since his schoold~ys: at Hawkshead and ~ad 
c~p1etea · a fpe~e~trian·t:ur,of . the\1J in 1790. T~~s a 
poem in the ,popular . ~r~d!t~o..o of tra~~ . Ute<at.:_e would . 
have been h .understandable .choice fo~ his first public . ~;· 
... . ·.\ 
_,.;,... _ .. -
outi~g as poet-. I 
The ontemporary ·critica'l respons to Descr.iptiye 
... ' - - . \ 
' . ~ ' . . 
. ., .. -
Sketches . nd i t :s subs~qu~nt . c.~i tic~l t _ ea\.ent l:lav.e . been . 
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. ~· -- -- si.r~saLl-; 
.,.. ' ' 
. 
. 
bas su~g~s~ed.·that this . is in part bec~use the_ 
. . 
.. ! 
. . I ...::. · o . . • 
poem tias b·a.en viewed persistently·· as a poor. aRd _copventionalb · at~em.bt at~- th; . loc~-d~script.fve "g.enre, . and in. part_· b~qausl. . . · 
. I . . . '{\ .. • . -· ·. . [ ' 
( W~d}worth seems mas_t~red by, _~~ther · th~n _master o~, ."the . · 
ver ~~ . ·f~rm _· and . . styl~ he has ..  cho\en. 4_ . ~:rds~ll sugges~s t:/ , _at 
Oescripti VE) Sketches remains "sti11··1arge:ty misunder·stoocr::-
. i .. ' . ~ 1 ' • • • • - • ( t ~- r r • .. 
'-~­•.. 
I 
· and/ unappr·ecfa ted" because the poem :.has r·ece icYed 1 i fn:~ ·e · :.-~ 
~ c-rf1tlcal . disc'uss·ion "of what it _is · _·a~d~ is n'ot~S . i~./-.f· ,. 
\ .,.-/:- ' .. c. . _, . 






,_. / , . . , .. _ ' 
. ' . : . ' ' . ~ . . . 
. -._. ·. · .''./: · . Wpat o~scriptive· Sketches is· not, .aiqtsall notes, / s a 
· "
1
. · ·. ·bi/o~r~ph.ical or desc·r~pt.i-ve. poem ... in the c::~nventional se se,' 
-1 · . • . . • . • l • 
a11 th.ou-~does ·d~r ive .f~o~ an ·ac'tual. -t~u·i: of ·th~ ~1~-~ and . \ : ~ . .. . . ' . . . .. , . . . . . ·_ . . : ' : . : -. . . . 
' · do~s occasiot:lal' ly defl:r ibe. we.ll-k_nown places. . A.s. a . 
\ ' \ . .. . · . '. ' . • ~ . . ·• . • ··... • . . . . ' . J :. ' ... 
con\pa'rison of the pqem with. the even·ts of the journey .. i tsel .~-
. .  
.·. 
' . . 
' .. 
I . 
• \ --~ .. • - ~- : • •• • ~ ' ' o •' • • • • • '. ' I ' ....... "" - " • 
. ~ ·. r.:e_v\ea~s_\ :t .he ~.oeni -~(?.e·s~n~t record the eve~~·s o_f ~~e _tr~p o_r 
__ desd\ribe .. spe'clfic : ~~e~~c ~laces accor.ding· ~o. a prevailing · 
· styl~ such ' as the pi_ctJresque.;6 , 
. . . ·. (·~ci~:ll sugges!s . that .Wordswo~tb de; iberately eschewed 
.. \ . . ·- · ,. ' . 
the picturesque because of its · inad.equacy a·s .a · descr lpti v.~ 
.. , . mode. \ CHin~ !fordswO~th•s importa~t foo~~ot~ pubJ,ish~d ~ith 
·_ the poem in 1.793;. Birdsall notes that Wordsworth called the 
·, I • . ' \ . . . • 
. ·,; · ~oe~ D~~crip~i~~ ~ketches.-:..~ot, Pictures·qU-~ · Sket~hes,4>ecauJ;e .· - ~.......=...._. . ~,. -, I I • ~ 
.;· :. -. . . ...... . . . . . ' 
~;:~; - ·he d~,d-~n<?~ ·', ~s he says; wish "~o make _: ~ pictu~e ,of the . 
.. . scene'.' _1o_f the ...... ~lpine sun~e't to which the .footnote was i .. ~. ~ _,.,. I . \ : · "< .. -:· . .. . . · . · . --- --
( .: apperid~Jd.7 \ The Alpin~:sunset, - Wordswor~h say~,~had 
f~;. ' trigg~~ a 'j:l_ow Qf idi.as whi~d becom!' .formatiVely and 
~}: . ine~tri1~·a;ly \~nterwoVen with his poetic m~~ of th~ sCerte. 
•" ' i ' . . . 
~ F:: ' I - _ _ __.-
. ' 
('~,:,. ·.,. : ' .... 
,. ·.. I "J . .. ,. 
,;,; ,_;; '·;;; ~- _·, .t ;:.".:. : l ·, ! ,.; :. . \ · .; j ; : ;;'~~', .•; <: ; ' . . ' . ' :) ' .. 7 ' : .~ . . • '. ~, . ,.:.>~ 
h . • ,-l.;.,.•p:--·J •·' · >' .1' ~2-~T"''·'~-::tl'.:;\; 1, · •, . ·, • · ' ·.' • ·· :~_,_,., ..,,,•; •• < ·~~·.•,!,_.,_,.:.•\i l. , . . .,-1 ·.' ·' ·;-- ,._._t.•r.\~ .. ,, 
• , • ' ~ ·,. .: ~ • ·.:' '1 .• •• i .. , . ~ .... ·.. . , i .. , .. ~ ,--. . . . .. ' ·--- .. .. - , . .... .. , . . . 
. .• - ·~·r 






'· . ' 
I .... , ---
I . I 
.I & . :. I . . 
.'wo_rdsworth's d;scription of that .ewnt is · .not~-~·- attempt to_ 
'( rende.r _: ·-pictor·i~~. equ_i v~~ ~n .. ~ of the . g.eo~raphy ~~t ra/her to 
~-scribe the psychological and emotigjlal impact. of· -that 
. . . . -· . ---- . - ---. 
.. 
geography on · the poet. · · - --- - ·L ··' 
-;. 
,. ./ 
Indeed,· Descriptive Sketches ··combine~·magi~·~tiv~,· 
soc hi. <ind ppl~ti~al ,tte~s wi~h )'Pe bio~." . phical materials 
of .thE:! . 1790 - ~our 1n _nea.rly. every 's~ene of tli ,Poem. :J:he • · ... 
.·geography ·with_in the poem 'thus repr_esents _a mental . _ .. ..--·· · 
. ' 
- - topogr~ph:Y-, and the :ro.urney. it describ~s is / t -he · p~~t's '" 
·. im~g iii~ ti v'e ~~~ i 6;!:.1:1 o~ o.~:~,S. ~tat~ ·,Of m ~~d.' W~ ~d¥,;o it h' S 
~t~nce in_ D .. r'fptlve Sketche·s i.s e.stabll'she~ by, wha_t · 
si.'re:i~~i-1 'has ~ailed th~ · .. s~bju~-c·tive :mO / Q11 • of.: th~ poem's 
• • • • ) , .. - 4. • • •• . :~· • • •• 
opf:ming . 1 ines:· : ; ---...--, .~~~- · •. :- l · · 
. "" ;:.~. - .. \. . .... 
. . · . ·' I · 
' . . 
. . . - ._- . I . . 
We~e thE:!'rE!', · below, .a spot of l)oly ground, 
By { Pa~n ·an~ her sad family un;found, ( . . 
Sure Nature's GOD that · spo~o man had g1v'n, · 
\tlhere murmuring r .ivers .join.thesong o_f ev'n; 
Where · f.al.ls the purple mo·r 1r;1g far and wide 
In-flak~s of - light upon te mountain-sipe; 
Wher:e, ·summer · Suns in. oce sink to rest, 
. Or ·ntoon.l ight . Upland 1 i ft; · her hoary breas_t; . 
· . Where "Silenc~~ on. her -· 11:1·ght of wing, o ··er-broods 
.. . ' t!nf~~.hotn•·~ de1l~ · and .undiscovr'd woods; • 
WhE!re rocks and grov~ ·. t.h~ power of water sha.kes 
In cataracts o·r slee s in .quiet l~kes. . · 
. I 
" 
------ ( 11 • 1-12) . 
\ 
poet's state .o'f ' Birdsall concfude.s, is the search • 
. ' 
an' eartnly ut pia,· a search which' the e,oet ' believes to 
• . --.. ~ ·1 
.. 
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. .. · .. . · . . 
·). 
... ~ ~ ., . ~: . ' ; . ~ . ) .. ..,, ___ 
b ·: _. , •• : 
. .. . . ~ ~ ~ " .. . j .· 
episodic structure ~of the rema n.1ng sketches, ,he · maintains, 
,t / . . . . '1 l . 
tra({es a ... c.ycl ic pa tte.rn. of· ho~~~ .iead~n9 ·:_1o despair arid,· 
• - --, 0 • ~ • \ • • ; ' .. • ... • • 
des pit~ .'; the. hope offer·ed~b.Y the \F~J:!nch. RevolJftion .in th~ 
. . . . . •. '. ~- -~, I .. . • . ". . 
well-known apostrophe in ·l:ines 740-9li-. Wd'rsisworth concludes . 
' . . . • . . I . . • 
th~ .. poein h l. 79,2-809) wi en- a s~pp~ ica.tio~ . for tlj.e promi$e . 
. . . 
. . ~...._ __ _ 
. . 
of . thl! revol ut_ion rather than the cer ta in'ty · of its 




' ,· i. . .· . ... ., 
' ' ,. •. t . 
Whi l.e· Wordsworth's concerns in Descripti-ve Sketches . 
J. . . ' ~ • .,;;..;;;..;...;;..;.;...;;.a....;;.;;....;...;;. 
w~re __ ~tainl'y m~re socfial . a'n~ po_l i:tfc~l - tha~ . t~ographicai, 
. . .-. I .r A .' , : ·. ~ . . . . 
. • . \ ,. ' . . ' . · · ah · al~etna~ive readini ·o~ the openihg (li. i-~2) offers a 
I ' . • ... .i. • "" . . • 
5 
---
. . . . . . ' : . ~ . 
· ·-·different .view of . ..the ' poet's a'im 'lin the poem and the .. · ·' · 
' ·~-t~~~ture 0.£ fhe .scen;s w~i~p follow·. thi~rning' sike,~c~. ·. . . . 
"We~e there below · •• '' may- b'e read as implying. that -if. ~~here · 
. 8 ' • · • • ":"'""'" - \ • • 
~ . . . . . . . . . .. . \ ' 
were~ 
1
here belo_ , qn ear_t?, a "sp?t of_ ho·l~_ g_round: . . i,Jul~ ·. 
rlook like the,landscape descr-ibed in · tlie~uing lines (~-
1~). · .. With -~-s iariet~ of ge~gr~~hi~~l ~ fea'tures, · s~; . 
- • - 'I • ~ ... - • • 
' ... , . . . ~ . ' . . 
times, m~and p~lnts• of~~w,. tflis lan_dscai>e ca:~n.ot ... b7, . 
~1'!~-~s.ingie - ~lace . . wh~ch . Word·s'~o-rl:h viewe~ : ·o~ hi~~- to~r or, f~r - ' , 
.. . 
• th~t matter~ any ~ingle place at - ~11~ -~~ny · l~~o-de~~ripti~~ 
. . 
,poems desqrt~ed th$! ~ s~ar.ch ·f~rl.the "pe~f~ct ~ro~pe~t"; 
' . - . . . 
. . . 
·. Wor4sworth presents such a prospect oy crea.t-ing , j.~ in the ·-
. ·~.. . , . 
f, . 
' 
descr, iptlo~ ·i~~el f • . 
:. · , VD . 
.._.., . . __ _.:.--· 
, 
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~ • •• ·: .• ·~~ ' · . • ·./· '.:· ._ ~, ~· . . <.~· ... _.-;_~::~:·_,~~ ~~: . · •. ·.: · .. : .. ·::::~<~!~-r.~~ 
, T , . . •. · . . · :" .. 
. . . . . ·. . .. .. : ·~ , ... ' . . . . . ,6 ., . .·, .. . ? .. ': 
·~ ... . · . · . ... 
'*"• '· ...r. . • • . . •' j 
. • .._.. • • .::.~ • r , • . ', ·.. r . . . '. . 
mind of the poe-t;. · In.a s 'eries, of~a·refully~l.i:n .ke,d .·. -· . . · .. . _ ..:~I .. .. : · >~ ._-:; 
, ' 
0 
' • • • • ' ' , 
1 
, "' ' • '# • • ' • . · ! ' , 1. ~ • , • 0 I , 
a_~ ti these·s ,. /~~d._ th~ough t~e·· dynamic'. an_i~~dsm of the: : l.an.g_~a~e;·~.; . :~.. ·: '· ·-·,_: 
·the poet i~a~inatiV.ely. ble~ds s~~{e~~ : ~·nd .obje~, - ~a~·;·imd - ·..:. · . . .. '•:·· .), _. 
• . • .. l • . • " ' n~ture, heaven and t'earth in~ . -~,.:der. to create~ an· im~gina~H~e . _ . 
.. • • • # • • / • • • to • • • ... .. ' • ' ' - '• • 
_,. . . S!G~~-~ : :f.;-9m . . th~~~as~ . . o~.·- t.Oiog~phica~ d'etai.l of t.he' to~r. ····In · ~- · ,I 
. ·t.~e~ v~~~~~; \~f . . h'f~js ... ~~f~ns; l;wl>lnd•> •. • I • / · 
u.~andl;. i:.iv. , .1 kes., woods and dells ·- the-lan"dscape is.· 
' ·- ----. . . - ~ " . .,. ' ·, -
·.· ·: · .' al~o ·man .plpces..con·tained .\(-'O.ne_gran prospect ... The•··.., ·: : .. 
~ I ' . '/ .. . . (\40 ·. , . ' . . . • 
-../ ~desbri.~~ io~ ~·f .t.h; la ridS·~, ~ liow~v;e r; \.~ ultart,ed~~ 1
1
y • . : ·.~ •' . . · •. ' 
· ~e;ents· da_y .and night {!'iihere . s~;un~er' Su s ·,~n · oc.ec;tn ·sin'k · · 1::~ ·. . ' ., :: 
• • •• • • • ' • • -. • • • • .. .. ~ J. • • • • •• • • • • - •. •• • .. • ~- ' •• 
~. ~st.,_ .{, ~r. mo~n~_!g_h~ ' up_l~nd '· 1 ~ fts ' h~ _ r ho~ y .b~e_a~~··; _ ·1l ·~ . _?~': .·· .. ~-·· :\::: '/ .' . . ... 
C> . 
••• '\. : 1 
0 ' . ' i . 
"'' 





.. .. - ... ·. 
. . 
. ~ - . . ·. 
... ·,.a) an~ ~laces : seen y~t uns~en ("~~_Ll.f.ric~, ': ~~I~'- ~1:  t . . . .· .'·.~ . · .. :.·~.-- ·~ ·:·: · -~. o wing·; o•e-rbrJds· I _Unfathom'd .d·ells .. and und is9pve 'd. . · . ., .. . ·.-· .. :J. 
. . ·: 
. , 
• • I I 
: , -: . . . . . :.. . .'~~ . .. I,: _. . . . -. -. .. . . . . ,. . . . . · .. 
wo·~~~~ J.l~·· 9-i.O). Th,use of_C!c.r:iveove·~b~ --~u~h··. as "~alls'!, -:. .:: ~ : .... ; • 
"sinkS", "lifts~:,· .'"shake;,_. ~na . . ;,jbi-~'t awa,ilna~e~ the· ~~~e . -a'nq · -
. , . · ~ · · \ I • · ·, j. . · · · ·,) . ; · · • . . ... o · 
th_e persi-sten"t _per.so~~: f-icaii_o.~\Cj .. ·~n~e.c.ts _\lature s~~n· , _. ·_ · -~~ 
- f . ... . •/ .. . . 
observ_e·r -and observe¢!·~ The·: ObJ ecr ·of 'poeti·c de·scr fpt.ic>n : ir.-::· 0 . . 
. 
. . 
. Descrietive-.Sk~;>.tches · (ll. l~t~~~~t, ~{ ColE.ridge . . . .• • 
. . '· f .. ~._ .. s>b~er.~ed a~o'~~ poitry._ 'i ri~ gene~al', "mer~f~· t~ fac.il ia~e::the ·· -~ ' ·• ·} 
.... • · .. · . . "- • . ~ . . . J · : . • . 
· .r:~~;o~~- -le~·tion_ ~f any<giv-~n · ~a~ts, __ o·r obse.r~ ·~ti'_~~ -~-~~. '~o·~ ·The · · '\ r :.·· . ; 
~ 
. -- / 
' • • 0 
. !; . 
' Q 
.· 
·- -· ~t. ~ . 
}.t,i•f- :~ : ..  ~ ~- -;. 
proc.es~ of poe_try., ~oJ.eridge states, mo.ve.s qeyond· · · .•. :·. ·· · "' · 
. , ·-=- 6 ~ ' • ,I . " 
enumera·t ·ion or. meri.".im i tatio~ ·o_f . ~atut;e to'. create 
"' . . ' T • 
im~~iriat~i~ly a· ~ew · i~age bf nature ~~ich bl~~~s ~nd · · · . . 
. . 
. ' 
thoughts· . ' . :«..... · 
' 
.. 
..... : .. :
• • 
..... 
- ! . 
• . . · . . f .. 
-. 
.. . \~~~thes~~~s ~t~t:; e_xte·r ·nal ·world.·_w_lth the· ,-"ffuages., 
arid emotioni of . th~ po,t's own ~ind". · The ideal poet ·:rs :·one . • . · : • .. · : 
. ' . . •' . ~ ... 
wbo 
.• p 
f l·· .... y· : ~ 
-' ·~ : ·. · . 
' ~ . 
I .. ' ' • I I ~ ' .... ' •' ' • 
t '' .' • ..·. · !' l ' ' ~.. •• .... ~"'· · .. _ : • · ,_ 
, · 
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t I ' ~ • ' ', ' ;'• •, '• ·,,;' ' . ' 
• ~ 'l ' • 
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.. . . . . ' 
diffuses ~ · tone,- and s~irit . of uni_ty,·tha't blends, 
·and (as . it were) fuses,.: ·each into each, by that--
.. - syntheti'c. and magical power, ·to - which _we have 
·< • exc~u~.ively appropriated the name imagination • 
. · • • 
1 
• ·'l'llis power ••• rev'eals :itself .in _ th · balance~ o_r 
. . ' reconcil'iation of ~pposite or discordant ·- -
. ~:.. quali.ties: of ,$am.ene·ss with difference; . of the 
: . i#r·"'l general · with the ·~· ncrete; · 'the idea, with the · 
. J. ~ tJ'J ·· image; ·. 'the ind ~·vi al . With the represen ta ti V-~; the 
- : ·. ·~ · sen~e of novel-ty an freshness, ~i th old an<& 
.... · ~ . .'familiar objects; a ~or.e than USUal state Ot . 







.· ' . . ~ . .· . . . .. . . . . 
"t ' .. ---:- ~- ' / 
. ' 
t • • • • 4 .. • ' ' • 
W9rd~;;,,;rt~ be~!nS \:he ~0~- -by b':~~king. an'/ ~mpl ied "~~tra9' , 
-wi'th the reaqet of loco-descriptive poetry . to pursue his _·:_. '~ 
o- j~urnef i,nlit~~:al or ' s~mi?i~ desc~l~tiv~ 'ter!"• Decati{~ th<; \ · 
\ . ' . ·. .. . \ . ' ' . . . 
id'eal il.indscape'he des~ribe.f is !".inif~stiy unrea~~able. · ~·"--
', ~ath~r .t~e condkl()·ri. ~£.' ··t:~e : jour~e~. "~ ._an_ i·m.~g in~~~: wor}c, 
\bl_.enq·~~g "scene"' an.d .--~ri-sekri,· .is es'tabilshed a~_the""·outset, 
.. ,: . ' . . . - ·r . . . . . ·._. . . "ii 
- before the· first ' step is --- taken • . Thus, in ' that soon-to- I 
- 411> ' '• • ' ' ... . ' • • • • • ~ ~-. ' '' • I 
b~-:fami-1 iar · worqswor.thian . trad·_i tion' of P!=esent~ng both . wha-t 
. . . . ' . . . . . ' 
' • . . • # p . • • • • .. J- •• • • 
the~ s-ens~s ".half create, I And wflat :'perceiv'e" ("Tip~ern • 
. . . . 
·- Abbey", 11. 107-8), . the~cene repr~sents - ~he·· whO.l.f:! 1 ·' 
..,.-tended· exPeriedce of the ·jo~~~~Y ..: , an/tiler -~?tter ·only · 
. ... . 
• i~ag ined ·.f :~·ompr-essed · in to a single, sus'ta.ined and united · · 
;_ · . .. 
1 
• ,.: • ' I , 1 • , , • • • • , 
• : .,.., .-/•' . ' # • .. 




:-• , . -. ' I o o ' • ' I. ' o ' o ' 'j ' 
: As "Nature~s · Gol1'i.' (l. ·J)'has created._ natu~e, the poet ... . 
. •. . . . .. . . . ·. . . . . -. . . · . . . : .. , . -. . . . ·. . .. . 
· · \ ·. · · create-s• this .·scene. as· an · artifact of his ·miria,- the image of ___ ..:...~ 
~ • • • ' ~ : - . # ' ·~ • • • • • • • • • • • - • • • • 
--: · ,\ 
· ·-:-: _,.. ' another -wo,rld ·for which Na ~ure has pt;ov,ided 'the. raw· 
/~· ' -: ~ . -:- ·: ... ' . . -· ' ' .. . . . . ·. . . . . ' 
r .. . e _lements. · Wo~d~WO~th · t_hU'S beg ins .Descripti ve·t·Sketches . by 
'' • ~ l ' . ~ ; • + • .., ' I I 
~-~- ·; · · ~ .. _. · · . .- di'~Pl:aQin·g ·nature ·itselt·: as .. the ··subject' of his·. descripti ,~n· 
:;;\·, ··· . •• ,1: ,··· • . 
t1;·: ~: · : .or . .. · · .. · · · 
~.;_:_ ... ~ . ·.~:~ . ' 
;;·j:A; "·: I~ . : ,. ·:: ·. . · .. , .· :.: ·• . , ~} . : . ' f '• ,' ' ' ' ' I 1\ 
0 li!.;t ' ', o ' t)', ;'0 ', : , .... l ' 0 I , , 0 ° " : ' I \;, • 
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. ":-. ' 
. ,__.} 
__ a~r-oposing ·instead a' di ffere~t su~j,ect whic'h a'oes not 
d~pend on the ·"nat.ure" of t 'iteral reality although, . as 
Si,dney .says -p~~try sho~-1~ -; it· nece~sar ily beg ins wit~ i t)2 
oescriptbre -Sketches begins by .describing the need or cle.sir.e ·-----.. 
' ·' . 
' I ·" 
for a kind : o~-. ~nfallen world from which fallen m~n, l-ike 
-Adam, is forever excluded. Yet the poet undertakes the 
crea"tion ci( .. an --Edenic worid, t'he .description 
'• '• I • • 
- ·· 
·---, --:d.einonstra'ting the possib i..,.l i ti·es of. the . god-,1 i k.e ·'. -
powE!r • 
. ·.· ·, : .. 
. \ . . . 
',, • ' I ' 
.·· .. ·. , ... _.'·. 
.. , 
- . . . Sketches beg ins, · thEm, with· a plea for ~ · and de 
. . . . . . . 
\ \ . . ~ 
of- the spec ia·l powers of the poet and shows h'i s 
. . . . . . ' 
. . 
potency in breaching the duai i .ty. of man a·nd na·t 'ure. . The 
~ . . . . , . . • . .,; _,.0 
. . , . . . . .... . 
.... first -scene . i~ a convinc-ing 55how~ · pregnant with." impliqations 
: - . . . ; . . . . \ ·. . . . . . . . . . . 
for the role ~f-~the poet,;~- ~ 'the powers ?f th~ imaginat-iv-e .· 
.. . . . .I . . . . . . . - . 
mind. . .··. -' . 
• 
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.. 
·-· 11\i oescripti.ve Sketches Wo~dskorth is highly ·conscious · 
. . . I . ·- ' . "' 
• • • • • • # 
· o 'f the po\iler of .the P.Oe~ arid . . his responsibi:lity . tQ t _he . 
:re.ader; he feels that the po.et must act upJn 't~e ~ead-~~:.' as 
na'ture has act~ -upon _ th~ poet.l·3 · · Experientia~ 1 inks m·ust 
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~ · .. •, 
: • I 
:· · 
, ... 
I ·~ ' • 
~-.:: .. · ·,. . 
. ·. 
. "'. l 
' .•. 
\ } .. , ~ '· 9 _. . 
~ ' 
t • "·· 
.· poet·, ~hrough natur~l agencies, has_- come to\ se~ and .. Pe .... ':<?eive 
im~ginatfvely. To objectif.Y this . aes~h~tic .expe.rie_ nce,~_a .............._· ' : ~ : . tl . ------.:_ 
struct·ural·· metaphor · ~s needed~ like the 's of the po'et•.s 
o~·tginai.· jour.ney, but on~i~h invest~· ~he-o~·~ .inai · 
--· 
experience with the emo~l -and im~inative 'qu lities he 
· has. · e~perie~ced as a conseq~e of~ and in . ~onjunctio~ 
. . 
·'- . 
. with .. , · writing .of h-is ex·pe~ien~e in ·-t~Al~s.. The meta~hor 
• \,..: • • J 
of th~ j~urney' ,a_l ~ow~~ for a sequence of image:9 ·arranged : 
, I . . "' . . . ·. \ ' 
() 
:~;::i: .. ::::i:~ ::: ::m::::le~ou:s~ 5::::1 :::~::d t:;S ~ynamic 
jour~ey i~ .the P.~e~- a~~· no~ id·e .ntic.a:l .to ~qrds~·orth: a:nd · hl'~ · · .;· 
I ,· ~ 4~ , 
j out ~ey ir1 _,~ .he A'l ps; ·the g 'eog r ap~y. o .f . the. poem r ·e ·f 1 ec t ~ 't ,he . ' : ' 
. . :. 
- . prog~eu Of ~h~ 1in~er ma~ ~~eie the ptiysi':'al : natui~ of · .. · 
~hipg s ... and ey~nts 1s su6ord~?.~e t~ · ~enta 1 . or~ the 
.... 
r ' 
natur,i : _ o~ ' ima?·~native: thought. ., ·· . . · · 
. ·: .. .IJ · .. ' 
--
". 
· In the poem, wordsworth does ~ot ,s.imply reproduc_e. the 
i tiner ar.y. which· typi.f.ied eighteenth cen~ury · loco-d~scr i pti_ve · 
- . . ... ~ .. 
. . ver!Jie.· .His Al~pine jour~u!yof 17'9.0 i"s.only the beginning.of 
. . ' . ' .. \ . 
. . . . . . . . I · " 
.the imaginative process wh1ch .he seeks 'to convey. ·As he ··,_ 




demon~tr~~s· ' in .his open in'~ - s~·~tch, _the · ex.J?er .ie'~ce ,of natur~~,· ' 
... ~ 
he presen~·s depend.s as· much · upon the .observer ~s the . . ·"'--... · 
• • • Jo. ' --: ..... 
• ,· • • •• • • . ' ' • ... • • • • .0: : . ~ • .......... 
· i ·obsf7rll-ed • . ~ordsworth's Alp~ne .tour . and th~ ide~Q,_i-~h in ·. · 
' , • I • • ' • • ' ' 
_hi's m i np hav-e come -.to _b~ a-s soc i~.t.ed w.i·t ·h t ne event a~ e ·. t.he 
... l?asis ()f a-:--new- t -ype-Of-.poetic de~cription ~hich c:t"ttempts to . 
. '. - . . . ~ .. . .  . . . .. . ,· . 
. ··embody what Wordsworth would later· aescrib~ as .the power . 
.-- . . \ . ·. . . ' - · . .· 
' ,.. . -.--
"Both of the object seen, and eye that sees" (The Prelude, 
. . __.---· ' . . -





---- - ' - - - ·- -
''t:·.c,~,~ ··'"~~;.;;,,~: -L:c; •-.;. .  : ·_·._._··.:.o.~· _·_..:··-~;.:-·. -·.·-. -~. : ... ,:.·~ .. - . -. __ .-_ ·_· .- . I". ' ~ ... ,, 
. ' . 
.. 
j 
:·· , . ·· :::·: ·~-~,­
, .. _ ~.., 
- . . . : 
f . . 
. -. . 
·. 10 
• 
180 s~ XI I, ·1. 3 79).,14 wordsworth v i'v id 1 y estab lisl\es ..t'his 
. · ' / . - -
po'•in t of view . in \:he ··opening ·sketch, which may be~n"·a·s 
~he ~pi bo~~ of the ' proces~ he - a·t~empts . -t~ tiescr u)~~the 
.. .... . , . 
/ 
\'JhO 1 e p~em: ·ai. though · he observed. mounta ir:ts, c 1 i ffs, 
• ~ • • 0 • • 
waterfa·11s, s~y, peop_le~and events, as a poet he' w_ishes to 
• - ... ' • l .. - • • • • • \ -
pres~nt the thoughts, feel ipgs and· knowledge created by such 
6lfll' •• .. __ .. ~ . •  ~ . . \ • • ·•• • 
experience in a new and broader perspect;.i ve' which ·wi 11 h~ve t~e power to .mov.~ "even . t~e ~m9st ~mpass i ve imag in~'l'ti on)'"i~, 15 
I • . 1\ 
I . 
,._, Taken toget~:ter, :the .]Jldividual scenes wh~ch fc)llow the 
~ --~ -- -~:..-- ~- · o'P~n ~~~ : : ~ i~-~- (·1_ ~ .' 1:..12~ · -~ay be , seen ~\a. sec~_nc] jour.~ey __ _ 
be:- seq' _up_o~ ~: but.: .. no~ exac~1y, ' the. scen~s, - ev'ent_s an~ pe~'~-~e ,· · 
-_·-· ·_· ·. -of. ·.the ···~rigln~1 ·tour:. . A~ -:this . . t~e·s .;s_ wi1·1· sho~, - the ·journey : . 
· ----.: ·-' > ·_ ·_: .·. --~~ .·in.-· t·h: · · poem·· :~-~~crib~s . the devei~·p'ing ~~tati~ns·h-~p . ' 
. ' ' ,bet.;e<!~ 3Jld. a fic~io~;.l ch~.!'~~tEir/na<r'at~r .whO is · 
tin 'a 'l a.go~~/- t:o ·-~ - but n~ t th~: sa~e ~ s ~ the poe:{ in th'e :- : 
-?r-~g inal exp~r ience. The · narrat9r's progress is related as .. 
' ' . 
. . . ' . ' : \ ~ ' 
of.: significant, personal . events set · against . a· :· 
' .. . . ' . . 
----
.na._tur 1 .and · so~ ia~ ·backdr-op which are the scenes of the 
' .. .. ':& ' -~ -- - --. . ·_ ~ . . . . ' . ' • . . ., 
. . . . -- . ~ 
or-igi al tour, .but described- in assoc1_ation with elevated 
. . . . _ _../ . ' . . .. . . .., . . . ........_ _ _ ·- --·:;· . . . 
tho . ht~~ moral_ and pc;litic~l reflection and tr_ansformed 
. . . 
. . . ' ··. . ' - . - ·. 
!mag ination •. · The object of .t;he poetic j _ourney is to 
by 
t . • 6rg .anlz.~ ai 1 · the :-elements_ .aftd·· dim~nsio_-ns of _the . _ po~~-'s 
·' 
.-
' ~~per'ien~e - of "the _tour and ~ his memory of t~hose : exp~riences-. . 
' :~ and feelings at the . tim~· of ' Wt!ting, to~al:d .~~~ ;,;;.~en~ ~o~ · · . 
. · · ··-<,~, destination: · to: "move"l6 ~he. -re~d-er - ~s . th~·::po.et · himsel-f ~'~., 
"'--· .· · , .. . ' . 
. be'e-n .·moved • 
. - ~-. 
·c-.. ... . ;· 
. :. . 
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His -modification ~nd adaptation of the . conventions of 
. . ' e\'ghteenth-centur~ _loC"'-des.c.riptive .jfur_ney poetry we.re· 
·re~uired to accomplish .. this purpose, /because, unlike his 
. I • . , 
. \ . . . .: 
__ .eigh:~ee~-t~-century pr~:~essors_, . th~ poet's own_ ,DOwer·ful 
psycH~logi.cal response to ' the Alps, rather than literal 
'transclf ipUon, become/~he ba~·i;. otor_qaniz;o.~ion -~~r ._t 'e 
poem. -~l:lus Descriptive Sketches reflects what Wor worth 
' • f • -
had ' come t'o be.lieve.in retrospect had actually happened to 
:· ~ : . 
' . ) \ 
him (o·r _ r~ther to his · imag in~_tio~) . _and . what _he had, irf tu:r·n 
become .. - a. thinking, :. fee.l in~ .and c.reative ·soul: ___ As he. -
propose:·i~ thee first .• ketc~, !fri~~· ~ relates in the body 
• I 
, .· ·:o£ ·.the p(Jeiil .i tse.l'f, _.the _pro~ec subject of .poetry ~ s not .raw 
' I . \ 
·' 
n.a ·ture but na .tur.e.·aS: it i~pr~·sse's- itself upon the mind a·nd · 
0 > ' , ' I ~ I • • ' 0 t 
0 
.,... • ' , : 
0 
· , ' • • ' ~, ' 
. irnagiilati~ri· of man. ' ~hese· ide'as. ~re clearly rel~ted 'to ' 
.• . : . ' . ; . . . . 
W~r~sworth's. later . poetry, E;!Speci~lly The Prelude, ·tbe . 
. ' '· ,• . : . 
po~tic . autob i _ography" wllich retraces h'i s personal journey 
.. ~- '- · . . . . I . ' . . . -
toward becoming a poet: a .man inv~sted. wtth special · powers 
' r , , 
. ' 
o £ _ s?_ir i ·tual and· poetical ~Oil)!ftUn ion with his fellow mao · 
. . 
because· of'. his imag i ·na-tive vision of. natura1,· and social \ft'\1. 
' • . . J •t J . 
·' · ex p~r i~~ce~ 1.·7 }~ oescVPt i ve Sketches, . as_ Birds{ 11 and: 
others: note, _Wordswor~h makes the : styi i~tic mistakes of . a 
. . ' . . . . . . . ' ,. ' . . . . 
. · . ·. youpg· po~t who·. ha~· !'lot yet found .his ·. voice; ·yet the poem'_s 
:.-_ .- . -~G) . 
_c. \. \ " · ' " 
. . ' 
. . 
structure and · visi~on are typic~ll~ wo .~dsworthia·n.l8 As :! this 
. . ~ . . ' 
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. \ . . ·.1 
c.! . 
·. ·:, . I . 
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·poet· di &covers the ' bas.ic· .form ·for ' a~·s~r ibing t~e .·developm-ent · ' 
·'· 
.. · ~ . ' . 
! . . . 
.· .~ -
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e~ement of The Pre1 ude and of other, shorter poems from 1798 
to 1815. 
- --
~ike those to~ Evening Walk, -;mother ~ci~p:· 
-· 
. -
...... -- ' 
·.·: ·' 
:.·~. : ·~ 
.. t.; .. . · 
- . ' . '\ 
.;escr i pt-i ve poem p ·ubl ished w~ th Oeser ipti ve Sketch~s, 
. . 
. Words~orth' s "rev is ions to the 1 atter from 17-93 to the final 
--editio~ of .~he poem fn · 1.~~6 ~ere •' r~1~ t~v~1.Y m~~.r ·and · 
pr~sery.ed the basic struct'ure an~ sens~ of the or igina1. 
·-is a premise of th{s thesis that .Wordswod:h~s repeated 
~ . 
' . .. --. - . 
publication · of the poem ana relatively minor ' revisions ,, ' . ' . 
. -... ' . ------. . . . .. ' 
It 
underscore . the continui.ng v~l .idity in_ .. his...m.ind ~£ this first .. 
' . ' . ' . " . . . . . 
poetic recot;d a.f hls Alp1rie journey which he .was. to: describe 
' . . .. . . ' . . ' 
many times, . in poetry, and·: prose·,· throughou€ ·h-is 1_ ife, • ~ 
I • • • • I :, \ 
. especialry in The Pt.e'lude, Book vx,-.where it stands as a ·· .-
• --- - • • # ., \ ' . ~ 
· · touchstone of 'imaginative .grQ..Wth and realizgtion· in the 




: .. Desciiptiv~~etcbes, will be \ bus con"side~ ~~an 
early E:ncploration·'·p£ wordswor.thian spiritual an~lniaginative _ 
. ' 
autobiography, written .at a·· time when the poet .. was sti 11 · 
.. I 
• 
. . . ... . -::.. 
·struggling to find a pe_r _sona and a· ooic.e. What Word~fworth '· 
~ -
does, with the eve~ts o.f the 1790 tour 'and the c.onv.entional 1 
. '!! ·. . ' . 
. loco-desc~lptiv~ '9e.~.re ~-s cl.~el-y 'intertwi~ed wfth ,'his qu .~ t 
' • •• • v • • • • • • • • ! 
for poetic identity.· oescripti ve Sketches may be cons ide ed 
, , • ',; • ' , ' • • I 
the· first step_ on _ ~he poet"s· j9urney, m~rking . a~ early · a 
1
d 
..,. . . .. ... .. 
. .. 
· importa'nt· tran'sforma~ion - apd evEm rejection - of his 
.. \ 
· iiterary 'origins, a journey which waS: necessary 
. , • • • . ' . ' . . I 
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.f CHAPTER I NOTES 
-
--- /. . . G 
. 
1
' The Wo~ks of Samuel ·.Johnson (D~lin: 1793), p. · SSJ 
Quoted in Joh,n w. Foster, "A Redefinition of' Topographical_ . 
Poetry, _"~, 69 (July 1970), 395. . . .' · 
" \ . . . - ~ . 
. 2 The standard history eis R.- A: Aubin,· . Topographical 
Poetry in Eighteenth-Century England :(New York: Modern 
Language Association of America, 1936; r _pt. ·1966). See · 
a~so Dwight L. Durling, Georgie Tr'adit"io·h in English Poetry 
(Port Washington: · Kennikat Press, 1964);. and Foster, 394-
406. . ~ I ' ' 
:· • \ 
I. 3 See Steven E. Sh'arp, "The' Unmerited ~on tempt · of _ ,. 
~eviewers: Wordsworth's ·Re_sponse to Contempofary Reviews ·of 
Descriptive Sketches," Wordsworth Circl~, 9 · (Wtnter 1978), 
71-74. Nineteenth -century ed1tor .Wil~iam Knight put·· th_e ~ ... 
17.93 edit-ion in an appendix because he considered . it "so 
art if ic iaf, .prosaic, and· dull, that its re'production (except 
in fhe form· o£ 'footnotes) would . be an injustice to : 
Wordswo·rth.11 In Wi 11 iam Wordsworth, The Poetical .Works of 
William Wordswotth (Edi,nburgh: William Patterson, 1882),1, 
XXV and note. H.W. Garrod called ... Wordsworth's juven-ile 
. I 
poems, ·e~pecia·lly Descriptive Sketches, "endless arid 
tracts" through which- the critic trekked · on toward . the 
"oases" ·of the Great De-cade. · In H •. W. Garrod, Wordswor·th: 
· ·' Lectures and Es·say· (2nd ed.; Ox-ford: Cl arendo·n Preas, · 1927) ,.., 
p. 14. The groJ<~th of inq!Jirx_ in to WordswortJ:l's 1 i terary 
origins ··and juveni.l .e poetry has contributed. to a revival of 
interest 'in Descr~ip~ive Sketches. · See, for _example, : 
----7-,...,_-·Ge_offr.e.y_ Ha r..trna:n, W.o.rdsworth1s 2.oe.tr_y 178.7.-181.4 (N_e~_l:.l.i!Y..en_: ____ ___ _ 








She~ts! ·The Making of Wordsworth's Poetry, 1785-1798 · · 
(Cambrldge, Mass.: Harvard Un1v. Press, 1973), pp. 59-74. 
See Chapter I I of this thesis for furt·her- di~cussion. 
ip • . • 
. . 4 In Wil.liam -word~worth, ·DescriPtive Sketche~, ed. 
Eric Birdsall (-It_haca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1984) 1 pp. ix, 
11•12. All ·citations are from this 17 9.3 edition,-· with, an· . 
apparb.is cri W't:us .of \!·ar i~nts th;rough 1832, ·unless otherwise .. <::>t 
noted. · ' 
-
s _ Ibid., p. ix. 
. . .-.,.. . . . ~ 
6 The picturesque ·i.s -a lat;e eighteenth-century 
aesthetic term f'efer~ing to a certain kind -of _ ro~gh, wild 
and irregular landscape- popularized in English pros~ by 
Will.iam Gilpin (1724-1804) an_d Uvedale P,rice <1.147-1829) 
among oth~rs, and in pai-nting by . Ita~ian ' Salvatore Rosa· 
· (1615-1673). · Wrlliam G~lpin's extreme~y influential ,-
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Wales and the Lake District were read by wordsworth and it 
is ce'rtain that he had Gilpin in mind inl:ertait1passages of 
Descriptive Sketches. See Christopher wordsworth, ·The Early 
· ·_wordsworthian Milieu: ~ Notebook of Christopher Wordsworth 
with ! few enfries ~ !!!.!.~ Wordsworth, ed. z • . S. Fink 
(Oxfo·rd: Claren~doh Press, ·1958), p. 79 for 'Wordsworth's 
entries on Gilpi in an earl~· O~tline Qf Descr~t1ve Sketches~ The · andard l)i story of t~e picturesque is. 
Christo~her-~us'Sey, The PictJresque: Studies in Point. of 
View (Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 1927; rpt. 1967). See 
ar&o: Pb.ter Bicknell, &!aut~~ Horror and rmmensi tY: 
Picturesque Landscape in Br1ta1n (Cambr1dge: Cambridge Uni .... .-... 
Press, 1981); Walter John Hlpple, Jr.,. The B~utiful, The \I· 
Sublime and the Picturesque in Eighteenth-Cen·tury BntTSh · · 
Aesthetic Theory (Carbondale:southern Illinois Un1v. Press, ( 
1957); Edward Malins, English Landscaping and Literature; ' 
·. 1660-1848 (London: Oxford Univ. Press, 196~nd Elizabeth "- .. 
Whe1Her· Man_war ing; Ital:ian Landscape in Eighteenth C.entur~ 
Egg1and: ~ . Study Chiefly -E?.!! the Influence of Claude Lorra 1n 
and Salvator. Rosa on Engl1sh Taste, 1700-1800 (London: • 
·. 
O~ford Un'iv. Press,-1965), and J. ~· Watson, Picturesque 
Landsc~pe and English Rpmantic Poetry q.ondori: Hutcheson 
Educat1~nal Ltd., 1970,) •. For a further discus~on 9f the 
p ic.turesque a~d Oeser ipti ve . Sketches, s~e Chapte~ I I of this 
thesis. . , · · 
·- ' 
. . . 
1 The fo~tnote is . apperided ;to Oescri'pti_ve··sketches, 1. 
. -347: . . 
. . · I had once given to these sketches the title · 
of. Pi~turesRile; but the Alps are o in~(u1 ted ~ri 
apply1ng · to . the~n< tpat. term .• -.· Whoever, 1n 
attempting. to d~s~ribe their sublime · ~eature .. s, 
should confine h1mself' to the cold. tu.Les of 
------- --=:........,pa1n.ting ·wou'l:d-- ·give his - re.ader but a . very 
imperfE:!ct idea of those emotions which they have 
the_ irresi'stable. power of. comm·unicati.ng to· 'the 
most h\passive imaginations · ... Had I wished to 
make a picture of this sc.ene I had thrown much . 
less light into it. But I consul .ted nature and my . 
feelings. · · 
. •, 




" ..." ... . 
-
' . ~ . . , 
This footnote and its imp.l !cations are discuss,•d· fur.ther in 
.. ,Chap.ters .II and III of this thesis. · · · , 
8 Birdsall,. p.x. ' · \\ 
·
9 William Wordsworth, The Po~tical ~1of William 
Wordsworth, eds • . Ernest de Selincourt and H~Jlen Darbishlre 
: (5 vols., Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940~1~~). II. All 
citations of Wordsworth's poems other~ tha D.escriptive 
... Sketches ·and The Prelude or otherwise spe ified are from..:; 
. this standard reading tex·t. Hereafter cite ~s Poetical 
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~- 10 Samuel Tayl?r Coler{dge,. Bio ra hica ·Ll.teraria, 
ed. James.-Engell and w. Jackson Bate (Princeton: Princeton 
Univ. Press, 1983), I.I, XIV, p. 11 •. All c· tations ·her~after 
are . from. this standard reading_ . .text. · . · . 
. 11 Ibid., J. 16. , ' 
I - I 0 ' " 12 ' \ - · .. 
1>bere is •In ~-_o~fense of Poeg~ere he :rlares tha't 
no~ ivered. to m~nk·~nd tha~ ~ath not the • 
works of na~ure fo.r h1s pr1nc1pal obJect ••• Only 
the poet, disdaining t-6.-be · tied tt ·any such_ 
subjection, ~ ifted up by the .vigour. pf hi 's own · 
invention, doth gro·ot~· . ~n effec.t another . nature, in 
making thi.ngs better .than nature brio eth forth,_~ 
Or 1 qyi te, aneW~- 'formS SUCh aS nevet ~e·.~~e jn OatUJ;e 
16 
• ••• ~o as he g oeth hand i n.1and wi-th ~- t .ur e, · not 
e 'nclosed · within the narrow lwarra·nt of 'her gifts, 
but freely rangfng wi'thin the zodia·c of his :Q.wn 
·wit. ·Mature· never se_.Lforth . .i'he earth in so Fich 
..... _...a -.--
a · tapesbry as divers poets have done; n i ther -with / 
. so pleasant .· rivers, fruitful- t.rees, · sweE:!t:..smell ing //._. 
f 1 ower s, nor whatsoever e~ se make t h~ . 500 muc/h ~ : 
loved .ear_th more. lo~ely. Her world is-Jrazen, }h~ 
'· poets only de1 t,ver --a golder;t. · . • / . . 
sit . Phi lip Sidney; · ~-'-o~fen.se o'f~etrx·, ed. ,an, y~n ·.oor~te~ 
. (Oxford:·.Oxford Un iv •. PressJIJ1~66; ·"'"r,~. 1975}, pp. 23-24 • 
. ~ - , - . . / . I .. . . 
13 As he states in his footnote !1~47), had he . . . 
confined: himself to the "cold rules of paint1ng", iri· . __ 
describing the ·Alpine storm, he would have gi~ en his readers 
na very imper feet idea o.f _those · emot·ions wh"'ic ~ l. t ~e_y....-tthe 
A\ps) . have the ·irresistible 'power ~-f communicating to the 
most impassive im-ag inatio:ns." Tlfe·' s 'ubjec_t of \ the passage· in 
the poem, Wordswo.rth'notes, is not the stormy sunset· itself, 
but; ·as he says / "The ideas . ex9 i ted by the stormy. sunset." 
H~. is implyi ngltha t whi 1 ~ the outward face of \:na ture has 
. · inspir~d him,/ only imag··ination has the creative power to 
•·· .give hi-s rec;tders a morE!! perfect idea of the " ~rresistible 
. power" of tl;le Alps. Th_Jteefore, to write the 'passage in the 
poem he consulted nnabfire and . my feeling"; as_\a result it 
· w.ap-t-~shaping forc·e of ~maginative ideas - the · powerful 
a~sociations of de1 uge an ,destruction- whic~ transform 
· nature into a greater im·ag of sublimity in the poet's . 
description (11. 285-347). ·As he says later ·i1n The Prelude 
.. 'in his description of Mount Snowdon,; the poet•;s art may ,be 
so imaginatively powerful that\ even "~he gros~est minds must 
see and· ·hear, I And, ·cannot chuse\·but feel" (18
1
05, XII I, 11. 
SJ-84). Wi.ll iam· Wordsworth) "The Prelude": . 1799, 1805, · 
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_ ~t edsQ. Jona~h.a)l Wordsworth, H. H. ·Abrams· and Stephen 
. 'G1ll· (New York: / w. · w. Nor ton & Company, 197-9). All ·• 
ci ta~ions hereafter are from· the s_tanda~~ 180'5 reading 
'• 
text:. / · • -- · 
J ~4 Only th~ ii'IJ~gination produces ",a new worl .. d, ••• 
that was fif'/ To be transmitted and m-ade visible I To other 
eye~·" . (The Prelude, XII, ~1. 371-73) and maintains a 
rec~ptOCltY be~ween the mind and- the worl.d. · 
! 15 This is t.he efftct~. ·such magr:tifibent scenes. of 
. natqre as the Alps on ordinary minds if described o 
imaginatively by the poet. e note ·13 above. . 
. -
I I . , / • 
/ . 16 As he say~ - ir\ his footnote. (1. 347),_he intends in 
his poetical d'escr ipt"i'on '"to move even the· -nrost impassive 
. ~mag ina t ions." >/. · . · 
;, 17 Ash~ clearly states in his f~otn-ote; wh~he 
w~ote Descriptive Sketches h~ ~as not subj.ec.t ~to .the f~~mal 
· - · a ·esthetics . of the picturesque and the dom1nat1on of the eye. · 
·'llhus; he later· con'firmed in· The Prelude that the picturesque 
•rAl·though a strong infectionOf the age, I Was never· much my 
•. habit" (The Prelude XI, 156-57). The period of picturesque 
.. 1habits has been variously dated between 1793_ and i79.5. ~ .As. Jon~ than· ·Ramsay ("The Prelusive s~unds of D.Ascr ipti ve • Sketches," Ctiticism, 20 (1978), 31-42) ha~observe~, · 
. ." wordsworth's d1ssat1sfact'ion with the .·picturesque as'a ·mode 
9 f desc.): i pt ioil . .is f!!IOSt .often associated with th}l Yiifl? 
,' pictori~lism of Aft--Evening Walk an~ Descriptive Sk .-> 
/ w. J. B. OWel'l concludes, however, .ln ' his "Wordswo s . 
. ; Aesthetics of 'Landscape," Wordsworth . Circle, 7~ (Spring 
! • 1976) I 70-82, Descriptive Sketches marks a ~undame!'lta"l shift 
in Wordsworth's view of nature and of language as a way of 
describing the effect of. nature upon the mind of the 
17 
· obser~h,_e ostensive reason for ·this shift seems to be-
, . Wor'dsworth'~..-strong ·emotional reaction .to-·t:ne Alps as the 
o __r~tost ·sple,n 1d type of naturaL scene. This is · true of · · _· .. --:· 
- · ·- ··-. Wordsworth' reaction to mountain scenery in general. He· ·. , 
felt that the Alps produced the saine imaglnative,:- response as 
his early experiences , in the Lake District wben,-he · 
· w·orshipped "among the ·depth of things" (The Prelude, XI, 
1. 233). He carried "the same he~rt'!.. (T~Prelude, ·xi_, 
1 ·. 241) when he .. travelled _through the Alps; thus .he was able' · 
to shake of£ -.the domination of the senses and stand "In · 
~ ' . 
Nature's presence ••• as I now stand I A sensitive,· and a · 
creative sou)." (.Tjle Prelude, -XI, ·11. -255-56). Chapters III . / ./ · · 
and IV discuss thi_yfurther.. · ~ ., ~ 
. , 18 As__.he says in the cl ima~tic · S~owdon. episode. of The 
· -· Prelude,~Ene po~t bears a ·special rel~tionship to nature and 
man jn the power of his imagin~tion which can ·create ·~ew 
· existence out .of. sen.se experience.- - While all men may see . 
" . 
.. .. 
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suc;_IJ._a sublime scene, on:~he poet 'has the power to 










im~ginative power to ·move all men. Thus, in his · 
relationship with Nature, ""the poet is both receptive and 
creative: 
The powe~, w)ich these 
Acknowledge when --thus moved, which Nature thus 
'- Thrus.ts forth ·upon the ~enses, is the ·e~press 
"'-,Resemblence, in the fu,llest of its strength 
Made visible, a genuine counterpart ' 
And brotbe.r;;.of the ~·~ ious facul:ty 
,-. 
Which hi.gher, minds,_ea~ with them as their own. 
This is the ver~-s~~' in which t~ey deal 
Wi tb all the obj ect'!;L:~:f the . universe: · 
They from tnei~ativ~ se,lves can .send ~broad 
'Like transformation; for themselves c-reate 
A.' 1 ike e'x i ·stence; and whene • er it is _ ·.· · . 
Created ~ for them~ catcb .. it by an inetinct;. 
• I ' • ~.. ...., •' • • • • ' • • ) ' • 
.: .. _.. · .. 1 .. ·-; .·.:: (The ~ Prelude; XIII, 1 • 
' - . ·'. 
·. ·- \ · ./ ·As. Wordsworth says . of · his exper ienpe of 'the Al·ps,-·,1}(# . . ,· ... 
·· · . di scover.ed· that in · the pres.ence . of the most magn(f icept · o·f • 
. . ····natur~l SCEm.es he wa.s "No~· prostrate,·· o~e.rborne, as i~ :the -.. 
·. mind I refelf · were nothing, a mean 'pens1oner I · On outward - . · 
forms" (The Prelude, . VI, .666-68). • For a discussion -.Of the 
di f .ficui ty of recong i 1 ing -the. receptive and creative " 
J -- faculties see w. J. B • . owen, Wordsworth as Cz: i tic (Toronto: 
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CHAPTER II , : _; 
I . 
. 
THE VARIOUS JOURNEY: DESCRIPTIVE 
SKETCHES AND ITS SOURCES 
.. 
., Th~ re.ader should be · carri.ed forward, 
QOt merely or _chief 1 y by the . mechari fcal 
~mpul se cur _iosi ty, ·or by· a restle~s desire to '\ 
arr ~ ve' a·t ·the fin,cll sol u.tioJl; but by th.e l 
pleasurabl-e· activit-y ofmin'd(exc ited by the 
attracti~ris ~f t;tie_ journ~y . i-t~~l f • . · :\ . . . . 
·· . 
· · Samu~l· Taylor Co~ idge, Biographia 
. · Liter~ria, I .I~~h~P· .~XIV . . ·. 
·,, ' ' . • ,'. - . , ·.J. 
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t Oeser 1ptive Sketches, with ~ E.vening ~, was 
• b • • • • • • \ , \ 
·.r-wordswo~:tho' s fi .r ·st published . p,oem. Whi l:e· !!i· Evening !!!!. 
d~ds no~. co~..:o!' ate -~n . ac i:ua.i :ev i.n t, fesct lp~ i'i.e- Ske tch:s. . 




. \ ~ '-· "and · th~ ·Aips. with hi0r1fJ:..f d~Robe~_t .. Jo.f?. ·~o whom _n~ . - . ··.· ,_-' . ' ., -· 
· . . ,... . . 
dedicates t po_:m. 1 . The p:r;:ech;e rea;:o'rt) for ~ordswb.rtq's 
\, I . . . . . '\ I I . ··· . ~ .,_ . .. .\ 
choosing an Aipi e to r . rema~ns ulicl.~ilr . but i't·. m~y hav~- - · 
. 
~· 
. ..) · 
,... , ("-..... , 1 -~·· ' . ' • • \ 
·.· · · · .. be~nL~n~t-u·~nq~d · .. n a~.~t . . b~·a. gl6w.~ng \ se.~se ~f his vocation.·, 
. _-~) A'ndonl~g ihi~~_ Camb~- dge .. '~tudi~s.· ~~ m'at·~;.~.a~J~~- ' he chose · ,· 
.. 
... 
· .. . ~ . ,-.· ··.~\ i~sread~ep~nde .\ ~st,q~ ~-es - i~ . :l.,~q~~g.e ~ ~nd-l.it~er.a\:~:re•; : ·: \ -
· .. · . ··. ~h~.ice _ o~ ·an A~~in.~ tour: 'refilected ?.~s enthus~a.s~or · ., .··. · 
. . _. ~opu~ a rlt?'~li t~r a tur.e ,2i> much of whi c~· c.~l ~b;:,r: t~d the~ ) . •. .. 
sa.vag.e · sce~_er~of · t{.e . Al p~~22 .·an.d . popula,r lm.age.~ Ol·. t~w1 ss 
.·-· ... as· 'romanti'c· 'ideals · ;;r ~r ·i~· i-ti v ·e ma.n.h Th~ · pE:!de~tr ian. to'ur · 
• ., ~ ...... • • 0 ; .. " , A . . I • ' C) 
.took , approx'imat~l y n~~ety. d~·ys, ·or ~ear~y· ~hi'!!.t-e~week~·,., . 
. . - . .· . . .. . 
fr~m -·~~~te .Ju~~· _t~ ~~r·l ·y ·~ctw(!!r.· ~?t6, . 'the .' i~·~_rt'e·rary . c~s(iy . . . . 
follow,fng (only in reverse' order) the · rou-te described . in .... . 
Wi ll .iam·. COJCe'~ . r.ettres de M;- Wi&lli am ~e a ~- -w./ Me lmouth, 
sur ;'etat. ; oliti · e,· c~i~ . et :::::--ra.·l · de-1::-sJ'sse;- · . . · · · 
~ . o.. . • . - ' .· . -- . II . . ' 
. traduite de'. L'An l" is !{l782)· t:a:an$lated · l?Y R8Yfllrind de ' 
- · .. . , . . , · · . I 
'/ ·· . . ' 
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. lr·:: '• 
~ '! 
... . 
; ,;· ·, "',' .... ~ · 
' :, 
I •• • ,, • ',''• , •, 
- ·-;-
I . .... ' . ' . -· 
( . . . 
October. 
. " ' .. -- . . 
.In ·af,J,· they wal.l~ed. ari estim.a·ted ' 2,0.00 m\les: with '· 
. . \. . " 
extended 
•' ' • • , I ~~ . , . . , : , 
ex_c.ur sions at ~r·treuse (descr ioed in both 
__ Oescriptivcr·Sket·ches and . The Prelude) and. at· Chamonix, anc 
o / o : • • o ' ' • o ~ \ D <:j o • : 
ea:stward over · the . Alps at the Simplon ~ass (a crossing_ 
. . .... 
desct;ibed iri detail in -~ Prelude but not in De-scriptive 
· ·sketch~s) . a,nd travel 'ted ~~ ·additional '820 miles by boat 
~ ' . . . .. . ·. \ . 
(also not ment-ione·d. ·in o'escriptive Sk'etc::hes b~t . described in 
. - . - 25 \ The - Prelude) • 
. · .. 
wordswor th·-\)eg,an to write Des·cr ipti ve Sketches between 
. . 
e~rl~ Oecem~er 1791 and~ll of .l79.2 after .he had 
~etu.rned. alone to .France in 179i to learn .French, first at · 
. . . .. . . . . . . •. ~ , . 
. ' . , • . . . . I . ·. 
· , . '~l.)rleans and . the~ - at' Blois. During " t_his period · he . ~ecame a . 
· .pa-~sion~te supporter · of ~he French Revolution through his -
• ' • . • ·, • ' ' ~ •'' • ~ • ' , • • • ' I ' • ' • ' if •• • ' 
·friendshi-p with Mi'chel ·seaupuy; · whil'e in France· ·he also me·t 
. . ' ~ . . 
arid fell in·· love wi.th Ann~tt~ va·l .lon by ·whom he. had a -child 
i'~ December ~·79 2.2_6 · Bot_h !!!. Even in~·. -~a·l k · (com-posed 1 a~-J~l ~ .· _. 
: in ··1787) : a·~d , the newly co'!'pleted Descriptive Sketches · were 
J p:u~~;{~qed .i ·n .January 1793 upon ~ord~~jj·~·s · ~-eturn · to · · ... · 
. ,. . 27 ' /:land. . 
1 When . published, Descriptive Ske.tches was -reg·ardeq as a 
conventional· attempt a_t loc·o.:.de:scr.iptiv~ 'poe-try~ '.'The· wild, 
. . -. .. ' 
. ~ . . 
romantic scenes .of Sw.i~zerland haVf:! -not · yet b~en ce.tebrated_ . 
. .~ - . . ~ . ' 
• • • -- rl . 
oy·-an · English .poem ••• whi¢h of tl;u!m·selves · insph;e the most 
. . .. . I· . - . . . . . . . . 
sublime and ·poetical scenes ••• " the Crftical Review".began; 
, .. 
however, it con.tinued: ".Mr. Word~wor.th _has .... caught few ;. · 
. ~ . . 
·- ' :- · 
.  
, .. ·. 
. . . 
..... . . ·.· 











·',( ~~,.-::;~<·:ft..~Ls.{.:~: / ... ~-: ~~~_;{~:~<·_;1.~c .. ,: ~. ::_;  _:;.~.:;. -~ -·;~:-~. ;'i ~:~" ;,_, :. :. · .. -~-... ·. ·· .,·:~· • ,~. ' ' I ' ' :-- 1: .. . : :. ~,::(:·;i:: . .::,. -·~ · ...•. ::_~;;-~ ~~: :~ ~~ - ;!, · .• . : ,•,i' • ,... • • ~ I • • • I ' • :: .:~:--. •J , ~ I 4 I , "o • -, 
.. 
-· 
spa~ks from these glowing scene-s. His i ines are often .hars\1 · 
and~pras_a~c; _ .. his .. images _i llrchosen; :~nd his des~r~ptions 
. fE!eble · and insipid ... a"d incorrect .~ .. n28 The ·MonthlY 
·Review coricutred.with the Critical Review: 
. More descriptive poetry! ••• Have we not yet ·. 
enougll? Must eter.nal changes be rung on uplands 
and l~wlands, and nodding for~~ts, and brood~ng 
·:cloud);, and .c-ells, and dells, and dingles? · Yes; 
inorEf, and yet more; so i~ is decreed •• Mr. 
Wordsworth. begins his e~ordiull\: '(Quotes 11.. 1-12.) 
May we--ask'/how is iet that ~ivers join the song o·f 
~v'.n? or, in plain prose,. thEf"eveningl but ,. if 
·, they do, is it not true .that they equally jo~n the 
' song of morning, · noon, ano night?29 
, 
•, . 




Ev:en · the loyal Dor~tthy: echoed the critics' c·har(Jes,· ·albeit 
mo~~ 'c~arita~ly~ ~hen she observed in -~. ~.ette0ane 
. . . . . . . ·\ . . . . 
Poll«:l:Va' ·tha~ both ·~n Even~ng Walk and Descriptive Sketches 
.. . 1 . . . . - .. . 
.. contained it ••.• ma,ny Fau.lts, the .chief of which are I . , . . 
.o~scurity, aq,d' a too· frequ~nt use of some particular 
. r . j. • 
-expressions and .uncommon -word.s · •••. Their Faults are such .as 
a y9ung 'Poet 'was mo~t 1 ik~l y -to . fal i· into ~nd. le~st 1 i kel y 
J to .diseo.ver ..... 30 
. . 
As ccitic Thomas Holcroft lamented~· 
·.·~ \ ' 
How ~~ften shall we in vain advise those, , who · 
·are. so delighted · with thei·r. own thoughts t hat they . 
cannot forbear fro~ putting them into .rhYme [sic), 
to examine those thoUghts til1 the~ thems~lves 
understand them? N~an will ever be . a poet, till' 
his min~i. be suffici~n~ly powerf~l.· to_ sustain ~his 
labour. . . . . . . 
. . . ' ~ . 
"'-· 
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Con~idering that Descriptive Sketches7was written ,' 
• ' 'I,. . •, 
---








, ... '." 
li~tle revision and under the pressu_re of ·the momentous 
events .then ta.king pface ·111 Wordsw~rth's life, it is·: not 
. . 
surprising that the poem was delivered pr_ematurely to the 
· publ~c. Although· he ·wanted to be a poet, his. unpublished. 
. . juvenile ~oems (main~y lyrics ~r~tten in ~h~ highly 
emo.tional, pathetic style of the "Graveyard School") 32 and 
'. . 
his early 1787 experiments in · loco-descriptive verse_ ("The 
' I • • • 
.. . . 
Va~e o~Esthwa~_.te" and An ~ening .. Walk rz,xitte_n in :1.787 i
1
n ·• 
the picture~qu~ mo~~) wer;e . h_is ~nly fo~rJaat p~epara,'tion to 
4 • ~ t~ 6 q , 
'adapt. th~ :traditional peregr inatlon' ove-r the. Eng 1 tsh 
\ • a ' I 
· ·· .· ·. ~~unt~y~i~.e .to. .· ~· descriptipl'l ·of· !1 . to~r ·c)f. the Ai~s • . 
• w Descri.pti ~e' Sketcheq was a~ost ~wic~ as :long . as ·~n, Evenin? 
Walk and in the Alps (a landsca~e . most- often associated with 
.• . 33 . . : . . . 
the sublime) and in ~oco.-descriptiv.e poetry· (~. lengthy, · 
. . ., . . ' 
sustained •verse form· usually wri t.ten in a highly embellished 
. 34 . . ' . ' - . ' . 
styl el;i wordsworth amb~ tious 1 y combined novel and exotic_ 
:I I ' 






ln ~ts.cr·itique of . th~ poem,, the . A~aly.tical 'Review ·· · ~ 
give~ us an ldea of 
., 
• descriptive ·poetry, 
' . . 
reader: 
. ' ·. 
~~e multi far iou~1e._ss of pop_ul ar 1
1
oco-
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Certiinly n~thiriq can be · conceived be~ter 
adopted to inspire ~ublime conceptions, ~nd to 
enrich the 'fancy with poetical" imagery, than a 
tour to the. Alps · ••••. Thetd.iversi 'fied p'ictures of 
nature which are ske'tc~hoo· ·'in this poem, cou~d on~y 
have · been produced b-y · actual and attenti.ve 
. observ~tion wit·h an abundant store of materials. 
The-- majestic grandeu-r of the mountalns, the rich 
and vari.ed .. scenery of lakes and- vallies, the 
so 1 emn gloom of ruined mona_ste'r ies . arid abbeys, ·and 
the different asp~cts of Alpine scenes in th~ 
morning .. and evening, during a storm, and in other 
atmospheric - C:hanges~ --are described in the studied 
varJety of i~aget~y; the piece _...is occasionall.Y 
~ enl·ivened with human figures, ·, and the ·whole is 
· rende~ed instructive N the frequent_. introduction 
of moral reflections. . . 1 · 
. Descriptive Sketches, ."adopt~\ to ins~ire rsubUIJle 
conceptions .· and to enrich ·the ·fancy"!, was clearly regar.ded 
f . . . . . i : . .. 
as a poem of pleasu·res f9r the imagination in the 
. ' . I • . 
ct~res~ue~subl ime mode. 36 . Late e,:ighteenth~c~ntur; · po~ts. 
• 0 ' ... • • 0 • 
or,dsworth ·d~(f 'not simply m1rror n~'ture ' in ~-heir 
0 . 
l'andscape descriptiotl', although "act_ual ·and attentive 
I 
obser~~tion" . was the c~talyst .for moral and imaginative 
· r·eflection: . as wordsworth states in· his footnote to his 
. . . . . ~ 
f . 
des~ription O_f the. Alpine sunse~- (il." 33~.' 
\ 
I had once given· to these sketches the title • 
· of Picturesque; but -the A.lp~ are ··insulted in 
applying to . •them that term~ Whoever, in 
attempting to describe their sublime features, 
should confine ·himself to the cold rules of 
pain~ing ~ould gi~e hi~ reader ~~t a very 
imper feet · idea· of· t ·hose emotions which they have 
the irresistable power of communicating ·to ~he 
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)_ , 
• • J • 
contrciUiing, lnf.luence, ·_ which .distinguishes the 
A·lp·s from al~ .other scenery,, is derived from · 
images whic·h cfisdai_n ,fhe pencil. Had I wished to · 
make a P.~cture of t ·hi 's scene I 'had thrown -m~ch 






. ·I . 
The phrase "Na~ure and my f_eel ings~' rather tha~ slinpl y·· 
"Nature" indicates .wo'rdsworth's intere.st, · t _ypical- of. the 
·1a.te ei-qhteenth:.century, In 'man1 s inner, emo'ti6nal ··teJpo._ri~es 
.. . . . 
' • ' ' ' / • • ' I ' • 
t<? nature and .~he role of imaginati'on. Whi.le. the vogue of. 
the picturesque . susta i~ed ·ihte~est in ~t pictura poesis· (the 
. . . ' ~ 
~otion - that . both. pott:r·; and pain·ting prima;J!_y im_~tated 
. ·-"""' . . . 
nature) , ·fhacult . f Alpine travel, and the ~aste for 
. . . . . . 
mountain scener in genera'i ., .. require~ a more complex 
:r'- . r 
literary. form to describe the stupetid'ous natural ianqscapes 
. . ~ '- - -- . . . ' 
. , · · · and the ~~~g f~Eili.igS ~o- 11hieii they :had giveil ,rht..3\ 
Verbal po'rtr-iiiture alone -was · in·sufficie'nt to·~·.convry a mo~·al 
.. 
. 
~ ·· .. 
? . • . ...... ' . . . 
~ens.e o! nature! s be_CUJ.tY !!U~h as the sense . of. rei ig ious awe · 
' I 
·. arou·sed by the Alp~- which Wo~dsworth acknowledged '{n·-hi-s 
. . -. . ,. . . . . I 
' 
le.tter .to Dorothy w'hi leon-- tour in ·1 790:_ 
.. 
' ~----.• - It .·is impo~si~e_ n~t to co~·tr.ast·· that . repose, 
-- . that COrt\placency· o· Spi_ri'ti produced .by these. 
·,· ·. lovely scenes·, .with he ~·ensa~ions · ••• in passing . 
the Alps •. At .the Lake ·of Com~ my m~nd ran through 
·_.a · thousand ·dre·ams . ·of . hap pi ness •••• · Among the 1/ 
mor.e awf~l sc·enes of the Alpa, -·I had not a thought' 
of man·, -or a sing 1~ created · being~ ~Y :whole sou·i 
was .turned to him who produced the ·te:trible 
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. . "'• ' . .. 
• • -. · • : .: ~ ·. ,. ... , • ... r "-. 
As his letter shQ~S, he analyzed or O"rgan~ ~~d - ~is ,, '\ > .. : ·-~ ~ ···:· '< 
• ,. · ' ~ r ~ . 
. experien~~ - of scener; trOm .the . begi~~1ng of .-~q1 t;ur tP -' ·.: 
terms either sublime or', beauti f~i:lb .... i!l ti-he_ f~ot''\ote~·c. i. .. 
. ' . . . ' ~ . . . . . . . ~ 
34·]) he_ ~aSes h~-s distin~tion between .. ~·\1~ picJ:.ur~sque .arid · 
the sublime on ~is re~ognitjon . . that hi~ exp~rf~~c:!~f~ · the 
. . .. . ~ r - ~ . . ·· .. - ~ . .. ,. . · ~ 
' ~ . ' . .... \ ,. ' . . .. 
Alps .and the feelings to .wh-ich they had 9 ivE!n;rSse ·w~·r ·e:··· 
. . , •' 't:.t .. 'I ,, • • 
• .. • • ,. • ', "'" 1 . ..1 
' esseptially different ' from his experience of 'the beautiful. 
' . . 
- . • ... • : • • • ,.. l 
Rep~d ia ting the_ I picture~que, .~l:le conffnes of "the . . cold'Y. rules . 
qf pa i_nting", because tl:le ~ubl .ime : features o_f -the _Alps 
cannot be described in those terms, he c'l.aims to· ·~er'ive _hi$ . 
. ·.. . :. - ; . . ., . 
poe~ic. ima~es fiom "nature· and my C•eiing~". They will thus 
' 'f' • I f 
. c9nv~y to e~~n -""the most . .impassi v~ ~mag ir1ations" . the 
~.. . . . ·. .' ,• . . . 
· interpla'y 'of nature ~nd ~motic:ms, · rather th~n me~ely a 
pictorial.· image of .. t~e - Alps. : · ~t· is his imagination, ._ then, ·. 
. . 
·-
in relation to· a natural obj'ec·t (in tthi _~· casE!"the · Aip~) · and .··. : 
his ~bili.ty to .create "-~-~ages ·which di·sCiain .. the penc'il" that 
forms the ·basis ·pf . his · ·p.oeti_c desc~ipti'on. 
. . . 
-
• I . / • 
In his dedicatory. letter to Robert Jones, he empha~i~es 
that the poem is intended to ·be c.ommemoratiy_e of .the. happy . 
memories and imp.rE!ssions · of the tour: 
. . . ' .. 
~ · am bai;.py in being ·c~ iousi ; .~ail li~ve. : 
OI,le reader who Wi 11 ·appro-the coqcl us ion o·f 
the·se few pages .·w~-th. regr·et • . You ~hey must ·. 
ce~ta inly- interest in r .emi-nd·ing you of the moments · , 
·to which you can hardly · look ~ack without a . 
. pleasure not . the le~s · .de~r from a shade . of 
. \, 
,·. 
• • I> 
/ 
-
. . a .. I . . I . 
I ' ' , 
I 
. : . · .. 
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.. •· 
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.. ·,· •'·. 
. . ~. 
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-i~·~·L:- ::.t . ·;.,· :~ .. - ~.:~ ... ~ . · .. , . .' .. · ..'. : · . ... ::::~: ~ :, I· • ·1 • : ~ •• ;, . • " 'lc ' • .. ·, • ,~: .~. ~ 
tl' ~·.-: :' .. .... . . : ~-. " : . : j . ·. : 
~ l(-.-:.}'· J~ • • • • • l ', • • • .. .~ 0 - ' ( 
. .. ' 
. ' • . '• 
· ~ 
' -~ ··...-; 
. . . . mel andhol y. :You wiLl mee.t with ·few im'ages without 
. tec0llectin9 t})e SpOt Where we· ObS,erv.ed . together., I 
consequently, whatever 1s feeble in my design, or 




~-- .· ... 
b.y. -your ·own ·memory.~ • . 
~ ~.-1:' • .. • 
·. 
Althou~h based on "a~tual . and .a~tentive observation" of the 
. ' 
. . 
. places and -events .of his tour, Wordsworth was not bound to 
. . , . . . 
. . 
geogra~hicf versim.il itude in· his. p~etic description ..... In 
.pubif.cly addresdng J~ne•.· wo~dsworth. was' also w~rti~· ng his 
readers of his intent1on . to. depart .from·the . context f 
. . . ' . . . . 
. 
familiar .repoitage' whfch character-ized. many .. loco-c:iescri~?~~ive 
. . . 
-42 . · . 
. Poert:~_s. _' Reordering an~. al terin·g the well-e~tabl ished route 
. ' . . 
of the Grand· Tour to enl:i•ven ·his verse, . he'i combines. personal 
. / . . ·. . . . ' . . . . 
exper.iEmce.-with ·an· "abundant store of materia.lsi• and 
.- . . . 
. "irist'ructi-v'e morai · reflections" .from a var.i~ty · of source~. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
As a compa~is_on. ot . the.'actual tour ·~md th'l'j-o~r_n.ey ~f t~e 
poem . sh.ows, . rather · than ·being a · versified di-ary · or · journal, .. 
I • ' • 
·: the po~ is -a 1 i terary reconstruction in which Wordsworth · 
- .. - ._, _ -- . . . 
' . 
y_ery ·~ubjecti vely ,selected sight~-' 'impressions and . insights 
\ 0 . • . . 
I • • 
. J. fr.om the orig_i~al · tour anq combined these. wi t:1l other~ . 
, .:._/< materials~fitera'i; hist~ric.al, polidnd . 
.. 




Most of t .he journey -acrc)ss France (described in The 
' .... -- . . . 
Prelude-V-I,"-"-3-60:..82) .and the boa~ t~iP. (despribed in The 
'.., .. Prelude ~1, 38~-~21) . a~·e omi'tttd from Oesciip'f"i ve Sketches • . · 
' 
The two-day v isi.t to the monastery of the Grande Chartreuse 
27 
. ' . 
<! 












.<, ..  .: : ... ....... ' ~, _ ·,··· .. ,:_· .. _· ... ·.. : . ·.. ·/:.•· 




I , · 
. ' 
-. . , Sketches the monastery ' is depicted unde~ siege by 
... 
, . . . . . ~ 
revolt;Iti~naty soldi~~-s .: (as it ~a~ in 1792 while ~ord!;Jworth 
was in Franc~ but not as .it was when he vi-sited while on 
., .. '-~-· . ,· . . .· .. · ·. . . 
tou~) ~43 In 1790 Word•wotth and ·Jones, probably pn the 




I ' •' 
- . . ' .. 
. - . . \ . 
Chamonix ~nd Mont Blanc· ·after wh-ich. the_y cros~eQ . th.e Alps at 
.. 
- . 
tne. Si-mplon Pass (described· in deta·n in The Prelude VI, 11. 
' -. 
494-524). The Simplon P~ss incident is not referred to in 
.• 
Descriptive· Sketche2'. and t .he celebrat-ed Alpine scet:~es of 




I ' • • ~ ....... • ' • 
b~ginning of ~heir tour, . ar~ metitip~ed ~~ly briefly in · 
• 1,. • • • • • • • • • • • 
of · th~- poe~'s . concluoing sketches {11. 600'-712) • . : 





_ r~ _179~, · d~scend i:g t~-e~R_a~ in:e . of Gond: a,..ft~r- ·crossing 
Simpl on ·Pass·, the 'travei·-1-ers . followed a c ircu,i tous 
• ·. . , .' . . I . 
. . ' 
route, suggested -by C~x~, 'through' Switz~rland and the 
\. : , 
Ita-l;ian ·Lake_s. Parts o~. this region - Lake Como, Via Mala, 
-----. . , . .. 
the Reuss River, ~he Valley of ·schollenem, 'Lakes Uri and 
Lucerne - ar~ placed . in Descrietive Sketches (11. 1'76-316) · 
.-::- . . 
before the reg~on 'o ·f · th_e. higher Alps -(11. 317-47). This 
.· 
latter scen~ · of . a s~~~my·A~p.ine suns_et in-troduces the. poem's 
la_rge·, central -se.ction in .. which the description of · Alpine . 
• 
. , . . ' . 
scenery is interwo_ven with a rut:tning commentary on Swiss 
. .· 
life, manner$ and history (11. 348-653). In 179.0 Wordsworth · 
actualty had very littl·e personal con'tact with the · Swiss44 
and it is . to Coxe/R~mon'd ,that he i_s. most h~avily~nde.bted 
I j ' > • • 
I -.>. I / ... ' ·~ . 
. / ' 
.· 
• I 
,• ·.: \ . • I 
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for his Rousseauistic themes and images of Switzerland as 
the representation of free, indepe~dent man • 
... 
I 
Following the_,sketches of the Swiss, Wordsworth de.picts 
29 
the.Abbey of Einsleid,J.en and J_ts pilgrims (11. ,654-79). In 
~190,' .W<>rds~~si ted the 'abb~y after . \.. 
tray ell ing · a'r®nd· · the . Ita 1 ian Lakes and before turning 
sout'hward'· aio'ng ~e River Aa~·e. The. des~Aption of the 
River Aare .(il. 414-441) combine~ lan.dscape feabl_:t~~d 
. ___...- . . . 
.incidents associated -.with w~r~wor~h's exp~~iences on i the 
'tou·r in ~he Vale ~f C~'amonlx. 45 .. Th~ · Rhi .ne .Fal is· a t . 
I - . 
, . I .. • . . . 
· Schaffhausen, one of the most famous .sights of -Europe . which 
• Wor~sworth sa·w· after _·1 ~\v ing · the~rAare ·reg ion-' i.11 ·1 ~90· ~ ·: ·.rs 
• • • •• • • • \ • • • • • • • •• • . , 0 
. . ' . \ . . ' 
omitt.ed entirely from t~e, poem, as is ·.the . boat ride .from 
' ' 
1 
• • ' , • t , • t, ' ~ I • ' ~; • ._. • • ' ' , • ' : 
··.· Basel ·· to Cologne. · ':{'he final ·descriptfve · sketches t:el .l _ect · · 
wordsw.orth' s re~oi utionary beliefs anQ . events• while he was . 
' . . ' . . ·: ·. ·\ . 
~;esident i~ . France in 1792, .namely, the slavery of the 'savoy 
,. . . . 
. i . . . . 
(11. 706-12), the ·si~hts of th~ River . toi"re ·(11. 760-7 3) on 
. ' . 
·• 
· whose• banks he composed the poem,. and the ·procl amrat~on of 
. / 
. . . 
the . .. French Republic ·(probably the subject ·. of 1'1. 774.:.809). 
' . 
1• . \ 
• 
In · al t' wo.rdsworth includes twenty-eight descriptive 
. . . . . . . . 
sketches'ln the po~ ~hich, b{ i i:.s title, suggests a series 
of br.ief compos! tions I>rese.nting single scenes, clraracters 
. - -· 
•' . . 
or incidents as an artist would'make sketches as the 
.. ---
• I ' ' • ' 
preliminary groundwo·rk for . a ·. more fully d ·uetope!l.-work·. · . In 
content, the poem s~em~ .to .be a~--pastiche ·of ·descriptiv~ 
. ' . . ' 
. ,:' ~ 
types,. the'mes, tal~ tones, points of vie~, 1 i'terary 
- - - - - - .. -- . . . 
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.1(_ . , 
- -..... 
, . 
borrowings and poetic styles all loosely organi~ed as the 
story of a mountain ascent undertaken by a fictitious hero. 
There are basically three types of sketch in the poem: 
those· which,_..describe the journey (what is seen ar:td . what 
. ' happens along the way); those which describe emotional 
- ~ 
• 
expeiiences during the journey· (how the narrator or other 
fict-itiops characters feel at different times in response to 
d i,! fer en t ·.setting$ and events)"; and _those which describe 
ref.lec1tions raised. ~u~ _ing the journ'ey (what the character 
...... --·•· 
.thinks and fee Is about what he has recalled from reading and 
his own memory). .. .-
I ,., ' ". 
·. Contrasting scenes in the pictur~squ~, beau~if~l and 
· sublime m'odE!s are placed; 1 ike co.1ours from a painter's 





' - !,_ } 
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pal~tte, to arouse strong or subdued ' emotional impressions. 
The soft, pastoral ~e~uty of Lake r;7t./(l ~· • Bo.:l'~-21 .• w~ich 
resembles a landscape painting~l9ud~ torrain, is 
l . 
- . 
- '\ ' 
contrasted with the sombr~ mountain gloom of the Grande 
4 \ _· Chartreuse~~(-11. 53-79). The savage, irr gular. scene of Via 
Maia!s "chasms" (1. -184) and the "imperv-ious gloom" (1. 186) 
....... . 
6'f the land of the· G'rison is .complete ~it picturesque 
touches like the gipsy 
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, . L~, 
Thro• _vaca"'t . . w6rlds whl!-r~ature never gave 
A brook to murmer ·or a bough to wave, 
Which unsubstantial P-hantoms sacred keep; . 
Thro •. 'worlds where Life--and Sound, and Motion .-sh~ep, 
Where SilenGe . . still her death-like reign extends, 
Save when ·the st'artling cliffs. unfrequent rends: 
~-- ~n the de~p· snow tl),e mighty ruin drown • d, · 
Mocks the dull ~ar Qt Time with deaf :abortive sound; 
(11. 372"776) 
/ 
These scenes are further differentiated by the 
." 
/ ~ 
narr·ator•s reflectiv_e . ex·ploration of his feelings .as he 
v_passes.· ~hrough .thf!! landscape. ~e sighs "at hoary 
cnartreuse• gloom I Weeping ben~ath her chill of mountain 
do6m" ~11. 53-54) but he i~ "more · plea~'d" to walk aiound 
' I ,.' 
·-
·"Comi bosom'd .dee(> in che~tnut groves"· ( 11. 80-811. · The 
' 
- ·,, I 
se'quence of 'scel'le~ at Lake · C_omo (1 L . '80-175). shows "Time . \ .. . I 
< \ • 
Sunset ' .:-· Sam'e sc'ene, TWilight· ~ Same Scene, .Morning, It's 
. ' . . . 
Voluptu~us Character"46 is arranged to show variotis ··1 
' . . 
picturesque vantage points. Contrasting- scene's of darkness . 
and 1 ight as sunset progre_sses ~o . su~rise are . the. backdro~~ l 
• • : I • 
against which the riarra'tor's ~hi ft'ing &n)tions are 
por ~rayed: he is introduced as "pleas'd" ( 1. 80); . he 
becomes the "v~ewiess lingere~" (~. 92) and eventualli 
retires in the twi 1 ight to "The thlcke~,. wh1ere .th'. ~ . ( 
' ; . -
,1 
unl isten'd ·~tock-dclve co~s"- (1 • . ,119); the nex't -;-nmrni'ng his 
. \ . -: ~ . . \ ' . 
·eye is "bless'd" (1'. 120.) ·with ·the ~'del'icious!•· (1. ·120) 
. . - . . . ' 
- -.. . 
scene. Human ~haracteristics are also attributed to ~he 
- ' 
·. landscape: _the beauty of--Lake Como is ~ersonified' as "Pale · 
t 
Passion" (1. ' 118),47 while ·the gothic qual•ities of the 
- ., 
. ' 
; "'-. . 
.... 
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landscape of the Grison a~ represented by the sing~e gipsy 
who "solitary through the forest drear /Spontaneous 
wanders, hand in\ hand · with Fear"--( 1'1-. 199-200). The awful 
landscape of the higher Alps ·by ..compa~ison is savage and 
desolate: 
· Mid stormy vapours ever driving by, 
Where ospreys, cormorants, and hero~ry, · 
Where hardly giv'n the hopeless was~e tq chear, 
Depy'd the bread of life the foodful ear, 
Sw.indles the .. ~_ear on autumn's latest spray, ' · 
And .apple sickens pa!'e in summer'. s ray,, -· 
. .. \ . 




The .Alpine . landsc"ape ~s ·pe~~o~i fied by ·~~Independence" (1· • 
. 




Chamois" (1. 326); . Wordsworth, 'howe_ver I au9ments t_~j.s stark . 
' - . impression with the gothic ~ale .of· the Chamois-Chaser· ( 11. 
36_9.:-4~ · The g~i§ly · inven-~io~ of .this ·ske:tch (~a sed .riot ~on 
his own but Ramond's pers~nai e~pe~ience. in 1771) 48 conv~ys.:.. 
his~ of skill iii produci.ng .truly .macabre moments like . 
those of the masters of the gothic; 49 his graphic 
I ' l ' , 
description of · the nunter•s life an~ ·death is gratuitously 
exten~ed by a fipal sensational touch (a f~ul t whic~ i'ingez:s 
in several Lyrical Ballads): 
0 ...  
: -~-----
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Meanwhile his wife aAd child with cruel hope 
All night the door at every moment ope; 
Haply that child in · fearfu1 doubt may gaze, 
Passing .his father's bones in future days, 
Start at th.e reliques of tha·t very thigh, 
On which so oft h~rattled as a boy. 
( 11. 408-13). 
' ) 
Such sketdhes ·typi.fy the ~tyl istic exc~sses of 1 oc_o, \ 
I,. 
descr.iptive paet~y (whicl:l included m·~ny elements an¢1 motifs~ .. 
•, B 
' from other . genres such a.s the gothic, ahd of neo-c1 assic. . 
., . . . . 
poet;~· in gener'al); in the.ha~ds of an unseasoned im.itator. 
~ ' 
• 
. ~ . 
.Whi l .e · t~e _exper\;t;'c,: of :the . 179_0 ~o~. had · prov ~-ded him·, ~it~~-·. 
an infiQi te variety of ac~ual scenes, moods an~ "memor ~es 
I - · • • ~ 
• I ' • 
from.which to create his descriptive . sk~tches, his .use of 
. .. . . ~ ' . ' . 
conventional. embellishments such· as pathetic fallacy, _ 
pers~-·~i ·lica't.ion, .· g'othl~ ·. touches c:"ombined 'with hi$ ~wn 
. . . .. 
. . . ' 
.\ • • • }> 
extravaga~t . sen~e of i~vent_ion ·often ~ives 
str a i"ned a~ eys ter ical' tone epitomized in 
famisb.ed wolf stalking ·th~~~er-rifiecf gipsy: 
.. . 
his .de~cription· a · w 
l 
the · scene of the 
' . 







The pie, and ~battering breaks the night's repose. 
..,. .. 
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. . 'J 
:· ,·., . . 
Y1 ' 
· _Quits, growling, the whi'te bonei t 'hat · ~.trew his lai,;.~ 
The dry leave~ ·-stir as with the ser.pent's wal~, l · · · .· . 
And, far beneath., Sand'itti voices talk; .'1·. i · ·· ·~ . 
Behind her hill the MQo~, all crim~on, rides, · ·./ . ~ 
And his red eyes ~slinking· Wilter hides; :; : ,. ~ 
T"'en all is hush • d; the bus.hes rustle near, I !·. ·. 
And with s'tra"'ge .tinglings sings her fainting !.ear·. 
./ ,• . ) 
( ,'.. . I 
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' . . .,• . 
. . . ' , 
. , · 
' .. 
~!to~-Ernest, de Sel i.ncouit a·tt~~es 
.false ' descri~tion to ~he fact that 
Sketches]~is based less exclu~~ely 
- . 9bservation, and draws· 
- ' . .. . 
So S n 50 urce ••.•• 
~ 
his· poem Wordsworth borrows from mast~rs of des~riptive 
of 
In 
' ' ' poetry such ·as Mil ton, ·James ThOtlirson, Gray and CoJ.l ins, as 
.·. ·:•''.·"··;· 
. . '?-







I - >- ,..J . 
~ ~ell as lesseri though fashionable, writers such as James · -- ~ - ~ . 0 Beattie, Mark Ake;aside, Tobias· Smollett, and William .Ma-son •• 
,WOi:~~worth's .. ~~ ,a1111~ions, ver~a~· ec oe•: _<J~o!Oat!ons a~ 
p_oet1c· ~tances amount .1n . some s~etch , '. l ·1ke ·• the· 11~1 easure~ . '. 
. . '\ ~. . . . . . . -. \ . . . ' ' . 
of the. ·Pedestriao- Travel\er" (11. ' 13-44) .·to·. a .cen.to:..like. · 
' . ,.. -" . . . ' _:·' '.· .· · .· · .. :, . .. ·· .'_;,7 . ,' ,' .. -
p~t.chwc:>!}.- o_f ei~l\f·_ee.?th-centur~. ve~se· scra~~.s1 _ · · . . j .· 
Contemp~rary critics of ·De~crip~t~~ Sketch~~ were . ', : .. 
. . . . ' 
- ' ··. 
-: .. 
, . ( • . 
. · ~ . co~~eml?tu_ous of wordsworth's t~_ .it~ s\~le .wll,.lch, 'to . quot~ ·  
Cowper- on . Pop~ 1 · mak.es "poetry a mer!:! mechanic a:rt;. •/ And· 
• ,. • • ' I • 
. . . . . . . . ... . . 
·ever.y :w~rb 1 er· has his tune by.l)·eart'' (Table ·T~ 1 k , - l ·l~ •.. 54 3:: 
. . ' • .. . ·. --r-:v- --. . .. . 
. , 52 . . . . . ··. " . .. . .. ·. 
544). ·: There are "Wordswortl;lian" e.xcep~·ions in sc~ ttered · 
ph~ases ~e· the "Black dr·i~z1 1 ing cragg~·; .. that beaten by the 
din,. / .Vibrate, a·s if. a vo.ice .complain'd within" '(11 • . - 249~·· 
' . 
. - . 
50)! which in The Prelude (VI; 5{3:-64Y'bec.~mes the "Black 
. . . ' . . .· , .. . . 
driz .. zl ing crags that spake }?y the ~ay-si.de I As if a voice· 
• ,.,. ---. ' • q • • • ·.. . • 
w~re in· tpem," •and thf:! gorg~ou~ descrip~ion of th~ mountain · · 
. s 'uririse . ( i l. 4g~-.s\1, i t ·sel f .. a. close.· i~i ~ati~.Q of ·Bea tti~~ 
• • ~ • • . .. • • I) .... ' • • • ' ' r "6 . 
The ·Minstrel, 1, XXI, 1~. 101-89) which WQrdsworth carries 
--- ' . . 
. ·forward in his descri'p~io~ ·'of the 
I . • 
• . 53 Prelude, XI I I, 11. __ 3.~-65). ·· Not 
ascent ·o£ . Snowd'on '(The 
~· · .-
l ' .. s~rpiising1y, he exci~ed . 
' .. . : J 0 
mUCh Of .the ~e1 aborat'e ne~-cfassic' .poetiC language 1 
-- :• ' .... . 
. . •. 
. ·. , .- I 
. . ... 
.. , 
··. 
·. \ . 
. · - - - " . 
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allusions, imitations· and stylistic devices 








In the central ~ections on the Swiss, he r~lie~ even 
more· heavily ,on the ,prose accounts . which .were the likely 
~ourc-~s of inspiration for both' ~ the actual tour ... and. his 
• I 
• \ I ' 
35 
.j-
) poetical description. 
- r 












\ ' : •• 0 \ • ' 
/ . . : 
~'·;\. 
the Chamois-Chaser (11. 369-413)1 grand im~g~s such as the 
Reuss River ·(11. 245-.50)', historical ' events such as the 
.. 
. ' . 
" batties near Glarus (11. 536-42)·, myths such>as the .Golden , 
. " . 0 
• • • · I 
.. Age •(11. ~2Q.:.~s) I legends such ~s the . song of the ".R~nz des 
• • - .- _ .. _ : - ~- ' · ' • • •• 0 • 0 • • , • 
.. Va~hes" (11. 630-31) :and political commentary · such as the 
. . ·. . .. - -:' .. -. ~~. . ~ . . . .; . . ·. 
·. Swiss under n·ature's tyrann·y c 'ompared· :to: ·the · ensl.avement of· 
• 0 { • • .. • • • 0 • • 
< the · savqy ·under ma~'s :· Cl ,J: . 705-12.)~ 'even his · l~~guage . ~nd 
. . • I " ' . 
. style, are der i'ved 1 arg~ly from . Cox~/-Ramond • . · By .thus 
. ~ . ~ . . 
closely 'following · a popula·r prose account~ wordsworth may } l . . 0 ' • < • 
I . . • . . . 
. __ have inteoded to heJ.ghten· the: pleasure of his· readers · who 
~ . . enjo;ed co~paring . Jr~atments · of .similar' ~bj.ects· in. ~uch 
.. 
. . ~ 
-
forms as prose !=ln.d poet!ry, and 1 i tef:a ture and 
paint~ng ... And he· was· ·providing suitably elevated ..:,- and 
v 
ei·e~v~.'~ing ~- i~ages- f~or his audience's -~d~f~ca~~ and 
I ' ' • ' • 
in~truction • . Switzer 1 and was considered' to be an ideaJ. . 
. . \ . 
society, -pdpulari~ed by jean· Jacques .Rousseau a~d · others; 
. . . ,--- .• 
Wo~dwot',th's selecti'bn of Swi·s·s E(cenes and historical 
0 • • • • • 0 / \ • 
incidents~ ev.en his elevated~ -tone', are d~scribed b~ 
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........ ~ ... : 
. . 
., - ..... 
' 
wholly conventidnal. He pays his respects ·to 
mountainous 1 iber t"y and -. hE!. says the. 'proper things 
abo.ut Tell's · Chapel. His references to the Golden 
Age, are also in the right traditional ma.nner. 
Man's built has been forever banished that time of 
constant sunshine and pl_enty but Nature has not 
entirely . aver ted her face.:-- To those whose hearts 
ar~ ~ncor7.upted, ~~e~gives some measur .es of her 
or 19 1na 1 JOYS •••• . 
' ~· r 
)-. 
The sublime features of Alpine scenery - the rushing 
. \ . 
torrents,. the icy remot.eness ·of mountain peaks·, the gl'oo~y 





·. description of many sketches (whet~er the'ac~ual locale is· 
- ~ 
L 
~ ~ . . ' ', 
Sw1 tzer 1 and or.. ·.not) . underry the 
Wordsworth's prose sour9~s ~~~ ~h 
. -
considerable infl UEHtce of 
. \ . 
hi~ expectations ~f the · 
. 
-tour .and ·his . w~iting in the poem·~ In a favourite volume of 
'wordsworth's, William Ma,son's .editi'on ot'The Poems of Mr. 
~ . ,.- · --
Gray to ~·are Prefixed M·emoirs of his Life ·and Writings 






••• ~he waY, to it · [is] up a· 'vast mountain, in many 
\ place~'ffhe road not 2 yards broad; on one ·side he rock 
hangi~ ·over you. and on the other a monstrous 
, preci~ic'e·.' In the bottom runs a torrent, · call~d 1es · 
· _Guiers mo~.ts, __ that .works its w«ty among the roc'ks_ wi'~h :a 
• migh~y no1s and . fr.~quent . Falls. You h~_re meet all the · 
-beauties so avage and horrid a place can ' present· yo'u: 
.... . ,, 








... - .:.-. 
. ' . 
. rocks of var i _us unc::outh ~igures, · c1scades ·pouring down\ 
fr;~m an immen e he1ght out .... of hangi,ng gt:oves of pine , . 1 
trees, and the' olemn sound of the·stream; that rears · / . 
b~low, all con u56 to . for;:m ,&ne of the most poe,t.ical / ' scenes ·imaginable. · · ' 
' .. 
. . . 
. . 
~ , ..... 
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wordsworth depicts the Grande Chartreuse as occ.upied by · 
sQldiers; the actual description of the Chartreuse 
. ' 
he_ see.IDs to incorporate in the descr ip~ion 'of the savage' yet 
beautiful I tal ian · Lakes: 
'The' un~earied sweep of wood thy cliffs· th.at scales 1 ' 
·The never-end i ng waters of thy vale~ ; , 
:The co~, tha.se_ dim- rel-igious groves em bow' r 1 
Or · under rocks that from the water tower ••• 
'Bright • ning the gloom where thick the fores·ts stoop.; 
·- Thy torrents shooting from the ,clear blue sky 
:Thy town~, like swallows• nests that cleave on high; 




'· )· ' I - • ' in h'i is_l.e_tter to Dorothy ·in September q _90. in which he 
m·enti:ons ~J)e Gfac ier s o'f · Savoy,· he d ·raws he'r· att~ntion to 
.· .• " 
~-- -- . I • , ' , • ' :- ~ 
· · . ·the iinaginat:ive power of- -literary accounts when he writes 
. . . 
~'you h~y~ undoubte~ ly heard of those celebr,ated s [c] enes, 
I - . - . 0 . 
· but i if you have not read them ·a·ny descrip-t _iop which r·rhave 
-- - ~ - . -- . ' . . . 
· here ;room to give you must be al togethe~.- inadequa te·:·57 
...... - ' - I . - .· • . .. 
, Wordsw~~,....himsel ~~-PROinted 'w_it.h Mont Blanc, ma1 have 
relied in his pqetic:: a.Ccount ~n .~John .. Moore's Travels in 
, France··, swftzerlatid and G~rmany (17?9_) wit~ its. extensive<~ 
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.. ,Hong ascends -~hat mountain nam'd of white, 
That dallies wfth· the Sun the summer nigh~ 
Six ' thousand years amid his l_onely bounds 
The voice of Ruin, day and night, resounds. 
Where Horror-led his sea of ice assails, 
Havoc and Chaos biast a thousand vales, 
In waves, ,like two enormous serpents, wind 
And dEag their length --of deluge train behind. 
(11. 691-98} 
' In ' addition to pres~nti'ng scenery coupled\ with the 
\ ) . 
narra tor'.s reflective responses showing the pleasures for 
. . : . ./ . . 
the irnaginativ(:! IJlind, wordsworth also pres~n·fs sketches-
.":"~~--.,.., 
· entert.aining tales, stories, and folk lege~ds . - wbich 
illustrate his themes of ·mart and nature. 
. I . Such ·sketches 
.... . 
• 4 
treat either general philosophica.l, social and po!'itical · .. 
. . 
. I . . 
themes •Or human 1 ife in a ser i(;'s of in,timate pe}rtr~i ts. 
' ' . ~ . ~ '·, :.:, 1 ·. •. 
Thus .Lake Como ·and the land of' the Grison ,'are n-atllral 
' 
. \ . 
se.tti~gs for what the Argument calls "The .. Old Man,~ and Forest 
,. 
Cottage Music" ( 11. 162-74) and the . "Via Mala and Gr i so·Q., 
Gypsey" (11. 188-242), a · set · o~ · nicely contrasting v.ignettes 
illustrating both the. delightful· a'nd fear'ful sides ~.f .. the · 
,.,.... ' , .. . - ~ ' • I • , It 
human conditi.on '· on a s~all. scale. The' ·hermlt is a famil _iar I 
....,. ' 
rustic image (with which his ~.on temporary English au~ ·ienc~ 
. . 
could easily identify)- while the Gri~on · gipsy is .a · 
. . . ' \ . ' . . , 
• I . , .--
diverti'~g, foreign nov~lty whose.: pathetic s.~ory~· a 
differen.t 'yet similar .appeal to . sentime~tal tastes. 5 9 on a 
la;ger .sca1e word.swo·rth .ex~l~re~. ~hefo~~n c~ndit~.o~ throug.h 
·contemporary philo~ophical . concepts such as primit_ivism, .. ~he 
nature of freedom and tyranny an~ the ~o.lden Age of the . 
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•• 
Swiss, and political events such as t.he French Rev.o·l ·ution 
·.and the slavery of the Savoy. 
J · 
Apart. from th.e inevitabl'e bl'ending of landscape 
-fea tytes from scene to scene (much like his impress ion of 
the to~whe~ he to_ld ooro ,thy "My Spirits have been kept 
a perpetual hurry of1 delight_ by the almost uninte_rrupted 
. 
succes.sion of sublime ·and beauti ~ul objects which ha ye 
. . . 
- - 60 . . - . • 
passed be fore my eyes •••• ") , Wo rdswo r t .h' s ·major 
in 
1- . . . . . . 
reordering of the 1790. tour . seems .to. ·be tQ ·accommodate his 
. -
. pol''i tical, mor al.and phi.losophical reflections on . the Swiss 
and the' French. · The- ~irst half of oes·criptiv.e ·sketches 
'describes an ascent· of. the Alps which 'is._a. -progression 
thrtlough. bea~ti ful . and . su~l ~e landscape seen through ' the 
. . .... .. -
. 
eye_s of the melancholy. nar~~tor and .enl ivened. by th~ ·. 
qc::c~sional hum.an story. He ,achieve_s .. th~s effect by shifting 
·J: ~h~ scenes of actual locales he ... saw after _crossing t ,he Al~s 
in 1790 · (milinly the region .of the Ital ia'n 'takes) to the 
a , / • . I , 
. . """' \ . 
• fir ~t ~ part o~ the journey_ of the poem wher~ they: ar,e 
. . --- . . . . \ j ux tapos"ed ·with the - gloorny scenes of the Grande Chartreuse. 
- . . ' . 
Once atop the A~ps, the jour'ney is suspe.~ded .as· the .. ,
.. 
narrator. in the loco-descriptive manner', ·contemplates the 
prospect before ·him. This ·. ·s.ubl ime vanttge p~int marks the 
. . . ' 
·beginning of a mental ' journey in which he. combines landscape 
de script ion with leg en~, folk. 'tal est' l)i: story and in·orta l 
l 
. reflectio~. The sketches { desc_ri ~ing the Swiss and_ the 
· F~ench mark a turning point in ·the · journey of the poem. • The 
•• 
. _ ..--~ . 
... ~--· · • I I 
.· ,-~ . ' I ·. ' • .· .\' . ~...: :· ·- ~ ·· · ' ·, ,· ' " ~ . • ,:·, . ' . . . ~ ... ~ . , r~ · 
. ·. i 
, •' · .. ·.· . . ... , .. . ' . · . . . /' 
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narrator, eleva ted by a sense of tr~nsport,' declares, "But ' \ 
. . 
now with other soul I stand alone I Sub l ·fme upon th.i s ra r - · . . 
, 
surveying cone" '(11. 36~"'f67).61 
I 
Interwea~~ng myth, hi~tory 
., 
___ _,_and· fiction with his description - of Alpine scenery, the 
. - . . 
narrator draws an extended analogy ~etween -tfie- ·n~t-ure··of the 
·swiss an.d the nature of. 1 iberty. 
i 
. . 
The Swiss skt::~ches are based on a mix'ture of materials· 
. . (, 
~ \· ~·'1;~· ·~~ 
.. ·r 
.. from 1 i terai:y _sources such as -cox·ejRamo.nd, Wordsworth's .. o~n 
- .. 
revo~:u~_iona. bel i~fs ~f 1·7~1-92, ., inven ti~n· ~nd persona~. -.. 
- exp~~ience; ye~,- his portrait. of the Swiss ·.aftl so· rep_resents 
. ' . 
. . . . · ' . . 
his earliest connection.betweefl the -beautiful scenery 6~ the 
Alps and the ~deals -of liberty ~_res~rved therE!, ideals,· he ~ 
•. . . W0 I • 
would also strongly associate ·with the mourita ~n scenery and 
'rusticlty· of ' the Engl~sh Lake District ·and ~Scotland. --
Superfic~al s'i_mfl\arities· between . the two reg·ions are alrea~y · ~ · . .. 
, (' . . 
tentatively be,ing drawn in ·1793: to deno 't~.· the highest. parts - ·. 
of the ~Alps~e uses theword .. "pike", a word henot;es .'~very· 
commonly used in the nor.th"t>f England _to s'igniiy a hfgh 
. . 
mountain of ·the conic . form, ~s Land'ale Pike, etc;.;" 62 h·e 
.. . 
..... .· ~hoo'ses the word· "sugh" which he notes is ·"a . ·scotch word 
expressive of the sound .of \dnd through the trees/'63 in the 
r • • • • - .... -· •• 
otHerwise excellent desc-ription o..f.''F~int · wail : of eagle 
meltin~ .. into blue ·; Beneath the clif~s, and_ pine:-.woods 
steady.· ~ugh". ( 11~ 43~6-37'). .~e also ~akes· much _use, thro·_ugh 
Ramond'.s additions to Coxe's tour· of Swit~erl.anl3, of Swiss 
.. 
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stories or folk legends such as the tq~lti.on of the Golden 
. . ' 
, Age of the Alps,. ?.\ 1 thou~~ ~.e not_es ~hat 
. . 
~ . '- . .. 
·This tradition ••• , as M. Ramond ob.serves, · is . 
. high,ly interesting;- i,nt;.eresting riot the less to 
the philosopher than to ·t:he poet. - He~e ·I canna t 
~ help r~marking,'that the superstitut-i'9ns ~f the 
Alps appear to be far from. ·possessing·· that 
poetical · character which 'so -eminentl"y' distin-
. g uishe s ·those of · Scot'f and and other · II)Oun ta ino us 
· northern cou~tries. · The~ ~ith hi.s horns, . &c. 
( -seems to be ' in their/f'Cl·ea, · e pr i.nciple ·agent·· 
·e~a ·t br.ings abou.t the sublimr · e~~lution.s that . \ 
' • <i<', • - i ' .. ', tl;t;;' 
' -
take place daily before the.ir · eye ' 
"·-.\ . ~ ' . · ~ '. . . / 
Wor~i:h~s philosophical. iilt~rest in ~he,' SWi~~s/ 
·:· ~-- -·~- ' . .' ' ' _7-· 
~ predo~ih~ntiy and inextr;icab1y bound . up 'with~ ... ;...----.. · 
~i:evo~uHonar~ i~!:er~sts in 'n92 at t~~ -t~~ in~ . ~ 
< Descr'ipti~~ Sket~hes.6S Thu: _ hi~ 1 ~~·our~ey was only one 
of the actua 1 journeys on ~hich,.......the' poein .is based. · In 17-90 
. ' __........ .... 
0 . • . . , /- i ......_~ 
Wordsworth ·!:lad written to/o·orothy~ of . the excitement of his 
· w.alk thr~ugh Fra.nc~e . 11 t~~ t~~hol~· ~~ti-~· n . was. mad. ~i th joy r 
. ·/ ·' ' \ 
' in consequenc~ of "th'e r e.volution",66 re.ferring 'to ~~e 
. ........- . ; 
' / . . \ ' 
· celeb_r ·ations o'f the Fete de 1 a Federation . (the· first 
' / , , <t -~~-, ·.._~ • • I \ • 
anniversary of the Revolution) · the'n · taking_ place . throughou~ 
. " . - ' 
the country. · Returning to France he· became ~n ardent 
• 
supporter of the Revoi ·utiorl"'~nd, ' upon ·his ~etur.n to ~ng1and 
' ' ' ' o I ' • ' • o ' 
· .. in oe.,"·ember 1..792. contin~~d to Support ·~ Hme t~-~~e ' \ 
political .ide_~ls · of 'the · patr-iots _until his e~rly enthusia'sin 
gaVEk way to d i~~ 11 usionm~nt wi -th ~he exc~·sses and· crimes of 
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t ,ypical Swiss peasant is presented as an ideal. portrait of . 
.:--- . .-· ' , 
l'i·l;>er ty: :. 
•• 
Different aspects of· Swiss ~isto~y and folk culture - ~ ' 
. . 
.'highlight differ _ent ~spect~ of wordsw~~th' s ~ev:olutionai:y 
'<' 
bel i'efs iri. i~depehd~n.c~, freedom . a~d 1 iber~_Y· ·: ';l'he ·1 egerid -~~ . 
' : ' • ', ' ' - : I ' ~ 
,.? .. . .. > 
. ~ ' Wi 11 iam Tell (1. 349) and the descriptfon of the battles ~ 
. . . . . . 
" . 
. • • 0 • 
a~ inst the ,Kings of Austria · (11. · _ 53·6·-~u s~o~· · the Swiss to . 
. . . . 
. . ·, ' . . . 
be staunch defenders··of. their rights · against monarchial · 
enc roaci:unen.ts .. and oppression. 
v 
Swiss are shown to be vigorously self-reliant: 
Tl)ro' Nature'~ vale his homely pleasures gl·ide 
Unsta in 1 d by envy, discontent, . f d·' pride, 
. The bo'und of a'll ·his vanity to d . ck · · 
With ·one· bright bell a favourite e i fer 1 s n·eck; , 
Content ·.upon ·some simple. annual fea , 
Remember 1 d half. the year ·, and hop 1 d t ·rest, 
·u dairy produce, from his inner hoard, 
Of t~ice ten · summer.s ·COnsecrate the board. 
.... . ' 
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Th.e simple r: rustic Swiss are ponten t despite tfle 
contrarieties .and paradoxes of their ex~i.stence; and to . them 
, \_ .. ~ .... ,. 
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unme~Hated vision of man in his most subl; ime, -god-1 ike 
aspects: · 
For images of· other worlds are there, 
·Awful the 1 ight;· and. holy is t~e air ·, 
Unc.ertain thro• his fierce un·cultur • d soul 
Like 1 ighted tempests troubletl transports . roll, 
Tel-· viewless realms his-Spirit •towers amain, 
Beyond the senses and_J;_heir little reig.n. 
And oft, when pass' d that: solemn vision by, 
He holds with God himself . communion high I . 
When the · dread ·peal of swelling tor rests · fells · 
The sky~roof'd ~emple ofi th' .eternal hills, 
And sa.vage Nature humbl'y joins the rite, . ' 
""-. . ·• While flash her · up~~rd e.xe~ s-evere deli<,Jht ...... \ . 





. . ~ .. ·: 
· ~ The . Swiss· Golden .. Age is an orthodox v ·ersion of 
primiti\ve .' ~deals o .f ~ocial' lib~rty: o~ly in iwitz.erland- has 
-primitive reason developed 'into · a national dedication to ./ 
l .ib~r ty ar:td· independence as sh_ow? . i~ thEf' ·~veryday 1 i ie. oY · 
the Swiss and their g~orious history:., As John Beer . no~· 
"From this must follow the mountain-:-dw~ll ers .naturai feel~ing 
. . 
·. f~r liberty, a.nd <pY way of t:h~ _ ~n i v er~a 1 i ty.-6} human ·. 
_ _, 
hat-;;re) the · further corollary that universal freedom · would 
~ne ·day d.escend to . h~anity.n68 Yet Word-~wo~th in ~he fln~l ' 
. sketch~s .of the· po·~ desc~lbes an underworld of hum~n 
. . ' 
~ : . . 
l'flisery,_- poverty and hopelessness, . a - sort of dark be.foie ttre· 
. \ ~ 
dawn oi the new world. symbolized by France. · -The S\o/a in's 
. . . 
parable (11. 594-621) is a general summary of the paradox of 
' ' . • 'I ......tr ' ~ 
. man1 S . ex istenca "C~~demn'd, . in ~ mists ·~nd· temJ?eSts ev-er. rife,' 
.. 
~·~ ... .. 
i."'.~ ', I 
;-.)· 
. . . . . . , 
:.- _:_ _-_LTo pan.t-s low· ~P the · endl~ss AlP _.of life" .. (ll. 593.-94).69 
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The glowing domes_tic image .of the narrator, repo~ing "in 
. ~ ' 
. l.uxury" (1. 597) before "~he dying fire" (1. 597) isjn 
sharp contrast to· the dark . picture the swain paints of Swiss 
1 ife where "the .ava1 anche of death" destroys "The 1 ittle 
COttage of domestic Joy~~" (-11. 600-01). The f ina 1 v if;!W of 
-I 
the \Swiss shows the perpet~~l enslavement of poverty: 
"For ever, . fast as they of . ~.treogth become 
"To pay the _fi1 ial debt, for food to .roam, 
. "The 'fath7r ,_ fo rc.'d . ~Y · p·owe_rs · ~hat ~nly· deign · 
- "That sol1 tary Mali· d 1s~urb then re1gn, . 
"From hi's ·bare nest amid the sto riris ·of heaven -
"Dr i:ves, ' eagle-1 ike, his sons as he was d'riven, 
'"His last", dread pleasure! .watches -to the plain -· ~- · 
"And never _ _, eag1'e-like beholds .aga_in. - · 
:\ . 
(11. 614-21) .. 
. ' 
The · Abbey _Q f Einseid len ( 11. 655-79) offers some ~ope to man 
through organized religion bu.t . the "secret Power" ( 1. 6 52) of 
- .• ' ... 
Roman ca·tholl.cism . offe~s a false consolation; ·:the narrato·r , 
cont.empiating the poor and ~uffer ing~, yet hopeful 
. '\ .. . 
' ... , . , 
suppl_icants~ is touch~d yet' unconv'.inced by thei_r faith: !!my ...-
:._ I • • ' ...-... · 
. • \ ' ' "Olio 
heart," . he says. "alive to transports long unknown, I Half 
. . \ 
I • ', · .. . • 





The narrator c·ontrasts the physical beauty_Qf the 
--
· Savoy, "delicious vale! ••• ·/ Thy reddening orchards, and - · 
' 
thy · fields of gold" (ll. 704-0S), with ' the poverty of its · . 
• 
-people, especially the. babies ··. w'ith "Dead muttering lips, and 
. .. 
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half affr'ight" . (11. ,711-12). And the . savoy epitomizes the 
. . 
d ichoto?--\f the. journey itself: whi 1 e he has found beauty 
in natu_{e and human happiness and ,freedom among the 
'· . 
"farthest hamlets" (1. 724), he still finds oppress1on and 
\ 
' · 
In the wide- ~,~ng e of many a weary . ;-ound, 
Still have my pilgrim feet unfailing found ·, · 
As .desP.q,t c~urts their blaze o·f g·ems _display, 
Ev' n by the .secret cottage far away · . 
<Ill! . ... . -
· ·The 1 ily ·of domestiq joy decay .. 
(11,' 719-23) 
' 
· \ The prospect· from .. t.he AlJ?s, as .~n G~lismith's The· Traveller, 
. .. . . . 
al iows the narrator to• compare· and c<intrast :italy, 
. . . ~ . . 
-·-. swi. tzerl and and Fran~e as his. ascent of 'th6 Alps· has allowed 
l • . . 
·• . 
him to ·compar.e and contrast his response ·. to tqe beautiful, 
L~ke ·the 
.- .th~' 
sublime ~ picture~~u~ . :in nat.ural ' scene.ry. 
mythic Sw~£se . spirit' transcends "BeY,ond t 'he senses 
. . 
··.· an~· · their-Uttle· rei'gn'!..._.(.li. 548-4?)i the narrator's final, 
. ~p,ealyPtic visio111 .is : an im~'ge Of an~tber world ;f~w~iCb ~he 
sublime Swi~ 1 iv ing images . of the freedqm which he I . . . . . 
imagines- .will ~xt,nd -throughout· the world:70 
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-Tho' Libeyty shall soon, indignant, -raise 
Red on · his hills h ~s beacon's comet blaze; ·· 
Bid from· on high his lonely cannon fo.und, ' . 
And .on· ten tho.usand 'hearths his shout rebound, 
H(s Ioarum-bell f.rom village tow'r to tow' r· · 
Swing on th' astounded ear: it's dull undyi'ng roar: 
Yet, yet ·rejoice.f tho'' Pride's averted ire 
Rouze Hell's own aid, and wrap thy hills in fire: 
L·ol from ~h( -i .nnocuous . flames a lovely b irthl 










The overthrowof the old_ ~r.der and .. the ·l;i-i'tth of a new world 
' . 
of Freedom which will "ride o'er Conqu~t,_. Av-arice and · 
~ . . - "\ . ... ' - . 
~ride" {1. ·.792) echoes -th.e triumphant .4enquem.ent of Pope'~ 
Windsor . Fo~e~t._7 1 The fii/a~ ve.rse ~arag r.~i?~·~ .hciwever.; is 
a9dress'ed 1 ike . the ded i~ator~· ·letter · tc:> "my. fr iena~• · · 
.. . 
{!. • . 810) ; . t..,.his quret, . coda-l ike conclusion summa~ izes the 
I . 
narrator's "v.arious jo-urney, 'sad and slowi~ (l. 813) i 'n an 
•' . .. . 
. .. 
· imag..e of social consolation and human . 1 ove .and a final 
. ., ', 
' . . ... ' . . . ben~diction and~ pr.ayJr . ~hat,·"wl~hin th-is humble c.~t I Be "'the 
• • I 
dead iOad of mortal il. .is for9ctr (11.-- slo~llf~. I 
~h~s Wordsworth0s knb~t ed9e of act ~al , places, . . 
. . ' 
poe'~ 
..,.,. 
ideas, beliefs and experien9e coalesce in .t}le poem's . 
. ' . . ~ ' . . . 
. . . . . . --- ' . ---......... 
.,"various journey", combining -memories and , impressions of his 
. ·h' • . .. . I . . I " 
j_ .. " .. · -· real and . literary · experierice·s~ The literal or- .geog~aphlc . · · 
· ''--._~urney i~ . oescri2tlve ·Sketches, thejourney ft Chartreuse 
. _,., . :- t~ th~ Alp\J~rough. France, swi:zerl.and a~d -I~c;tlY, _is the. · 
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,I, 
journey, the mental or· inwa·rd· jou~;ney through 
memory. Thl! na1=rati v e structure, whereby the .nar 
· .. 
.• . ..,..._- ,. ' . 
' actu~lly ·travels 'over the landdcape, loosely ~ni s t~gether 
t~e d isp~ r a'te scenes ~ f the tour whi.ch seem to~: ha v e b\ en 
' . ..,...,.~arranged to highlight the poet's own interests 
. pur pose~.) · . . : 
4 
In m ny ways Oesc:tipti ve ·Sketches is a 
neo-classic poem., .·its many elements.:..: natural de 
47 
didacticism, philo~opbic:a·l reflec'tion and sentiJt!'e talisrn - . . 
' . .... ' . ~
adding di~ei:sity if not · c\~·herence: to the .. lo~o:...qes •riptive .'. · · 
.....,..,, • \' ' . • ' ' . l 
form. The ·narr..a-tor . assum~s . a number of convention 1 · guises: . . · 
the 
. ' ..... . . . . 
mela~_cholic po~t, _ the se'ntiment.~l · tr~veller, t 
. .. • ' IJ 
world and the phi .l osopher. :·, Mountain~ ando ;:,ali e s 




~)J;ov ide . a . ·va~iety .of -c~:>nt;rasting scen~s·: · the · I ·t~l i ~ .lak4s · 
. ..... . 
with their play of light and shadow, 
. . .. .· 
po.ints at d~ffererit times of ·day c:'~.e a·u_~henticaily . .. 
. pict~r.esquE7 whi 1 e the thundering flood~~ dizzy heigh s, 
. . , . .. 
brea_th-taking t~rror and - sense oE transcendence of .th Alps~ 
· are' orthodox renditions of tne s.ub l ime. Through his 
. ' 
sketches Wordswor(th~: weave"s late-e~ght~enth th~es of 
... . ' . ' • 
'• ~ 
· melancholy and sentiment ~ s .entimental .tales such as: t e 
. . . - . ·u/_::- . .. . · .. 
Grison gipsy, the cjothicis~_j).f-'the Chamois-chaser,. the r .ur:_al 
. ' .. .. . . ' 
)or row of ·~e Sa voy~rd and the minor storle~ .of domes ic '· 
·happiness such as the "hermit with his famii'y .aroun "(1 • . 
175). The ~~~·s genera,i dOnslder,tlo~ of ~~a~ li~e . -- -,. 
furt~e.i: dey~Ped,in the swain's par_able and the desc iption 
' • I • ' ' ' .. 
., "-". . .•' 
- . . ·: , _~ 
. ' 
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~ I 
; , .~ t' at.~ • ··" . 
. ., .. . . ' . 
\. I 
of the Swiss an~· their ascetic life. His despair at man's 
. -inhumanity to•man, as exemplified in ~he conditio'ns of the 
Savo~, is coupled wi"th. the . panegyric .. to the Fre.nch ·, 
- . 'tl 
_Revolut0ion tnd his vision of\a _new ~orl~ of Freedom ' r'ising 
out of the ashes of the old. . > 
. . . 





... Ed ifyi ~9 and enter ta.i~)i~g ·th?ugh at lea~ one~~~tem~rary . 
ari tic f9li~ Words~o~th' s al.l egor_y . of "Fr_e~dom ••• [?Oetica lly 
exhibitep~i· 72 ~s a literal jour·ney · fro~ Chat_treus;· t~·· ·-the.' >. 
> ·. Mps, the joUrney Of' .. ~em· becomes burdenedfby'e~(ess- c \ 
· r he tor ical, phi l9soph·ic · ·· •and styl istic baggage which · 
' ' ' ' (I ~~ t - ~ ' • ' , ' ' • • ' ' ,. ' r Q ' ·,, ' • 
gr~at~y- red.yces the- poem's ov_erall· ef'fect.· The Analyti~l 
. ' .. 
_, .. 





. ---/ r. 
At' the same time/we ·must.ow.n, t~-t' this. po~~ 
.. · · is g.p the. ~hole less interesting · than .the s'ubj ect 
· 1 ed \ls· to ex~;>ect;. owing ·in part tO' the want of~ 
1 • 
L)gener.al . thre~d ·of. narrative to:conne'ct . the sever~l descript_iop~, or· of · some· epi,sodical \tale, to vaty the impre'ssiori; · and i-n .part also to a certain 
1 abOI:lt"ed and arti fie ial cast of eXpression, Wh ~~h 
often ·involves the poet's mean.ing · in obscurity. · ( .. .....;..__. .  - . . ' .. '':/ ' . . ' . . . . 
•. . ~a poem bas~d,o:_n a .llt~ral journe;: tScdpHy-e . 
Sketches has ·been thought to be. -~loser; to ·the versified 
. r· ... : . . . . 
gaze.teers of .'the ~~ghteen~h -~entury than 'to his own ~ater 
-' 
-
· de~criptio.nil o(his jo~~n~y; whi_ch M. ·ff· ·.Abrams has cal -~ed 
• •• • . ). . .Q ' 
. ,-..'Symbolic landscapes ,travers~d by _a m·etaphorical 
~ - '\ ' ' ., • Jl ~ ' ' ,~. • "' ' • I ' ' 1 .. 
wayfarer".74 · Since it was first viewed by contemporar~ 
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. . : 
• . ,CJ: it ics as an ~ 11-.too-typica 1 samp1 e 0 f 1 0~0_-de~cr ipt i ve 
poetry, recent critics, distracted by the poem's obvious 
. . . 
. . . . . 
fjults, h~ve ·s~u~ht either an.,xp1anation of the poem. Jn the 
• histor¥ of Wordsworth's life or f9CUSed their attention on 
.. ~1 ' • 
those - teitur~s ~hich ~ake Descripti~e Sket~hes so mu~h a 
. ~roduct of the age · (and .. the anti .. thesis of _.~Wordsworth'~ later 
vie\t(s·and practice after ·Ly.ri.cal' Ballads, · _1·798)_ -:- na~ely the 
. : ~ . • . . • ..,.$ . . 
· ... . fc:>_rmalized descriptive catalogue; ornate language,· 
. 
-melancholy tone,· use of ·pathetic. fallacy, sentimentalis~,. 
:got~iC Sen~ationai ism, intrUSiV~ ~i'StOr ical 1 pol i.ti~at; ~nd 
. . . 
•. . • • • • n . 
·· di~Lcti~·materlals, and 'the panderi~g ~o aesthe~ic fa~hion~ 
_, .' . . ~ .. ' ' . ..  , ' ~ . . ·.. . \ 
. such as the sublime, .' the beautiful and the picturesque.75. 
1 
• :. • t • • - - .
1 
• ca . ·, _..... ~ 
• 
.. ; . 
: ••· . • • • • I' ' 
._ .. while · W~rdsw_orth !~oes no_t ~rea·te~ a ·. -~n~~- -~ork , in ~-
Descr iptive Sketches,· -· ne_i t1~ is oe·scr ipti ve Sketches 
··. 49 
. I • • , ,. • 'f. Ill l j , 
u~~~~e in. · .  worasw_orth'~ · p~e_try< .. .. -As.kn_?wl~d~~ p: it~_ , 1 i ~era;y .. 














' . ' 
.. 
~, ' . ~ . 
pa_rt ·of . wordswor:th's· canon. 76 . ._ Oescr.tpt i ~e Sk~tches., , in pa,rt 
. the product -~f unque-stionably· power fu1 : exti in sic . influences; 
- . . .. ' 
. i~-also a ·poem i!l which wo~dsw'orth ·a.ct~- uP.C?_n the'se poetic 
' -con;ve~ttio~s. a-nt·· 'tradiH~n~. b~ un'de,rSt~nding . ~ndcapply~"c9<' 
them ·in Eirofou (U.~ Q!d~inal·. ways in his o\.m poetry.- ·;.The -, 
_f~llo~ing chap~ers, ·~ll ·l· . show· ~ha-~ ' oes~riptfv.e Sketclies looks 
• " '1. , I • ' ~ 
for~ard to the ·_poem's of Wo.rdswort;_h's rna t~r I ty in m~ny· ()£ . its 




_, ___ ._ .,_ 
-------.---
stances ,and ·t:n\m.esyhe mind 'and its 
. /" 
to n~tural objects, the · development. of 
• • 1 ' 
. ' 
I t 
imagination~ . the .· role ~f . ne1t,7 .. ;: and espec~~l1~ mountain_ 
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\ \• . r ~ ' ) 
m·oral character aqd\ persona'l .ity, 't~· • scenery - in · S1~pi~g 
. \ 
· French Revolution and concepts of llberty abd social 
a . 
, , . . 
justice, the . . traditions of ,independent rur~ life, the 
\ 
pursu~t of the poetic lJfe and ~he ~Foblem of_ sustai~ing the 
As 
. . ' 
poet's belief in man . in the fade . of man's inhuma'ni ty. 
. 
• • Paul Sheats concludes, Descriptive Sketches· is similar tO: 
.f 
' Book VI of ~he f!!!~ in its 
-... ~-... -~ . 
, 
.... ··~ 
real iz~d::i,on in ~ords of the power of _the 
imag-ination to. usurp images of nature, to creare 
, e t e r n a 1 i m a g e s o f h o p e a n d e x p e c t a, t 1 o n • 
• / 
De!!.£! i E!.!.Y~ S k~!.£!!! s · is . this .r e a·.l.i z ~ - ~ f o 'l 
constructed q.ut of ·th~. tools then · at hand--
dramatic narrative, · the journeying soul who· is 
travelli.n·g to .- this ' end whose· creative bonds c·an 
on 1 y be formed with the reader · by pr.es'en t i ng 
-t.~:J:~_!',:fathetic - ~_!:o·~~ -~~d · evo~a~ive pictorial 
'' '!'he conve~ti;,nal ·a~ons . . o·f lOco-descriptive poetr; 
~ and .inde}?tedness to various kinds of. ·eighteenth-century 
. ' . - ' ~ 
• 1 
poetry and prose provided Word.,.W~rth wi.th the basi·s~ for: his 
. I 
critical self-examination of his responses to nature ·and to 
.; . .. ~
. ' 
literature as w~ll as. testing his poetid skills within~ 
. ' ' 
. .. . "\ 
conventional ·form. For'; in addition · to the· conventions 
·- ·- ~ 
. ~ 
which are 'a ·t play.in the poem, .ther e are also p_oe 'ti~ 
. . .: . . . ' ' \ 
' pr~ncjples of selection 'a_nd · arrangemen~ : _ in .his reord'ering of· 
the- to'ur wl:l f ch. he pre~erves in a~ 1· subsequent rev isio'ns to·, 
: I 
·and ed~ tions of, the poem. beginn·lng fn 1793-94. At that 
. . . 
ti.me he comple.te.ly rev ~sed · An• Evening ~' r~sui.ting in a 
. -
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G . 78 
to Desc~i~tive Sketches can be found. It is known that he 
(./ ... 
d~d proje'ct two more "sketches" · - one entitled "Author 
reminded of sce~es of his youth" ~nd the other "Old man and 




was . pub·li~hed with ~e · po~m, the additio~ o~ "scenes of His 
youth" in place . of the sketches of : the chamois-chaser and__,-
views of the\. higher Alps underscores the early connections 
" ; ~ I . .. . . 
. . 
" 51 
' ' '., . .,.. 
'. W~ds~rth made_ b,et~~en .swit:~rland and the La~e·oistrict, . 1 
/spec'ia~ ·ly the · imp~tance of his youthful. experience ~in .the 
.. I 
Lal(es in hi& imagina.ti ve developnrent and · love of l .iber ty and· 






. ' ~1 is . /..,- . , ~ 
. Wordsworth r r i sed arid ~~ ~~ed oes~r i pt i ve S ke t,'!' 
at least eighj tim~s bet~een 1790 .and · 1.8}6.81 As s; G. · 
\ .... ' . . 
Wiley notes_-, :~-th~ p~'~. t .extua.l hist_ory . .. shows. "Wordsworth's 
~continued ·interest in -that poem c:\nd ·his ability to re~~f'se 
4 ~ • 
and rework· its style even after he had cr·eated a new s ·tyle. 
0 • • • • ~ • 
of tr_ea tment for .' _thos.e same theines in The Prel ude.n82 
. 
Wordsworth's revisions also further'suggest ·that ~e was · 
·, . ....... . 
ot~atis~ed with the po~tics o~ Descriptive Sketches. ·. The 
. ' 
18J6·edition wa~ the fi~·st major revision of ~he poem ·to .be 
. . \ . . 
. 
. ' . - . I' ~i.gnif.icant1y· dif~erent from the" .. 1793 edi~iOJ1• o'~ccordif9__ to 
his son-1n-law Edward ou'illinan. (who_ assisted ',with the ' 
. ' 
. 
revisions), Wordsworth fe~t that the· revisi~ns and 
.. . 
corrections "very greatly improved t .hem; as this juvenile 
production was a lull of corrupt d ic~ion as of. -v ~go _ ro~~ 
, poetry- .Mr. w. says · full .of swa'-gger ... and flourishei.BJ 
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; . . \ 
. 
modern editor Eric Birdsall notes, Wo rd1;worth' s . careful 1 · 
' t ' . • prec1se rev1s1ons of language. make the poem shorter and 
·. 
ge .... nerally smoother and clearer • . His major c·hange is the 
- rev is ion t .o ~e ·final 1 ines 'which -~rrdsa.ll sees as- a 
" fundamental ~hange in .the journey's concfus'ion, from the deep 
• 
-pessimism of 1793 with i ~s "dead loaj of ~or tal 
811) and "various journey sad and slow" ( 1. ·813) 
optimistic .. outlo~k of the 1836 _ ~di~ "be f~a~ 
i 11 s" ( 1. 
to the 
·hoi~e alike · fo~got·" (1. 683) and "with a iigh_t heart our· 
course we may renew" (L 686). 
I 
I 
Despite Wordsworth's - lack of · expert:i .s_e, ev~n inep 
with ~is . ~ra~~, a c~ref~l r~ading 6f Descri~tive' Sket6h s . 
. !,·: 





' • ' • '" • ' f ' • • • ' • • ' I • 
th~. perspective of his later ' poetry sho~s how cons,onant · · . . r · 
poem is · wi~.h his later'· principles and how ori~ina~ is . ~ 
... 
s use of th~ conv·en tiona1 ·11 oc·o-desc.r ·ipt i v e form. Thus 
~' - . . 
' t ' ' \ • • ' • • - -
~-Descriptive Sketches may_be seen to be more than the 
' . ' . 
pastiche or rif,cimento its title s~ggests~· Wordsworth 
I ' • " • \ - . rearr~nges events . and experience to make the point.'that 
I 
~· f 
imaginative experience is of a different order: in fa:c .t 
. . . I 
' these \vents and the·ir imaginative associations, become the 
. • . I 
. . ( 
props he needs to.present an artistic uni-tY. not unlike c;lrarria 
, . I . ' .. 
ln its selection of moments-, but unlike the random order. of i . . . 
I 






order · of poetic convention. ·· 
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CHAPTER II NOTES 
_, 
1
• 19 ·· For tbe most recent and tho·rough study of the 
journey see Donald E. Hayden, WordsW4Q.rth's Walking Tour of 
1790 .(Tulsa, Oklahoma: Univ. of Tulsa, 1983), which c.ontains 
deta i l 'ed maps and corrections , to earlier · errors in our 
understanding of the facts of the journey. See also Mary., 
Moorman, William Wordsworth: A Biography. The Early Years 
1770-1803 (Oxfor9: Clarendon Press, 1957), pp. 128-49, 
hereafter cited as Moorman I; Hark Reed, Wordsworth: The 
· Chronology of the Early Years 1770-1799 .. (Cambr1dge, Mass.: 
Harvard Univ. Press, 1967), pp. 97-116, hereafter cited as . 
Chronology-Early. Years; Max Wild.i, "Wordsworth and the .. 
Simp! on Pass," Sw1ss St!idies in English, 88 (1976), 1.76-208. 
I 
. · · · 20 For more information on wordsworth's years at 
Cambric;ige; see Ben Ross · .. scheider, Jr., Wordsworth's · · 
Cambridge .Education (Cambridge: .cambridge Univ. Press, 




21 See c. N. Coe, Wordsworth and ttl~ Literature of \ / 
Travel (New Yo.rk: Oct~gon Books, · 19SJ';rp~.": 1979) •. / 
• ' I 
·22 Many eighte~nth century English writers . such as :' 
Gray., Walpole, Addison and Smollett made the Grand Tour 
- ·I ~h;ough F.rance, the Alps and ·Italy. Guide books and other 
published travel·· accounts were ·enormously popul·ar and many 
writers dwelt on the sublimity of the Alps anq the primitive 
idealsWhich Switzerland and Swiss history repres·ented (see 
below note 23).· The cult of·Alpine travel also stimulated 
·English travellers to seek out the wild picturesque scenery 
of Britain, especially Scotland and Wales. It is · 
interesting to note-that between his Alpine ·tour of 1790 and 
the composition of Oeser ipti ve Sketches, main! y i~.- 1792, · 
Wordsworth climbed Mount Snowdon w1th Jones. It was while 
in Wales that he wr.ote the dedication to Descript.ive . 
Sketches in which he comments that he is apprehensive about 
writing of his mountain climb in Wales.- See Chronolofy 
Early Years, p. 119. The s~~n~ history on the inf . ~ence . 
of travel, especially mount~ in scebery ~nd tbe 'Alps, on · 
e\gbteenth .ce tury writers and aes~het~ci~ns is Marjorie · 
Hop~ Nicolso , Mountain Gloom and Mountai·n.Giory: The 
Development f the Aesthet1cs of the_ Inf1n1te. See also 
Clarence . o. horpe,~Two Augustans Cross the Alps: Dennis 
~nd Addison o ountain Scenery," ,Studies in Philolocjy, 32. 




(, .· ... 
/ 
Meet," English. Studies, 43 (Oct. 19'62), pp. 359-477. Peter 
Bicknell, Bea~ Horror and Immensit~: Picturesque . 
·Landscape 1n B·rrta1n (CamOrrdge, Mass.: Cambridge Univ. 




23 For a~ accourit df · the influence of Switzerland on 
eighteenth century thought and taste see ,Oscar · Kuhns, · 
Switzerland Its Scenery, History · and Li·terary Assoc'iations 
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1910) ·and Hoxie Fairchild, The 
Noble Savage: ! Study in Romantic Naturalism (New York: ---
Russel"'l & Russell, 1932; rpt. 1961). A standard history of 
primitivism is Lois Whit~ey, Primitivism and the Idea of 
Progress in. English Popular L1ter~ture of the~gh"'te"entli 
Century. (New York: Octagon -Books, 1934; rpt •. 1965). 
- . . - . 
"' 24 c. N. Coe in . his ~'Did Wordsworth read Coxe's 
'Travels f0wi.tzerland' before- making the· Tour of 1790?_," 
'Notes & Quef'i.es, 195 (April 1950), pp, 144-45, makes a . 
conv1ncing argument that Wordsworth probably read Coxe's 
Sketbhes of the Natural, Civil, and Political State of · 
Swltzerlarid-as-transla~~d, expanded and ·greatly revised by 
Ramond de Ca_Jbonn ieres in 17 81. There .is some· confusion, 
however,, ~hich edition of Coxe Wordswo.rth read and when he 
read it. As D. E._ Hayden {p.l29) suggests, an · intere~ting 
study remains to -be done on the ed'i tions ·_of Coxe, the 
additions of Ramond and their re1at~oriship to Descriptive 
Sketches. It has been ·suggested that Coxe/Ramond was only 
one of sev·eral possibleyources .of ~nformation and · . · 
inspiration for the tour." Moorman (I, P• 128) notes that 
. wordsw9rth may have chosen to visrt-th~ande Chartreuse 
because of ThomaS'Gray's account of his visit contai~d in 
one of Wordsworth's favourite volumes, Wi 11 iam Mason's . 
edition of The Poems of Mr. qray to Which are Prefixed 
Memoirs of h 1s .Life and wri t1 ngs (1.775)·. ·AnOther poss ib"l. e 
source was . JohnMOore' s ~ V rew of Society and Manners in 
France, Switzerland and Germany (1779), a book g1ven as~ 
g1ift to Hawkshead School Library-acpord ing to T. · w. . 
Thompson, Wordsworth's Hawkshead · (Ldndon: Oxford Univ. · 
Press, 1970), Appendix IY, p. 36i,/ For a discussion of __ _ 
Wordsworth's tour in relation to ·Gray, Moore and · · . 
• r Coxe/Ramond I see D. E. Hayden (Append·ix I' pp. 103-110) • 
. . . 
25 As conservatively estimated by D. E. Hayden (p. 
54 
·,. 129) • . There still remain questions about some loc~tions and 
stopping place~ on the tour. Different sources d i ffer on i 
places (and place-names) of_ the i tineraEy. See D. E. 
Hayden, Appendix II, (pp. 111 ;-113) for a discus'.sion of th~ 
different ovetnight stopping· places in 1790 and Appendix III 
(pp. 116...; il7) for a · list of places and app~oxi.mate distances· 
traVelled each .day on the tour. , . 
..... 
l \ . 
· ' ' j 











26 : For. more · on- Wordsworth's relation ships with Michel 
··Beaupuy and Annette Vallon,• see Moorman I, chaps. 5, 6 and 
7. • , ' I • • • f 
. ' 27 The publisher was the well-known radical Joseph 
Johns~n, also a publish~r of ·William Blake. For mo~e 
information on -Johr:tson see ,Leslie F. Chara-,-Lr, "Joseph 
Johnson: Father of the Book Trade," Bulletin of the ~ew York 
Public Library, 79. (1975-1~976), , pp •. 51-82. - ~ -
28 Birdsall, A~~endix II, . p~. 299-300. The cqmplete 
texts of this and other contem~orary reviews ~cited a~e · 
printed in this appendix: For a full discussion of 
contemporary reviews and. Word,sworth's response. to them see 
Sharp (1978). 
""' . - - 29 Birdsa'll, Appendix II, p. 306. 
, . 
. . 
30 William Wordsworth and Dorothy Wordsworth, The 
Letters of William and Dorothy Wordsworth: The Early Years 
1787-1805, ed. Ernest De Selincourt, (2nd ed., rev. Chester.• 
L. Shaver; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), p. 39. Hereafter 
· cited as Letters Early .Years. · · "" 
. 3l Birdsall~ Appendix II, ,P_._ )oi:- Steven Sharp i _n 
"Principle and Whi~sey: ·Thomas Holcroft an~ Descriptive 
_Sketches," Wordsworlh Circle, 9 (Winter 1978), pp. 71-74, 
shows how Holcroft was often biased 'and contradictory in his 
reviews. It should be noted further that of all 
Wordsworth's con tempo~ reviews, Holcrof_t is the one most 
puzzled by what exactly Wordsworth is trying. to do. In the 
poem Holcroft finds the topographical d~scription of the 
opening exordium (11. 1-12) illogical . and the character of 
the hero cc;>ntradictory and confusing.' This is,· of course, 
bec,ause_ Wordsworth was not describing an actual place nor 
presenting a· stock character acqord,ing to loco-descriptive 
conventions. See Chapter III of this thesis for a 
discus~ion of Wqrdsworth's use of landscape description and 
characterizatiofl in the poem. · · · , 
32 A term applied to eighteenth-century poets such as 
Thomas· ·Par·nell, Edward Young, Robert Blair and Tho~aas Gray 
whq wrote melancholy, reflective works, often set in . 
graveyards, on · themes of hwrian mortality and transcendence. 
For a d·iscussion of the influence ·of such poets on the eariy 
poetry·· of Wordsworth, · see Sheat-s (pp. -14-41). · Sheats shows 
that Wordsworth carried many lyric elements- subjectivism, 
pathetiq . fallacy, gothicism, imagination - o~er into his 
experiments in the loco-descriptive genre. For a general 
overvi~w ·of the "Graveyard School" from pre-Romantic to 
~omantic poetry, s_ee Eleanor -M. Sickels, The Gloomy Egoist: 
oods and Themes of ·Melancholy f.rom Keats to Gray (New York: 
tagon-Books, 1932; rpt. 1969):--- --
\ 
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33 ·A term associated with ideas of vastness, natural 
magnificence, strong emotion and religious awe. First 
analysed in poetry and rhetoric in t .he Greek work On the 
Sublime (attr1buted to Longinus), eighteenth-century-
aesthetic ians and critics ex tended the concept to inc.l ude 
concepts of original genius or a soaring above the rules .of 
tast.e, and style • . For a standard history see Samu~l H. Monk; 
The Sublime: A Study of Critical Theories in XVIII-Century 
. England (Ann Arbor, Mich.: Un~v. of Michigan Press, 1962). 
56 
Edmund Burke's Philosophical Enquiry into the Orlgin of~ 
Ideas of the Sublime and~eautiful (1757) was the most 
w1dely-r~ad work on the su~l1me. Altho~h · he cannot prove 
it conclusiv.ely,· w. J. B. dwen (1976, pp. 70-82) .believed·. 
that .wordsworth read Burke i ther be for taking .:t~e tour or 
writing Descriptive Sketche or both. Owen agrees with 
Mar-tin· Price ·who cites wc-r sworth's footnote ('1. 347) as .... 
evidence that Wordsworth from his earliest poetry is "a poet 
'of the sublime, and from the very early years he is at work ~- --
. ~n the conversion of what might have been picturesque to · 
sublime." · In Martin Pr·ice, "The Picturesque Moment," eds. · . 
Frederick w. Hi l .les and Harold Bloom, ·From Sensibi 1 i t'y . to 
• • ' I • .... ,. --;--' -Romant1c1sm: Essays .Presented to Freder1ck . ~ Po~tle · (New 
York: Oxford Univ. Pres~, 1965), p. 289. 
34 Topogr~phical poetry, one of the most popular . 
genres o ·f the eighteentlt. century, incl U,ded different sub- .~ 
genres :such as -"lqco-descr ipti v e" or j ourney poems: · 
"prospect" poems »~e. written from a grea·t height such as a 
mountain and ~e~ribing a grand view), river · poems and· cave 
p~ems. Whatever the sub-genre, such poetry usually 'ncluded . 
. exhaustiv~ description, extended -metaphor (such as t 
journey), highly figurative language, time projections ast 
and future), _historical, social an~ political reflections 
and a contJ_Olling moral vision. From the time of Thompson's 
The Seasons · (1726-1743, the most popular, printed_and 
illustrated poem of the age), the correspondence be~ween 
nat1,1ral settings and moral concepts shifted to interest in 
the correspondence between · nature and the poet's emotions as 
writers ·and aestheticians became preoccupied ~i~h questions 
of the value of man's inner response to Nature; There . was 
widespread inquiry {nto the nature ·.and functiont of the . 
senses and . the faculties, especially imaginatiod1 in 
relation to natural objects and the role o'f in·ternal senses 
or psychological reactions in artistic endeavours. See 
Foster ( p. 40].) . and . Hope Nicolson (pp • . 328-373) • 
I, 
3 5 Bi rdsa~l 1 Appendix I I 1 p. 299. 
/ 
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36 As noted by Bowman G. Wiley, The Clear Synthesis: ~Study of William wordsworth's Stylist'I"C::oevelopment:!! ~ . ..~\ 
Descri·ptive Poet from 1793 to 1808, Salzburg Studies in 
English .Literature: Romantic Reassessment, No. 16 (Salzburg: 
Institut fur Englische Spr~che and Literature, · Univ: • 
. salzburg, 1974), p. 63. According to Wiley the second 
--Sketch, entitled "Pleasures of the Pedestrian Traveller" 
. (11. 13-44) informs .the reader of the pieasures and 
imporl::ance of travel as a t .ype of education of the- . 
imagination -through Natur~, an important theme ·of the 
subl ime.i' wordsworth's close · observation and description .of 
nature throughout t'he po.em is evidence of his continuing I 
·~ inter_est in the picturesque. • . 
# \ j7 De~criptive Sketches, t'n. 1. 347~ .. 
. . . 
. . 38 See Nicolson '(pp. : 328-373) and_ M(Hlk ·. (pass'im) for a 
discu~f the effect of .Alpine- scenery on aesthetic . 
concepts and poetic form. Essentially principles of mimetic 
theory ~uch as the ·picture.sque suggested that poetry, 1 ike .. 
·painting, should imitate nature and human action; that is 
·carefully composed to describe nature pictorially.• .With the · 
· sublime, vast, wild and ·irregular natut:al objects· and "the . 
strong response they el i·c.i ted were impossible to "picture" . 
· ~n mimetic terms. New methoSJs of description were needed to· 
describe oo~ only the natural obj~ct but also the feelings 
of the poet in a less pi~tori~l and more impressionistic · 
way. . . . . I . ( . .: 
-39 Letters ' Early Years, p. 34. · · 
' 
4Q As not~d - by Owen (1976, p. 80), such organization 
was evidence that Wordsworth in 1790 was not so much 
ilrteres_ted .fn describing scenery a.s he was · ·interested in . the . 
effect of that sc~neri on his own ~~nd. 
41 Birdsall,· p. 3~. · 
42 . ~ . 
· Many loco-descriptive poems woul~ be read iri 
conjunction \!lith well":'known tr.ave~. accounts of the same 
scenes.' so that the r~ader ,could co pare treatments between . 
different authors ·and different mo es- such as· poetry and 
prose,.and literature and painting. See · ~ean Hagstrum, The 
Sister Arts: ' The Tradition of Literary .Pictorialism from----
. Dryden to Gray (Chicag·o: UnTv. of Chicago Press; ns~·· . 
43 As noted by Hoo~man (I, p. 37) Wordsworth and 
.Jones could not · have met soldiers ·at the Grande Chartreuse 
in 17?0 although soldiers ~ay have been in the neighbourhood 















44 In 1790 Wordsworth, writing to Dorothy, stated 
"With regard to the inhabitants of this singular country 
[Switzerland), _ the impr~ssion which we have had often 
occasio~to receive has been unfavourable" (Letters ~arly 
Years, ... 36). He goes on to say that he had more time or 
spqken the language, he might have found the Swiss as 
amiable as the French. · 
I ' 45 Namely ~he incident of the Alpine boy: ~Save that, 
the stranger seen ti~low, the boy ·; Shouts from the echoing 
hills with savage j'oy" (11. 440-41). · .wordsworth and Jones 
met the Alpine boy described in Descriptive Sketches-~as th~y 
·passed Mont Blanc and the·Col de Balme 12 August 179u. · See 
D • . E. Hayden, p •. 3&. · • t 
. 
4·~ As · listed in. wordsworth's "Argument" to 
Oeser ipti ve Sketches.· · 
,..... ' 
47 Much of the·· landscape in Descriptive Sketche~ in 
characterized by.a veritable catalogue of person1f1cat1ori: 
"J~y", "Passion", "Desire", "Hope", ."Slaver-y", "Fear", 
11
_Death", "Devotion", "Danger", "Content", "Disdain", . 
"Freedom"·, "Victory", "Oppression", ;"Terrors", "Despair" 1 
"Lab9.ur", "Penury", "Pain", "Grief", "Ruin", ~'Liberty", . 
11Pr ide~•, "Just ice", "Conquest"·., 11 Avarice"_·, · "Per_secution", 
and .. so .on, .along with the various spirits, powers and genii · 
.which inhabit the landscape. Whi 1 e Wordsworth· does ·not 
rival -Erasmus Darwin's Botanic Gad:3en (1791), such 
pers~nification epitomized the trend against which 
··word"sworth later· rebelled • . See c. F. Chapin, 
Persoqdfication in Eighteenth Century English Poetry (New. 
Yo~;k: King1s ~rown. Press, 19.54), pp. 81-97 for ·a discussion 
of ·lat.e e_ig~~eenth century atti tudes-""to pers_onifica~io~ 
· 4 8 D~ E. Hayden (Appendix I I,. p. \J.09) • 
~- 49 Th'ese macabre, , f~n-ta~tic and supernatu:ral ta 1 es, 
us'uall·y set in ruins, ·grav.eyards, castles and picturesqu~ 
landscapes reached a height a£ popularity in the 1790s. r 
Mrs. Radcliffe, author of· five gothic novels (including 
three ·published· by 1791) was ·the- g-othic's 1 ead ing exponent. 
Bur~e• s emphasi's on terror as an element of the sublime 
greatly ir:tfl uericep gothi.c· novelists. The~e were also gothic 
influences in Scottish poetry read by Wordsworth such as 
.MacPherson• s Ossian poems (1762). · For the ~nfl uence of ~ 
_Scottish poe.try on Wordsworth see E. H. King_, "Bea tti,e' s ·!.air 
- Minstre~ ~nd th~ Scottish ConnedtiQn," Wordsworth Circle~ 
(Winter 1982), pp. · 20-26. For ' the influence of gothic . 
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seJ G. R. Thompson, Tne . Gothic Imagination: Essays .l£ Dark 
Romanticism (Pullman, .wa·shington:. Washington S.tate 
un 1 vers1 ty Press, ·~ 1974) and o. P. Varma, The ·Gothic Flame, 
being ·~ · history -.of. the Gothic· novel in En9Iand: its origins, 
efforeseence, disintegration, and residuary influen~ 
(London: A. Barker, ~957). . · 
50 .Poetica1 works II p. ~25 note. 
-- ./ 51 According to the apparatus . criticu's this sketch 
(~1. · 1~-49) echoes Gray's Ode~ the Pleasures Arising from 
Vlcissltude.(.(ll. 45:...46) an<fSonnet on the Death of Richara 
West (1i2), Adpison's Cato ~1, lV, 71) asw~ll asMil·ton1s 
Cciiiiiis (897-8?9)-. The-STiiillarity between .wordsworth's Lines 
and passages "'fro~ other eighteenth c·entury poets throughout 
Descriptive Sketches shows how. W~sworth bor.rowed -phrases, 
rhythms, images and. ideas from contemporary poetry but, 
· mainly because of h1s difficulties· with language and syntax . 
il'l .the ·poem, did not succeed in unifyin._g· the rhythms and 
phi:ases in·_ Oeser ipti ve Sketches as he would in l tater . poems · 
such as T intern Abbey. See John o. Hayden; ·"Th~' Roa~ to ·. 
Tintern Abbey," Wordswo.rth Circle, .. _12 -(Autumn 1981), pp • . 
211-216,· f~r ·a · d1scu'Ss1on .of Wordsworth's dynamic · . . 
relatio~ship to 'his eighteenth ~entury source::'. By ··crjating . 
a cento of T.fntern Abbey's literary sources (1nclu~il'f'9"' · 
Thomson, Cowper; Akenside, Beattie, Thomas ·Warton and ~ 
Charlotte ,~Smith), Hayden demonstrates that Wordsworth'S"" 
originality lay in his-ability· to .. creat.e from this. pastiche 
'of eighteenth-century poetic sounds, rhythms, images.an_d 
specific ideas a new anQ . unified poem. 
\ 
· ~ 52 William Cow{:?er, Vefse and Letters, ·se'lec;:ted._ by · · ' · 
Brian Spiller (Camb~id.ge,w~tMass.· :. Harvard Univ. ' Pre~s, ·1968). · 
53· Se~o~athan ·Wordsworth, Wi 11 iam Wordswor-th: · The 
Borders of .v· ion (Oxford: Cl~rendo~ Pr,ess,, 1982), pp. 310-
312 for a · compaJlson of Be~ttle's descr1pt1on ~and 
Wordsworth's de~criptions ~in Descriptive Sketches'and The · 
Prelude xiii, pp. 10 ..:90. Jonathan Wor.dsworth maintain.sthatJ_. 
to "compose his picturesque sce~e, Wordsworth, · one -f~el s, _J. 
har.l.y n.eeded to go near a mount'ain, let alone have a} r " 
specific occasion in_:mind. And yet__there is .one eleqr'eJ1.t 1.n 
his description that dqes suggest personal experience - - the· 
"gulf of. gloomy b 1 ue" that is to beco.me the "deep and g 1 oomy 
7 . breathing spa.ce" .<P· 312) •. · , . _ ·- . · ·~()· ; . . 54 See ·discussion Birds~ll, pp • . 12-23. 
5.5 ~c~il~, P· · ·2~9 •. · ( ·. -. • 
56 o. E:¥yden (Appendix . I, p~3) • . 
5~ !.e:ters Earl~ Y~ars ' . p~' 3~. 
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5 8 He ~a t sa y s t ha t I he " f i r s t 'be he 1 d I U n v e i 1 ~d t a e 
summit of Mont Bl nc, and _grieved/. To have a soutless· image 
... on the e.ye I Whi h had usurped upon a 1 iy ing thought I That 
never .more coul be" (The Prelude VI,~ 454-56). This-se~ms 
· to express his d1 appo1nbnent of ·things seen comparpd with 
things .imagined (i ent~ .or read in books), a theme he ' also 
explored in Yarrow Unvisited, Yarrow Visited, and the sonnet 
. ~ ~ The possiB e ·relationship between Moore's. account 
and~criptive Sketc is discussed in D. E. Hayden · · 
_ . (Appenaix I, · p. 10 ). . · "' · ·· < . . ' 
· S9 The hermit was:ctcon·ventional - £-ig'ure in _ ~ 
~ighteenth-century nature poems such as Goldsmith's ~he . 
Hermit', Parnell's The.'Hermit and Percy's The Hermit of 
·war.kwith. Both theTigures . . of the. hermit and the gip~y in 
oescr1pti've sketches exemplify ~he ,sentiment~! taste for . 
v. ir.tu~us characters portrayed sympathetically and .with 
copioUS-;-feel ing. For the eiphteenth-century backgroun"Cf()'n . 
such characters and their ptace in Word~worth's - later pqetry . 
see Mary Jacobus, "Tradition ·and· Experiment in Wordsworth's . . -
"Lyricc;sl Ballads" (1798.) . (~xfoJ:d; , Clar.endon Press, _1976)· and .. · 
Kenneth Parker, "Wordsworth's Sol~taries," English Studies · 
in ,Africa~ - 15 (Mar. 1972)', pp. 151·32. · .. \ 
. · . 60. Lett~r~ Earl~ Ye~rs ·, p. 32 • 
· '1 Such a s 'ubl ime-.stance celebrating tra-nscendence is · 
typi~al of eighteenth-century .descripti've· nature poetry of 
I Collins, Young, Thompson and Cowper. See James B. 
_......--Tw.ttchell,. Romantic'Horizons: Aspects of the Sublime in 
./ -Engl-ish--Poetry and Pa1nt1ng, 1770-lBSO(Columbia: Univ. o.f .. 
,Mi.ssour~ Press, .1983), .PP· 16-37 . .. As .John Dixon Hunt · notes, 
·during most· of the eighteenth century, the ascent of . 
,. ' 
. prospects in topographical poetry would. be described as a 
vista or.word-picture. Later loco-descriptive poetry of ·'the 
sublime variety ·such as WordswoJth~s sketch (11. 366- 67) 
describe an altered state o~ consciousness or new· focus on 
th~ col)templation of strong emot\ons and awareness of _" . 
. greatness, · space and :power. See John Dix·on Hunt, · 'l'he Figure 
., ~ the Landscape: Poetry( Painting and Gardening oUting !!!! 
• ElgMeenth Century (Balt1more: The Johns Hopkins Univ.· 
"· 
I • 
Press, 1976), pp. 145- 98 •. · 
·62 Descriptive Sketches, fn. 1. 368. 
' . . . ' 
'63 Ibid., fri: 1 ~ · 437. 
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·---64 Ibid., fn. 1. 475. For an extensive treatment. of 
' the myth ~f-t~e golden age see Warren St~venson,. 1The !:fY~ of 
the Golden A~e in English Romantic· Poetry, Salzburg StUcfles 
Trltnglish L1tera.ture: Romantic Reassessment, No. 109 · 
(Salzburg: · lnstitut fur Anglistik and 'Amerikanisb.ik, 1'981). 
In Wo~dsworth's later po~try he often echoes Scottish poets 
such as James -Beattie in hi-s use of folk tales, charac·ters, 
legend'~ ·and fairy stories. See King· (1982). . · 
. ! . 
65 In fac·t his inclusion of the Fr~nch and \pwis.s · 
1. mat~rials in Descriftive Sketches have led many biograp~ers 
·.and critid's to cone ude that the poem is primar1ly .I . . , 
. political, its descripti.ve passage~· ,added only to frame his 
.. mai~ p~":Lit'ical . . themes. See, for ~xample, Leslie F. Chard, · 
Dissenting Republican: Wardsworth's 1 Early uife ~ Thought 
in Their· Political 'context {The Hag(!e: ·Mouton Publishers, · · 
1972); Car. ~ Woodring, Politics "in' Engli~h Romanjtc Poetry · 
(Ca~bridge, .Masll.: Harvard ·un~.if:'fress, 1970)-, ... ~ San J~an, 
Jr.,v"wordsworth's Politiow.l Commitment, .. Daloousie R·eview,· 
.65 (Autumn 1965), pp. ~99~306 and F. s. Fink, ~Wordswor h; 
and the Republican ,Tradition,11 J~GP, 47 (1948.) I pp·. 1Q -126• 
James F. Turner ·sees Wordsworth's intense political d . 
soc~al commitment in Oescriptiv.e Sk~tches as an o growth ' of · 
·the " pastor~l tra~i t1on of descr ipt1. ve nature p~etry. Irl' his 
"~Various J.ourney,. · S~ and Slow':· Wordsworth's Descriptive . 
Sketches (1791-2) and the Lure of Pastoral,~ . D rham f 
University Journal, 69 (Dec. 1976), pp. 38-51. · . · 
a 
66 ~ • f 
- Letters Earl~ Years, ~· 36. 
. . 
~ 7 Under Michei Beaupuy's guidance and ~nstru~tion· iri 
~ France, wordsworth became an ardent supeo~ter'of the French 
Rev.ol uti on (see Moorman I, chaps·. 5, . 6 and . 7) • . Hi·s hope . and 
belief in France wa~ challenged 6y the September ~assacres, 
the e~ecution of King Louis ~n January 21, 1793 and France's 
declarat-ion of war on England on February 1, 1793. In June 
Wordsworth · defended the achievements of France · and nis own 
'- republican beliefs in hi-s Letter to the Bishop of Ll.andaff. · 
In 1794'he continues to ca11·himsei·ca-naemocrat"", declarin~ 
to hia friend· .William Matthews "9f tha~ class I shall · · . 
continue fore.ver" t (Letters Ea'r ly Years, ·. p. 119). By, 1795 or 
- early 1796, however~ he had lost. his hope in the revolution · 
and turned _to · .ool~t;;hy, Colerjdge and o nature for strength and . 
~no~edge. See#.!!:!ronology Early Years, pp. 174-175. . .· 
~ordsworth in The · Prelude · (X, 1. 305) writes. that; at this 
"'time he· "yielded up· moral questions, in despair ;" .·. ·. . 
" . . 68 John Beer, fNature and , Lib~rty: The Linking of• . 
Unstable Concepts,'! Wordsworth Circle, 14 (Autumn }-983), p. 
20~· •. . ~-· · · , ' · ., • 
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. · 69 The s~n's [Sar~ble is delivered as a ·kin·d of 
drama~ic monologue. -·As noted by R. Langbaum, ~he Poetry of 
Experience: ~ Dramatic Monologue ~ Modern Literary ~ 
Tradition (Ne.w York: Random ·House, 19S7), pp. 40~42,· t is is -
·among, Wordsworth's earliest use of dramatic narrative, _"$ 
form he would later employ in Lyt:icch ~lads anO.The 
Prelude. In 10escriptLve Sketches the s ·wain's parable is a 
method of descri~ing the narrator's complex, psychological. 
response to the haish·contrarieties of swiss life • . 
· :~ - 70 ~eer <~P':-2-04~ .believes it 'was necessary· for . 
·Wo-rdsworth in~-3 to-.b~l i.eve tha·t all men had his sense of 
myitical experience ~n nature, and that concepts li~e ' 
independence and _freedom .were natural to mankind. When he / 
bec~me disillusioned ;with tlie Revolution, · he came to believe· 
that true li~erty resided ' in the individual human mind and 
in the lives of those who, -- like ·his native English . 
shepherds, had an independl"t spirl t . which adde_d a subl i~ 
d imeps_ion : to their 1 iv i~-~ ~ , . . · __ ,. 
. . \·, . 
. · · ·.· 71 (s · J. '*i-. Tu~ri~r .·(p. so·)· point~ .out·, · in ... . .. 
r 
. Wofdswo.rt.h's poem it· is France; . . not Brita in·, .who is the 
v-iotor1duS~:champioii, of 1 ibe1;ty ·and order. 
. ... : ~ ! , • • . •, • • . 
72 ' Birdsall," Appendix · II, p. 299. 
.73 ~·-- . .. 
74 · . I\ · -· · . . · 
. ~ _M. H. Abrams, Natural Supernatural-ism: 
·and Revolub-i.on 1..!! Romantic Literature (New . York: 
Norton, 4.971), p. 285. ~-
\ . . 
. . \ 
Tradition 
Ji. w. 
75 · se~, for example, J. R. Watson ('i9-70f 'who has 
_, ·concluded·that t:he picturesque was. a major influ~on .. the 
- poem· with its emphas~s on keen·· observation of. nature·, .. ·us~ of 
particular e'pitap~s, i borro~·iogs,_ . . co·lour\ng, tone and other_ -
picturesque devices. Watson ·c.oncludes, however, that the '> 
poem displays "What- appe~i:s to be -a divided mind" (p. 74) • 
. . Watson states th~t while _· w~rdswo.rth•s· main subject was - ~ 
:Alpine landscap~, he included~ tne effect ·of scenet:y,on . a 
,.. i nd i v idua 1 and _national characte'r·. to reflect his · , .. 
r~volutionary beliefs but he "does not succeed _in welding 
the .. two tosether"·- (p • .. 75). .Irving Buche~), "The Poet as 
Po~try: :1 An_ Aesthetic Read1ng of The Prelude," wordsworth- 1 • Circle, 1 (Autumn 1970), .133-140;-iiiaintains that the 
"liter,ai:y idolatry''· evident in Wordsworth's . early loco- • -
,descriptiv~ · verse w~.s- associated with ~he poet'!J period of 
. _ pictur,sque habits of vision wh~~ the eye was dominant. '' 
Jam~s Heffernan, "Wordsworth. on the Pictutesque ," Eng 1 ish 
· Studies· 49 i·(l968), 489-498~ also agrees with, Buch~n that 
· after Wordsworth's early exp iments in pic_turesque . -
descripti~rLsucl1 •as Descri t ve Sketches, he reject·ed · t)le - · · 
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nature by the law of 'his own emotions" (p. 498). As with 
the perceived revolt against ocular vis ion, th'e French 
Revolution, ~o)'E!1oquently champ~oned in D~scr ipt ion Sketches 
has bee~. seen also as .a breach 1n the poet's development. 
See," for example, Chard, Woodring, Fink (1948) and Todd 
(1957; 1963).. ' ~ 
76 Th~re ha~ been " increased emphasis on W~rdsworth's 
· early poems. as part of his process ororganic. growth as a 
poet and his evolutionary rather than revo11 uti"onary poetic beliefs 'and practic~s in relation to .the i}9e~ 'critical 
attention has bee~bted on the early P~.s as an accurate 
record of Wordsworth's growth as a poet, his 1-i terary debts 
as we>ll as ·.his accomplishment:s, in forging a poetic language 
adequate to his.perception. bescriptive Sketches, as the 
first poetic \record of momentO.~s ev_ents in the history of 
Wordsworth's ~wn mind such as the Al p.itne Tour• and the French 
Revolution, h'as been ·increasingly regarded as an accurate 
record of that development; The poem is regarded as· ·related 
in thought if not in style to Sook VI of The Prelude· as 
suggested by ctpo f frey Hartman, "Hordsw~rth' ~ DeScrlpt i ve 
Sketches and the- Growth .. of a Poet's Mind," PMLA, 76 (Dec. 
1961), pp. 519-527. . Roger Sha..r.rock in "The · F~gure iA a 
Landscape: Wordsworth'~ Early Foetry," Procee~ings of the 
-British Academy, 58 '<1972), pp. 31~-333, finds the poem--
chaotic and disorganized but · fQll of "certain germinal 
phrases and ••• simple and' strong thoughts that would find ~ 
their true diree.tion in due time" (p. 330). Both Ha:r;tman 
(1964) and Sheats (1973) have concluded that in Descriptive . 
Sketches, nature itself .is not Wordsworth's subject bu.t 
·rather the human heart: Sheats finds further that all the 
fundamental beliefs and stances of Wordsworth's mat~rity are 
' present in o the conventional assumptions. of his early poetry. 
B. G. Wiley ·agr~es that many Wordsworthian themes are · 
63 
present i'n Descriptive Sketches but he cha.racterizes the 
poem as disorganized and 1 ack1ng the fully developed form 
and poetics of Wordsworth's later work. E. H.· King (1985) 
sees De:Scripti~e Sketches as typical · of the habits of 
- Wordsworth's apprent1cesh1p, _ namely his reading of and 
borrowing from minor ·poets such as Bea t~ie ~h ich enab 1 ed him 1 
graduall_y -to, ~•find his own distinctive voice and to shape 
his characteri-stic style (p. 135). One of his most 
important debts to Beattie in Descriptive Sketches ~nd his 
later poems is The ,i'linstrel as a model of poet1c life. In 
Oeser i ti ve Ske"EC'Fles Wordsworth uses the metaphor· of the 
mounta1n limb as the climactic moment of imaginative·-
per~eption and suggests the central paradox of the poetic 
life, namely Nature's ability to shape moral character · and 
man'~ inhumanity and insensit~vity. • 
. !'{7 Sheats, p. xii. . ' . 















._ 79 , See Birdsall., Append_ix I, pp. 289_.!:_297 for a · 
discujpion of Coleridge's appropri~i:ion of The Old Man of 
the · ~· Although it has not been proved Co'ilciliSively-
·Wordsworth's revisions to Descripti-ve. Sketches suggest he· 
contemplated adding a section to be titled 11 0ld man · and his 
Reflex ions" . or "old man's story" and the themes and · tone of 
The Q,_!~ ~of tHe~£! are strong evidence _that the poem, 
publ1shed by Colerldge in The Morning Post March 8, 1798, is . 
·- ~actually Wordsworth's.·· The poem is rePrTri'ted in Birdsall. 
AppencHx- I, pp. 294-297. · 
_ B_O -The conclusion to Book VI of ·The .Prelude states 
-that his aesthetic. reactions to the Atps had been · · · 
anticipate~ .in his earlier experience in Britain: his ------
impressions of the Alps were "but as ream I That flowed 
into a .kindred Stream; a gale. / That helped me forwards" 
(The Prelude VI, 11. 673-75)... He claims that he did not 
approakh the sceqery of the tour in sear~ . of the 
picture que "as if the mind I Itself were not·ning; a mean . 
pensione On outward forms" (The Prelude VI, 11. 666-68). 
In the Alp he received impressions of the Sublime, which 
af.fected hi owerfully and directly, and the Beautiful, 
·which affecte him less powerfully and indirec.tly: 
' . 
-·· Finally, whate'er 
· I saw, ot: heard, or felt, was but a· stream 
That flowed into a kindred stream, a gale . 
That helped me forwards 1 did administer 
To grand'eur and to. tenderness - · to the one 
Directly, but to tender_ thoughts by means 
Less often instantaneous in effect 
(The Prelude VI-, 11. 672-78) 
. . 
~The first editio·~ _in _l793 was followed by ·the_l815 
, edi ti'on in which he made further stylistic changes. He then 
· republished· the poem with fur_ther __ ... mino r chang·es in ed i tiona · 
of his collected works in 1820, 1827, 1832, 1836, 1845 and 
1849. The edition of 1836 is -the only" edition subs'tanti-ally 




82 In fact, Wor_dsworth's repeated publication. and 
cl assi fica tion of the poem further demonstrates that he saw 
it as an integral part of ·an evolving whole. His rev i.siof'\8 . 
for the _1815 edition involve mainly rearr,ngement of word &J. 
and lines to eliminate awkward m~6phors, obscure words ·aqa 
inappropriate personification. The . l815 edition marked _ tl'\e 
. culmination of years of arrang-ing and classifying individual 
poems, an arrangement which Wordsworth hoped would allow for. 
.... 
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. both 'an ajsthetic _re'ading of his poetJy-as · a. whole, witho.ut . 
abrupt transitions o"'f .style and subject, and a historically 
accurate picture· of the organic <jro,w_th of his po'et-ry, as 'the' · 
poems·. follow, · for the most part, a chronologic~l ord~r • ... 
Oeser i~ti ve Sketches·. was classed a·s one of his' "Juveni 1 e 
Pieces , 'wHich Wo.rdsworth ~aid ".seem · to have a title to ·l:fe 
place'd here as they wer·e the prf!)ductions of youth, and 
' repreSef!t implici~l}' s·ome of th4j ·features of a Y?Uthfu·l mi.nd 
•.•••" Willi~ WOfqsworth, The·. Prose Works o't W1~iam . ·. 
Wo_rdsw·ortn,'''i_II, eds. W. J. B. O~en and Jane Wort ngton 
Smyson (Oxford: Clarendon Pres5j 1.97 4, pp. 29, 1. 112 .. · . 
note). Hereafter cited as . Pro~e Works. The poem was 
·further classified as. an "Idyl 1 ium11 or . poem · "descriptive 
chie(l y of the .processes and appearances of exter'nal nature"' 
· \Prose Works . III', p •. 28}. Wordsworth's classification of. 
·· the poem as one descriptive of the reiationship of nature 
and the youthfui mind and his in£lusion 'of it in his 1815 
ed itron is significant to 'a poet ·bighly co·nscious of aspects 
and influences of his poetical histQry. · In 1820 he took a 
~793 c.opy of the poem wi•th him on his continental tour in 
which he ret~;aced hi' 1790'journey only .this time with 
Dorot.hy and. ro,ary. By_ bringing his ·:earliest. edition of the 
poem with him on his 1820 tour, he emphasized )the continuing 
importance of. his first poetic record of · this event. See · · 
Bi~sall, p. 17, for ·a discussion -o-f the poem and· the 1820 
.to~r. · · · · 
--· 
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. -'· ••• by'contemplating these 'Fo.rms . 
In the relations which they oear to' man, 
He · shall discern, how'· through the var iQUs· mean~· 
Which silently they yield,. are multiplied· · ·-··.-
The- spiritual presences.. oe absent thi·ngs, 
Trust me, · that. for the instruct·ed, time will · come 
·when they shall m·eet no object but inay teach 
· Some acceptable lessor1 to their. minds 
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From the expans_ive exordiu~ which open7 the poe.m~ 84· ~ 
• 
"God • s-eye view• which is both timel~ss .and omnipresent, we 
are. led immediately to an ambiguous (even ' the syntax .is 
.oti -
unclear) ~nd unkno~n sol-it.ary,1. figure· .. It i~ one •.w~o plods o'er hil\~ and vales his ro~ _forlorn •. ( 1. l.S), w~o a~ first 
appears to be the stock image. of!- the · eightee~th-century· 
..solitary. or rustic 1 SS . but Wordswo.rth soo'n amends this 
imp~ession he is after . all one upon · whom Nature has 
, 
bestowed her "~eal.ing pow•r•:·· 
\ 
• • I 
: ' . 
No ·sad vacuities his ~eatt aJPnoy, · 
el.ows onot a zephyr but it whispers joy: 
For hi ni lost flowers· their idl~ sweets exhale; 
He tast.es the meanest' note that swells . the g·ale; · 
·For him sod-seats the cottage door adorn, . 
And peeps the far-off"spire, his evening bourn! 
Dear is the forest frowning o'er his head, 
And dear tfle green-sward to his velv~t . tread; 
Moves the-re -a cloud o'er mid_.day 's flaming eye? 
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~ ; · 
'. , Kind Nature's charities his steps .at'tend, 
In every babbling brook he finds a friend, 
While chast 'ning thoughts of sweetest use, bestowed 
By Wisdoml moralize his pen.sive road. 
~- <~11. 17-30) ' 
" 
~: 
, His is clearly a · special r~lationship_ with· Na.ture and 
~-natural, World; he-.is a lover ~f. nature and nature in 
' return attends him with .her "chant1es•. It is the same 
. ' 
\, recipr~cal . r~lationship that wordsworth wa•s to dfsc~ibe .later 
\\ in "Tin tern Abbey• " (and to build upon throughout' hiS carlon) 1 
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~. ' . . . .~ . 
. relatioflship in which "Nature never did betray,L-The heart 
I • 
that loved her" (11. 122-23). The traveller's commitment t'O 
( 
the natural settin«:: .seems._. .absolute: Wordsworth offers an f 
image for each of the sens.es - the sounds of the wind and the 
- ' .. 4 
. . \ 
... . 
babbli~g brook, ·the <Scent of lthe fl'owers, -the feel of' the 
sward and the sun, and . the whole. visuai panorama' of town an~ 
. -
forest. The .effect is to create a sensor.:y milie·u· where A.ne 
' . . 
• . 11 • ' .. llnes between sub]ect and object .begin to blur even as the 
se.nsd'ry modaliHes themselves ha-ve merged ("He t ·.astes the · 
.. 
{ 
. ' / 
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. Nature ~nd the figure have achieved a .commun~on and-
. . ·. / 
. harmony' however, which., extjnd/ beyond the aesthetic t!'o \:he. 
moral. · L~ke the poet' ~fAhl . P~elud~ .(VIII), love of Nature · 
• - • // j • • • • 
has 1·~~ h~m · .t~~· l/e/~ in~nk~nd, 8·.6, .and · ~he charity.· ( ~re~ te., .· .. 
of the mOtal:Ji"Ctuey-l:>e~owtd by Nature is · retui:ned to · thO 
lpassing_.poo;", Hi~ in t~g\ation with the human environment 
(11. · 37-41) is as complet.e as with the natural ·, an.d while· 
~ . 
remaining a soli.tary lover of nature, he may ne.vertheless 
I 
. freely cross' the isthmus from natu"re . to. human 1 i fe, just. ·ll( 
. 
the hermit ( 11. 168-75) may continue ·to be a herroi't even 
"with his family around"'~ . 
This .figure. is, indeed, the "favoured being" (The 
Prelude I, 364) who. is specially fostered and tutored by 
nature, and this . description is· an i.nchoa te - tho.ugh 
.. 
----
essentially thoroblgh - · sketc of the figure who . was ._to become -
/ . ..-- -
·-·--·---
.. .,  
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\ • .. 
' · 
the subject of "Lines Left upon a seat in a ~w-Tree", 
"Ti ntern Abbey"; Book I ("T-he wanderer") of The Excursion and 
.. 
The Prelude, the i~d i vidl.Ull who may become the. poet~ N7i s 




::::. :·::: i::: ::.:T::;£;[~~~;~ whom 
Their colours and· their forms j~;~~ then ••. 
Ari appetite; a feeling ·a-nd a love 
That had no need ·of a remote'r -charm, 
BY th_ought supplied, nor. any interest 
Unbor ro.we,d from the eye. 
-. _Lll_. 7-7-83) 
The figure in oescriBtive Sketches is one whose "pensive 
road~ ·i~ moralized by.·wisdom (1. 30), 
beyond'. the .senses to ma~kind: he responds 
. . . : . " . 
interest extend~ 
" 
't. only-~o ·~he . ':_ ·· .. 
··.music of the winds but also to "the still, sad 'musi'c of 
. . . 
. . · . 
·humanity" ("Tin tern· Abbey• 1. 91). His imagination ·and senses 
.atf tu~ed, J.tl.ke ".Memn~n' i lyre•' ;~nd ~ole-r.ldge . ' ~ aeo'lf~n • 
" . ....... _ . . 
har-p) to receive imp_ulses from nat~re, 87 and re~pond to them 
. . . 
• with the appr.opr iate, correspondent art icul~t-ion . in his .. 
--- 7 . - ----po.etr'y'. He is, then, the. ,o~ thful ~- · yet ·complete - 'poet · · 
• 
. ~-
fully armed to begin his poetic vocation, conceived in terms 
. . .. 
which are consonant · with wordsworth's later . works. ·.The image 
-of- th~ .figure as the p~t ~ .. one ~h~ is botht at one With, yet 
·set apart from, the 'rest . of 'mankind - is consolidated in the . 
"" . . . " 
closing 1 i nes of this introduct'ion: 
.. . · 
69 
I' • 
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' • 70 . . , ;. 
· ' 
t 
"" -:r' The maidens eye him with in·quiring:glance, 
Much wondering what sad stroke of crazing Care 
Or desperate Lov.e could lead a wand~rer there • 
. (11. 42-44) . 
--
Tq~ lunatic .or lover has long been identified with the 
I - /, ~-- " 





considered special children of the gods (lik~ wordsworth • s 
own. llid1ot Boy") fnvested wit~ magical, prophetic and 
imagina ti v·e powers. The _ poeticus fur ioso in line_s 4~-44, 
. ./ . 
·though set apart by his pensiye aspect ancf' special · 
~ensitivity, is yet an~atheti~ . .s~~l who_ may ,. easily join 
t 'he cottage meal, andl~oe~ot d is~up.t the village dance, or 
the round of 1 ife it 
. 
' ... 
By l'ine 4 4 the ~ ...... __.... mage of ttur stocLfigur~ has : . · 
' ..... ' been ai:nended and ·clarified:: it is actually the .image .of ' the 
_ .. \~i 
poet .set in the landscape· of. his own poem, a landscape which 
. . . 
is n'ot merely an equivalen__t ' or repres~ntation of the •. , 
- lands~ape of the actual journ,ey. With the image . of the : 
figure comple.te he . identifies him, . ~nd line 45 begins ~i th 
'( . . . . 
"me" and··the first person replaces the third-person pronouns 
. - . \ ·-- ---- . ... 
. -
of the .preceding lines. Not only· has Wordsworth now . 
• 0 
succee9ed in iqentifying th(! traveller, but t~e/gescription 
he:multaneously and retroactively identified the .poet. 
This accom~lished, he rounds out the image of the 
speaker by par ticu larizi ng him·, giving ~om.e details of Cl'mood . ~ 
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description o-f 'the solitary figure a ·t the opening to~ show 
• I . 
again one who "plods o • er hills . and vales his roads. for lorn", 
' . 
-but the solitary il no longef ·an a_bstract image in a . _. 
. ~ 
generalized landscape, but the poet . in France, at the base Gf 
the Alps1"' aut it is intere~ting that this first specific 
description gives almost 'no physical -detail - the only visual 
adjective . us~d in this passage is "white". Instead, 
, ' ' 
wordsworth uses affec~ve adjectives: "truant" pathways·, . "-
"segre.t" villages, "lonely" far.ms ·. "J:he emotiv·e aspects _and . . 
. ~ .-- . 
qualities of th.e landscape ar·e ~e.cord~· rather than the -
/ 
physical, the geography, through pathetic fallacy, assuming 
the ~t~onal state of the .traveller. 
·• I' .. 
· The ·description· of the G_:~de . Chart.r~us~ ·w~ich f_ollows · · · 
(53-79) relies . on a . similar kind of representa~ion,· one .which .· 
' . . ~ ., 
is· more meditative than descr.iptive~ The scene also blends 
. . . . . 
different t .imes and ev~nts·. l~ · Wordsw.orth' s ,past ·a~d present 
exper i en~~· His r e.coilection: of his visit there in 179 o8.9 
provideso the particulars of. geography: _the -monastery an'd its 
weU-k nowp 'c ~asses ~and • -:,Pi res ~mi ~·t the f oxe~t "Of St : Bruno I • 
the valley of Vallombre, and the twin ~treams c~lled -t(i~2d .. 
Death. · But the main concern of ·this p~ssage is· not to . · 
des~ribe ,the - i.mpr~ssi.ve · ~ut to' .consider ~he ~ccupa ion 4 
of the monaste~y by ·revolutionary soldiers in 1792, an event 
. ' . . .. 
which occurred t~o years after th'e visit i·t· purpQrts to 
r ,. describe. 
'-' . -~ - · 
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:_ . ...... 72 
\ . 
The .occuJ;>ation he characterizes .... as an intrusion, an 
/ ~ 
affront to the natural order, harmony and ~eace of th~ \ . 
. ' 
setting, a setting · in which the mo~.as.ry itself appea~s as a.,~ : 
natural element, one wh-ich does not dlsturb its serenity, 
The ocoo~uncti~e "or• (~;59) equa~~h~ "torrent 'slsound" and, ,,: : 
the sound of the prayer-bell, which. is submerged in ~.urn by 
. ' " . ~ 
the_" dull .. c icaaa" , and the· p~~es, ;-pi res, · r~cks and lawns are" : . 
l~sE(~ · (11. ~2~.63). as ·equal el~~:nts within ·the _scene. The 
Chartreuse -rtself is in·· .mourning, "Weeping beneath his chill ' 
"'-... . . . I , . 
of mounta1n . gloom" (1. 54) ~nd t~e s tartl~d cfoi ster ana the. 
shuddering fane sha_re a CC?mmon horror . and a" dommon fat~. \ 
l ·. 
. .. 
/But while W.~r_dswor:th may share. an element of 
., 
and ~igh . with ' Chartr-euse .at · its . doom, the direc-t and spe·c 
. '. .. .. . 
. • ' ~ .: 
allusion ( 1. 72) to Milton's "On the· Morning of Chri~t •s 
Nati v~ ty• · .prov~d~s- th~_ context. for · the acco~n~. 9 0 -,.The 
"parting Genius" · in ' Mii"ton (1. 186) ·marks' the departur~ of 
the. pagan· gods who are •displac~d by the.·new• ch~i~tia~ order: 
~ . · ~ 
-1 . ~ __...:.- ·- -
w~ne· Mi.ltfn, 1~oo, may be mov~d by ~h~ loss: of -the-t2tacles 
and t .he wh6le panoply of rich and imaginative classical · · 
r ~ 
) • . fig.ur e~ ,.-he cannot _ dispu-te the fel ic-~\Y of the new order 1 as 
-- a -ppet, he . may .regr~ol-YO-'-s death, ut. as a Christian"·he -
. . . 
..... -. 
. \ 
cannot. so_ wordswor.th may be· d.isturbed 'by ·the viQ-lation of a 
n.atural : a·n~ .poeti'c setting·, -~et· ;~an avid suppo.r 'ter. of'' t .he " 
Rev~l uti. on 9·1 he ·can~~t _' con,clude that its fa 11 i .s . wholly ·. . 
- ~ · . 
. .. . ~ . . 
unfor_~unate. :S, . After_ all, t.h~ ~eace OJ .the woods _ is 
"death--like" (1. 57):. and · becomes animated only with the 
. . . .. 
.a.rri val ' of "the r_evolut'ionaries. 
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·" 
~· thi~ descripti,on · o£ th& __ Grande Chart:euse· 
· suggests t.hat l Words:or:th,~the ~:et, is more concerned with 
the effe'ct or ·e~ence_ of xpenence, thap with its !UJbstance. 
, . . ' . . 
· The _Grande - Chart~e~se, although physically unchanged by 
. historical events, i's depicted in Descriptive Sketches as an 
.. 
:0 
im~ a lost world of power aild beauty, whose life has ,t-
bee~ .. alt~red ~~ temporal events~, but ;~ose eternal, spir ~ tual 
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as it '_has inscribed itself· in the min~ orthe poet, and as it 
• • ( ' , , I , 
· _. ha·s been inscribed by the poet in ·t~poem that _ sho~s- the , 
_!:~ue.nature of,- its· power -· an.d th~. true .pJer .of Nat~re to 
\ 
. impress mighty. scenes in. the' mind and . memory of man • 
· .. Thd en~u1n~ view of Como · -r~J.\eS/o~ . more !llicturesque, ·and 
" ' . . ....,. 
'certainly gent'ler ·, d~scriptions· ~ anci stands in s~~'r~ contrast 
. 
- : · to the· pre_cedi ng presentation. , Lines ~ 8 o..:_9l bring. the 
' . ~ . . 
of sense uritll __ he· is completely en_qJosed cy the "purple roof 
. . 
of vines" .• The poem suddenly reaches a brie-f point ·of stasis 
in this bower and .from .there the traveller m1ees te>o a~d st~ps .. 
at a series· of 
2'~: · : round of h~man 
' ' ... .... 
vanta_ge points whence he obs.erves the di urnal 
·and physical ~ature (11. 92-161). Although 
:~~-.-. "l:~q" .by . nature a~d-the physical · W9fld he still maintains a 
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i <'11 · ; 
A· -• '<~ 
dis~C)Ifce~'t,w~en s~ibject and object,, between the "delicious ·/ 
• ___ scene" and the "ey~ __ .that greet.s" ~it (1._ 120), _whic~_!'."nnU;,~-- ~~--:_/ 
him to build a detailed and specific picture. ·of the lake and 
. . ' 
valley. The perfunctorine's .s · which· ha's cha .r~cterized most of 
t .he physical descript\on in 'the poem up to ' tlhis p~oin·t i~. .., 
replaced by a sudden piling~on of· get ail, of image'· metaphor . 
and simile, The chJroscuro interplay of shado·~s and su.n!igh t 
at evening ( 11. 1h-113) is handled w.1th 'a· genera; i ,ty o~ . 
·words., as are .the other sensory desc·r.iptions which ·fol ·low 
0 .. 
while the d.ai ly .cyc·l~ ~ .is comple&e<:l. 
- . . 
. ' ' 
·' 
But the scene,' rendered in . language which derives 
. . ' . 
-- ----- · 
largely j&rom the literary cor:lVentions ·o; desc~ip.tive . .. ·,, 
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.. · in - ~~scri.pti~e ver~e,·· quite . typic~! ·of th~ later ~ordsworth~ · 
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in both language ahd sentiment:,· 
. ,~ • 0 • 0 • ' i' \ 
>~> /" 
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~ • 0. • 
Yetc,· ·arts ·~re ·thine · that' r·ock th' ·uns·l .eeping heart, 
Anq sm.iles to Solit'ude and " Want impart • 
~! lov .. ~d ·, .Jnid .thy most desert. woods.astray, 
With p'erisive step 'to measure my slow way., 
By .lonely, silent 'i~ ot tageETdoors to roam, 
The far':'~of•f .. peaseJnt 's day-desert~d home; 
Once. d~d I · p'ierce to where a ·.~qbin 'stood, 
The .redt:>reast. peace had bury.'d··. it in .wood', · 
There, by the ·door a,. h!)ary-headed sir-e .. 
Touch 'd wi.eh his wither 'd hand an aged lyre: " . J , 
•B'en.eath~o an"oid-grey oak as. viol~ts lie, . 
Stretch''.d · at. his feet with stedf~st, · upward ey~, 
His children's children join'd the holy sound. 
A- hermit wit.h 'his family ar9und. . . · ' 
. ' ( 11.. 16 2...,; 75 ,) ' 
/. 
....... ,. , .. ~ .. 
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. . . 
· . This passage follows an acknowledgement of e-he potential 
·~ . 
slavery of senses which are .. utter ;J.y give_n over to 
voluptuousness, a circean captivity of the imaginat_,n ·and . 





caught by mere •voluptuous dreams", is affected in a 
different way. Not only may it be filled with imme.diate 
. 
"joy~_ derived fr.om ex~reme~ ~~ nat~ral ~eautx b~t a~s~ froll) 
~ ' . . 
the witness of such human scenes as. those qu~;>ted above. And 
' . 
·spmething remains in si.ich . a h~art which can ,l.end •smiles to . 
. . . . . ( 
soli tude and want".-
. ~ . . . . 
WordSworth r·e_cognizes · heret~what was·: to . 
. . . . ' . ' ............ , ·. . ~ ... 
become a cornerstone of his concept of the imagi-nation irl. -his . 
~ ~ o ' ~ I \ ' ' o .. ' • I • • 
later pd~t ry, that ~:~'fou~ti e'ncounters ' "th~·re' -~s iii~ ·. and ·, 
I . . • ( ~- . . . . . 
food/ For futur~ye~~~· ·("~in.tern A~bey•. 11 ~ 64-:-G~). , : _ a : .. · 
' ~ . , . . - : ' . . . . .. . . . 
res1alial power whicn-,can sustain ·. the soul·- even w'nEm . the props 
• ,.;.---· • ,• I • ; . • . ' ' 
. of the affections a·[·e removed. 94 · 
- . : ' 
_, ___  ... ~ .. - -
. ,f . . • ' 
'The ·"spots of tim~" pas~ag~ in The P'relude (Book XI, 1.- · 
' .. 
258f) describes r:}ot only this faculty ·of the . memory ~ and 
imaginatton ~ ·: but.: ~xpands· upon the ·r _ight reiati_onship •of . the 
·--mind and the sen.ses, · usin·g the master -::- · s1.~ve/$er'?ant 
. . . . 
. . 
metapho~ suggested in Oeser ipti ve · Sketches, . 11.. lSP-~1.· 
0 • 
certain- recollectionS:,.of sc.enes ·or · events provide comfort in 
. . ' ~ .. 
times of So.litude o _and ·Want: · 
( 
. ' · 
.. 
-. \, 
'\.: · "( · 1 A vi vi fyfng virtue-, · whe.nce, depressed 
;-:·.· . · 1 ·· ••• ·· ·. · Or au·ght: of heavi'er or m~re deadly weight,., · 
· ·· :· ·... 1 · · By · fa.lse opinion ·and contentious thought, 
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~ . ' 
. .. 
• . • .
1 
··, .. , Of .ordinary . intercourse·, our· ·minds . · · :r· . , r , :., '·. · ::~· nouriShed an~ , i11vis~b1y repaired: ,: . ·'· :J 
~~~:~~-:~ .. :<i ~:; .. _.~: - :.-:::.~ ..  :·::- -.~~{~-~·:· .. ~~r:;~ -:-;;::~.:~~.~~-:~:;::: i··-.~·!: :• ~ .. <~_ ; .:":~:~:~::.;, . " --; : .... x,.-. .... ;., :>~": .. . ·., .. --- ~-:~· ·.. . . .· .: _ .· ·: • ..•. . '·.: . , . . :· · .. ~<~:. : ... -~--~-~.~-;/~, 
,,,... ..,..i·oa u~.Jo, .. ,\"<t ...  ~~no '"· . ' ··· ~: 'r ··li .... - · "H-:"ei;~"'., ~ i,;"\;~ · ~ • ~·,r\ . .,;...t .. · ..; ,,r,~':~~! '<,i.,.,- .• ··.;Jf •! - . 1 ·'· '.I.. • · ; . , . · : . . ... ;,;·\. . •.-:-•• ; .,,,•,~..~! ·:,·.\ ..• ~· ...._ ·:,.·~ · -~'J,·;·;·~ ..  ~~l' I)l"..,....,,tw.~.:.... . ..'::.J.H-,I£. ' 2'-,. ... ...,. ~ ., .. _,. .._.. .-..:a. .._,., "'\ ro .,•\ , .1hSJ •'{,. ~ •• r . ~ ... -. •. t : .,.., -~\\.f ;J \ ,. . ... . ._. .... _ , 
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t! 
A virtue, by which pleasur~ i .s · enhance'd, 
0 
' That penetrates, enable~ ··. Us to mount, 
~ When. high, more hig~, .and lifts us up when 
This efficac~ous spirit chiefly1 ltJrks Among those passages•f liJe in .which 
we. have rr'ad · deepest fe~ling . that\ Lhe mind 
Is lord and master, .and .that ·out ard sense 









. . . J 
Sketches leads as i~.(~~ often d~es o·f Wordsworth • s · 
_._poemS 1 •. tO a human' enCOUnter 1 tO an appreh .nSiOn · a~~ "' J\,. 
" . . 
app_r eciation of human ·valu'es here. · epitomi ed ·in tlle hermit. 
- ~ · .. ·. . . ' .. ·· ~ · · ... 















. . ,He is. ·one wh·o has .. achieve_d tl1rough_. E!IXper1.e ce - he· is old .. - a-
. . ' . -.s---
right appreciation ·.q( nat;.u~e •·. ke is .. i~ . . . ~ the mid·st. of natur-e · .. 
. . ' ~ '~ . . . ' \ 
~nd part of it95· ye't' is not its passive 
~ his ·~wn : mu-sic .("'a hol'y ;sound"), .- his ~wn 
~· . . .,.. .. -
he_ a,dds 
. . , 
_articulation, to .. the scene. ·. He ttps, a's a he ~it, ·achf~ve.d : ~ 
\ . 
' . , . . 
the requi~ite ~olit~ry a .nd ·personal ·.relations. ip with nature, 
-- ~- t ~ • • ., . ... ... 
and has ·returned (as·. the poet .mus't .in· wor.dswort h) to mankind, 
.. here -~h~li.t~·le · hunian . fami~·y. Th~~ ·h~ ··;t~y .. be · •a.hpe~mit ~-·· _· . . 
.r ~ . · . . . I . _ • . ""' . • \ • • w~th _his ~a~~ly aroun~" witho~t ~.ogicJl ~oratrad i~~-~ - the 
st~el'\aths _~ and values of h~s expe,rien¢e~ eained in solitude 
are ~arr~e0 With him, ba~k · intO SO~i~ty 1 'and neJe,; desert 
() • • - · ' 1 • 1 
him. · .. He need not remain the ~viewless lingerer •, hidden and 
aione, to in~inta~ .t~~- aspects .of ... natur~ \ilhic~ are valua~le . 
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.· 0 .. r · 
· The ~Emit (and the poet)···~inds i:rength and solace 
expirience that carr~ ·himothr0U~0~~tude and wan~R as 
do~s,the · •old man w in Wordsw~rth' s sonnet, · wh6se "waking 
' ) .~· . 





. ~e, :to·o, has a_chieved •s<;>verelgnty.R over- the senses: 
' . 
. ' . 
·~~~Though narrow be that old Man's cares, and near, 
· The poor old man is ·greater than· he seems: · 
For he hath waking empire; wide as dreams; 
. • ·>' · - ' An ample soverelgnty·of· eye ·and ear. 
Rich. are · his walks with ~upernatural cheer; 
The region of hi.s inner spirit teems ' · 
With vital sounds and monitory gleams 
\ · (Miscellaneous Sonnet XXIX, 11. 1-7.). 
\ 
• 
Descriptive Sketches is as conce~ned . with peo~le as it 
is with. sce.J1ery: like the her.rni t ·vignette, the·. landscape 
. . 
leads almost invariably to the rustic96 inhabitants of that 
. . . 
. . 
1andscape - the Grisoh gipsy, the chamois-chaser, the 
expatriot Switzer. And tpese ar~ not used me~ely . as figure~ 
.~n the canv~s, 97 but as the ·focii and incarnations of the · 
I 
fe .elings· aro.used by the natural setting: the terror an~ the 
.beauty must have their effect on and be understood 
~l~imately in hum~n terms. In ·the preface to Lyrical 
Ba'llads I wordsworth asser:ts e of the characteristics 
which distingulshes . I from "the popular Poetr}:' ( 
· qJ the dayw is · th therein developed gives -
importance to ac...t.ion and situation, and not the action 
• 
and situation to the feeli_n~. 98. N~~ure is. ~errible o~ 
~ . 
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' 4-, 
it: if a scene is moving it must move someone. The poet, 
/ 
worqsworth was to write, "con.siders man and the objects that 
_.surround. him as a~ting and reacting on · e~ch other, so 'as to 
~ · . produce an irtfinlle comp~exity_ of pai~ and pleasure· 9 ~ : ~'nd ~ 
It it __ is import-ant to Wordswo.rth's poetics in. ~·scripti.ve · 
' . 
Sketches as it is later in his poetiq cateer. In~eed, the 
s~ories o~th_e ~on_.-gi~sy . (11. 18 _~~2-42) and the 
charno~s-chaser_ ( 11 ~_366-413) would fit.: comfortably amongst 
the Ballads100 and the gipsy could'stand as a 
for almost any of the tragic female figures, in 
"The Female Vag~ant" -, "The Thorn~., · "The-Mad. Mother" and •The 
complaint of a forsaken Indian woman". 
· ( Both the como hermit and the. Grison gipsy are e~emental 
fig\lres who personify the contrasting but comple·men·tary . 
emotions of pleasure and· pain, e~tremes of the "infinite 
complexity" _cited above. The oxymoron of the hermit "with 
~is fa~ily ~ro~n'd" ilnistrates the imaginat 'rve empathy which .. 
•If-. I . : • . . 
"" . . 
. is- the basis for much of wo.rdsworth's - poetry; inst,ead of ~, · 
,o \ .· purely. p,icto<i<il . image he d~livers a human corri!l~tive. 2f, 
-~e emot_ional ev?cation 9f the scene. .f\S the traveller has 
pierced the thick forest and found the hermi~, the poet has 
.· 
. . 
penetrated the· superfici.~l sensatiQns and suggested what 
lies .at the heart ~f .. his experience of the beautifuJ , th~t 
1o~e of nature leads· to love of man. The sublime landscape 
of the ~ipsy, in contrast with the bea~tifuf setting of L~ke 
J 
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'· 
1 ~~ 
·.- . .it 
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- \ \_ . 
. .. 
' 
- ·. ----. ·-
-· 
_ ., J 
• 
~-" ' . 
the pp~ -nis nar~at~ve descends to the dark plain~ ot: 'nlortal 
suffering, 'where the~mind is .condemned "without 
go/ ,o':r lifi!'s l~ngde~ert~ wi~s 
(11~ t~~-~l)~ __ But in both land~capes, 
·~ ~ 
are, the journey ls ~nward, _ fro~ the ~atura1 ~orld 
to 
·-of woe• 
' human-worl~ and from senso~y experience toward an 
unders~andini o~ how the human mlnd and imagination · 
-
-
. . . 
' -to the _senses, and how certain emotions may 
~ ·natural q&j~cts. "The Thorh", for example, begins with the 
. ~imple ph~sical description of a natural object, but what 
. 
vi vifie:!...i t - ~n~;akes i~;. worthy" to be the subject of 
poetry - is its -consequent workings· upon the imagination ~nd 
emotions; it ~~~comes· a me~ns ·pf focusing our atteriti~n and 
. 
.. 
feelings, and .leads in,to a human story_. '- ) 
.•· ... 
~ '· I;J ... 
' '. 
'· -






An integrateq vision of the natural and human world is 
• 
presented_in the 'description of the landscape of t 
Sc,kelle.nen-Thc:U V~lley . and t 'ake .uri ( 1~~'63-331). 
passages the traveller mo'v~s tht"ough scenes of "bti.auty" 
: wh-ibH merge . wi_ th des cr·i~'tions gf. _the • subl im'e • a,nf t_hroug~: 
alternat~ons_ ~f . fear and pleasure which ~how the beautiful 
to be fearful and ~he - fearful beautiful by turns. The first 
I , 
view of · the vall'y, leading down to uri ( 1). ·263.:1l2), . where 
.. 
•calm huts, and lawnp between, and sylvan slopes" evoke a 
_,,~ ' ' 
.. ,.~tranquil joy", is suddenly suspended and _superseded by 
•,! 
, .. .. 
' "fear• and the •savage -scene" around the iake (ll. 283-316). 
Wordsworth breaks tt)e ~pe.ll of the -latter scene by de~anding ' 
I I 
0 
' . ~ ( 
1 
I \ . ,., 
I' 
I \r~ .... ~ ' - -
t " I• ' ' II • ' ..:...,.&. ' ' I ' 
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I that his soul .awake ~rom s~c~. romanti.c dream.s". t.i'ke tbe 
• 
Rvoluptuous dr~ams" at como which may enslave the 
'--; · . . . 
. . 
Rfailing . · 
-
soul" (11. 157-58~, the pastor~! beauty ·of the va)l~y · ~ 
(,~\threatens.- to oecome hypnotic and all-consuming. And, as 'in . ·. ·· ~h~ . Como epi~od~~ - the im~g~na~ion · th4s-rouse~ from 
• -~ ~ ('fens~~lity. is soon br_o~':Jht ·back to hum'~n_i"ty, 101 ·l:o t~e . 
'grafdeur in the ·beatings bfi{.the tieart•, as he would :wcrte 
' • • • c 
• 
-in The Prelude (I, 1. 4~ ~ 
.. 
. .. 
. ., . 'The -scene introduced at line 283 is that of a varied 
I landScape, at once beautiful and dreadful~ domestic and 
. \ 
\ 
. ·,.savage\- . . . . 
· ·And still, below, where mid the s~vage 
· ·• Peeps out a little speck of· smil1ng g~ 
There with his infants man undaunted c eeps 
A~d hangs · h~s smal~ wood-hut upon the teeps. 
A garden-plot the de~ert · air perf~mes, 
Mid the da~~ pin~s a little orch~ blqo 
A zig~zag path from the domestic skiff " 
Threading ~he painf~l cragg_ sut~ounts the cliff.• 
.. 
,) (11. 291-298) 
The juxtaposi'tion of the :· garden plot and. ~he_ ~~~g~ scene, . 
the ll~tle . orcha~d and the dark pinesi is .a type of the poem · 









. . ' 
' "' • . I . t 
poem's opening . sketc~, the writer~ envisions a - natural wor~~ /_ ~---;----~---
i #> • • • - • • • - • • --· · -- -- --
tran.sformed by greater ·,·· ·apd perllaps, m~r_e .. permanEmt;; human 
values and ideas t~an those · found in the _changeable show of 
.the "un~ul~ivated., war ld. Wi -thin the natural landscape 
nothing seems 
\ 
• I • I • ' • • o ' '• , • 
I 
/' 
t I •' 
,.. I, • - • • -1 1 l • 
quite: permant: storms ~r:jnstant:~~ 
.. 
' ( 
•11. ·' .. ' . t .- ':' · · ·~ · · -~ - ~ 
. •, • r •' ' I • '!,. - · ,.. • '., • 
... 








. ~~ ), 
" " 
• " •• - - ' 1 " 
·.· 
.. , • .; I 
..... 
-----~. 
breWing 1 aV-alancheS COme . Crashing ~pWn,· and . the SeaSOnal and 
.. f - ......... 
• • ~ ' I --diurnal. cycle·s· themse1 ves are never- at ·rest.. . Nature· can 
- • ~ w ~~never produce th; kind of-scene encountered at 'the 'beginning 
or' ~ .' • 
·of tne poem yet the po~t may ~cdltivate• it in poetry, 
c~eating a fertil~ and ess~ntial1i huma~ oasis within the 
---- --~ wilderness of an often threatening environment. Human 
' . I ' 
values, like . those of •content•·a~d •Independenc~~, ~may 
. . . 
consequent1y· exi~t •Ev'n · h;~·, amidst the ·~opeless waste• 
(11. 323-2;), b~a~ · they ar~ carried ther~ bY-buman minds 
~ • j . . --....__,__ . 
and ima~inatio~s, by · ·the individual Mind that keeps h~r . 
. , 
own/ Inviolate retirement, supject there/ TO conscience 
. 102 n • . I • 
. . . . 
~scen~ing the ~lp•, the traveller··passes ·through 
·, . ~ _incr ea~ ing ~ ha r s'h and wild 1 a~dscap'es, but carries with him 
a heart receptive to both fear and · b~auty~ And, even when 
" . 
. portions of the landscape are devoid of human-life, like 
· .. ---
~the hermit d·oors, that .never . know/ The .fa& of travel-ler · 
. . . . . .. 
p~ _s_sing ·to' and' fro• (11. 299-·300), 'the poet continualiy sets 
in the landscape represent~tio\t _of other, subtler emotions 
.. . ' . 
too: human love, hope and pity, as in >the brief vignette of 
the •love-sick maiden • ( 1L 309-16) ~-- The element_~ of' • . <?. 
permanence~ consistency ~nd unity .are human ~le~ents, 
stoties ~f the people - . even .wheri they are themselves 
. 
destroyed ·- .and the feelings of the -t r aveller. 
-~· · \ 
.· l 'a,. 
-


















. " On his Journey through beautif~l and sublime -
landscapes with their · a\tendant feelings of joy and . fear, 
, 
the persona undergoes a kind of education in nature. 
Beginning with . the strong impression of the Grande 
Chartre~se, he_)travels through t),e . beautifu'l Lake Como 
region and the fearful landscape of the Grison gip~y with a 
, 
d~veloping s·ense of the intense interpenetration of natur/ . 
and ' the mind o·f. ~an, refj'eC"te-d~n- his increased ~-se oe human 
episode~ and storie.s_ until, in flie second half of the poem, 
the account of the.people~omes to predominate. Close to 
the midway point of the poem the n~rrator reaches .a • 
geographical $Ummit in hi~ journey: .• "But now with other soul 
' t • \ - I ' - ' 
I stand alone/ Sublime upon this far~surveying cone• (11. 
we might naturally expect an ext~nded "~rosp~ct" 
. \ \ 
fo ensue, gi~en . the ~hy~ical vantage 
366-67). 
point (it is 
\ · "far-s_u;~g") and the. d·escriptiye poetic traditions. 
I 
What ~follows, however:, is almost anticlimact-ic: his 
IP "-'"" . 
attention, and consequently ours, is arrested by -and 
. . . A . ' . 
' ' . . ~~ .. 
diiected to an objebt •as small : as a bird", a . 
chamois-dhaser. ~h~ description oi the I , _,. 
I 
·· follows is then delivere-d as if ·through_ the expe · 
~ , . -
that figure • . we _ see his -world; where· hi~ per 
•• 
iead us; we are removed, in effect, to see 
from the far-suryeying cone but from the p 
and imagined -. fr9m there • . 
both by the precep~ons of the 
~ ' ,. 
, 
• 
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• • J , 
" . 
.. 
traveller. The poet, again thro~gh an act of imaginative· 
. . . 
empathy, chooses t~ present this central experience through 
• the eyes .and feelings of another, to intensify those 
.feelings by intensifying the fiction of the poem. The 
literplaY of vast, terrible .and rem~orms_o~-nature · and ; 
the pathetic histbry of. the cha_!!!P.ts·:.cha'se.r have the effect· 
83 
·l~- • . 
·or contracting ~he •wastes" and "vacant worlds" (11. 371-72) s .... 
to a .s . .ir\g~ human story • ... 
.. 
.. . 
Both -literally and . figuratively '" atop the materia) 
. '\ . . 
world, he reco.qnizes that-he ·h.as ·becom~, or taken on, 
. ' 
. "another soul". In The Prelude,--Book VI, where he-again 
. . 
re~~unt~~~s journe~ th~ough 'the Alps, he tells o~ . th~ . 
recogni~n of th~ power of the sou1103 moved ~Y a profound 
I • 
experience in much more .articUlate and ae~eloped, yet 
ccins(stent~ te~m~: 
. "" 
imagination! • V' . \ . 
--- . ----·-
• •• here that Power, 
In all th~ might of its endowments, came 
Atnwart me; I was lost as i~ ·a cloud~ · . 
Halted without a struggle to break t~~bugh; 
An"d· now recovering, to my. soul I say . - :!..:----·-- ---
'I recognlze thy"_glo.r..y~-...... ~----------- · · ' 
. ----;-· . .. 
... - . -· -- - ~-- __ ,:... --:. - ;-:---" 
(11. . . 525-32) 
/ 
' ' 
'Thr.ough imagination he is capable . of- perceiving a· ·more 
. 
. complex interrelationship between the creat i ve mi nd and ~e 
•. . . . 
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In'his descent from the mountafns the narrator is 
. . -
increastngly preQ~6upied : wi~~ the ~robl~~s of ma~kind, 
_esp~cially w~th m~n's re~ationshi~s ~ith· - ~th~r . men~ and ~ l 
·• 0 ~"... . . . '· . 
. · ......... . t:hese concerns aire personal, social- and po'litical. · He 
. . . . . . . 
· \. begins wit-h the chamois-chaser, 'and . considers in · successi~n . 





.... . ' 
'the "·pastoral Swis~" from the Golden .Age to the ·present, ~he ' \ ', ' . . -e~;;t·r i o~ sw is.s,: the , Atib~y , of Ei ns ;.edl en and con~ tude~ wi;, h · 
an ~~~io~ of the contempprary political state of F[ance, 
Hi a co~n~ the pastoral swtss ( 11. 442-6~1), li_ke thjt 
of .. the chamois;,chaser', . agai~ pres.ents the landsc-a't'e Jn htlm~n 
terms, s it ac~·~·· up~n .pe~pl~ ~~d as ... they react. to it • .. The 
. . 
descr~pt on of the scenes through ~he perceptions and lives 
Of bthe.rs ensur~s.:J?at-~we "see .. _more th~ the s~nse.s disclose, 
- () - - - - . . ' . -
anp. with the passage on t_h~ expat~ iot Switzer (11. 622- 31.') J ' • 
· ... ··' . \ 




The account of ·the "P.relaps·ar ian • Goilden 'J..ge of the 
Swiss .. a~d their'' subsequ~nt- ~c~ang'd es-tate• po~h~to a' . 
significant · re1a t ionship ~mong nat.ure, t~e :s~ris.i. t i v~, man 
' \ . 




h'oney, is . ~reateq in twelve' lines · (.11.· ·.474-85) wtfich contain 
v.ery few 'strong or m~mor~ble i-·mages. · Instead, wo:ds~ort1 · · ~ . 
, . . 
, .. 
moves quickly . .to 'the consolation~ offere~ 'by nature to those 
who still possess an •uncornipted 'heart• ,, those who, .d~spite 
' . 
man's fall through "human vices •, have avoidE;.d those .siris 
- . .. . . . ()' . . 
' . 
• 
1 _, . • 
. .. 
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·. ( 11.0 486-91). The "joys" which make up for the lost estate 
... .. .&, . '"' 
ar~ simultaneously described and recreated in the passage· • 
I 
• ,. I . . 
which. follows ( 11. ~492-519), ·a description far\ _more powerful 
- .- .-r' 
and evocative than that of the un·fal!"len ·landscape. -p·urther, 
~it is a setting which, we are _told f':l .. 51_1-12.), delights the 
eye, 'b'ut' · .n~t with~ : .. ;ulgar joy" (lik~· · the "'joys that nl~ght 
' , • ' I 
disgrace the c_apti ve is hea~ t" :L 15 9) , · and leads ev~ntual ry··. 
t~ "'ope•. And ~his jo~.has more than a transieht _existence 
be~ause "past enjoymen~", t~rough .memory, brings p~es\nt 
, joy, ·as, by extension t: present joy will be relived ·and 
. . 
sustain the individual .in the future ( 11. 514-19). · The 




· .•• he~e I stand, not only with the sense 
Of pre.sent pleasures, but with · pleas~ng thoughts 
That in tbis.momen~ there ~s life"and food 
For fUture ~e~ts. And so I dare hope •••. 
. · ) (li.-' 62-65) 
In the "fallen" state, then, ple~sure seems far more 
• I 
dynamic yet no less attainable than · in the "unfallen", no 
. ' 
less· -a~aina~le bec~u~e ·the "uncot·rupted . he~r t", through ~ 
. 
responsiveness to nature and memory, carries his pleasures 
in imagi~ation. The ·static and uninspiring landscape of the 
85 
. ~ 
golden age - it is sorn,what "bland", merely • :~happy" . .. .. ' 
' " . .. . . 
iand1'04. _ .. stao._ds: in r_athe~ shat:p ; con~ !~st to. the · 'varied~ ' . 
, . ~ ! 
... . ' .,.. 
moving and pro~ound landscape desc!=ibed .fn lirie·s 49'3-·511:. 
,, 
. ~· 
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it gi'.(es "joy• _ anQ delight. And the ele~ept~ ~this.· scene -8 
which B:.,te str-essed in the· descrip~ion_ are n9t a~pects of the 
.0 
Edenic vision, ate not those· things in nature· whiah are 
reminiscent o-"t ... the ~t,imes of yore•_; '\t all. · Insteaa_ ~~e 
,. . ~~ 
. passage, . describes "snoy· peaks_", _ ·~ might¥ .waste", _•awful __ : 
. ' . ' ' ' . ,• '-... . 
silence"; "a gulf of gloomy blue•,. "chaos st.~ll anp hoar• _, a. 
. 
"a h"ol10W ro'~r profound" 1 and ·."luteS ·Of. Saddest SW~ll"· : it 
' o J'l, • l • I ' , ' • o 'o ' 
~ . , . . . 
"is these things which delight 'the eye· with "no vulgar "joy": .. 
' . -
Indeeq', in the . ~den age when no · one . needed to dare· • the . · 
-treacherous .cliffs" {1. 483) there -~oula have been no · ·· 
, 
. opportunity to view a prospect like that 'Se-en while 
oS!' "susp~nded from :the ci i-i£ o-n · hj_;h". -The . loss' of .Eden makes 
.-\ ~ . way.fo~_the att~inment df vision, a~ the loss 6f se~urity · 
. . 
I ; • 
e" {1 •. 518). al_lows~irt~ of .If' 
;-
4 • 
Beginn_ing 52o:·wdrdsworth describes the 
.. 
primitive m~n and -h" rel~tionship with n~ture. ~e starts 
. . .... . 
' I . 
as "Nature's child" (1. 521), 'at __ pne _with the -natural wo.rld; . 
--
' . in t 'his !»tate he i:s~~, unrestrained ( l;, 5"23) . and' -1 i ves only by 
• ' • • • f -
i~~s~n's law~ 105 so~e 6f the~e elemenfs, "traces of 
• • • • ...... , t/ • • 
pri_ma~va~ Mal)~ (1~ S29), _stlll appear in ~~6_se. wh~ remain .in 
· the ·~~stal" bosom ~of natu~~106 ~ digni~y, f~eedom, 
.. ~lion-grac~·~ and "the ey_e sublime•:: But:: Whi~e these ·. 
A . . 
lftraces"· ~re brou9ht f_or~ard a~ ·-the~rimiti_ve age is le.ft 
. \ .. . . . , 
behind,•som~thing new is discover~d too, give~ ·by- n~t~re to 
t~ ."u~_co:~J~ted hE!·~rt.• a.fm the fa..u·, _ ~om~thi~g w~I1h 
connects hi~ -~~th other men an~ with -God: . • \ 
.. ·, . 
.• . 
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. . . 
Oft as those sainted Rocks beforevhim spread, 
An· unknown po~er . connects him wi.tb"' 't:h~ead • 
. For· images of . other worlds are th"eq~, 
Awful the light, and . holy is the air. 
Uncertain thrb' . his fierce unc~ltu~'d so 1 . 
. Like ~ighted tempests troubled -transports rofl; 
To viewless r~alms his Spirit· \owers amain, ' 
Beyond hi~ senses and their ·little ·reign • . · 
And :bft, when pass'd that solemn .vision by, 
He holds with G'od hims_e.J.f commun-ion ··high •• "'.;; w 
• 
·. (ll. ~42-Si)lO? 
--.,._ 
' . 
J In The Prelude,· Book XII, jus~ · before the account of . . 
b 
~l~ a~cent of ~nowd~n.wit~ Jones i~ 179lr' which echoes many 
- • - ' 0 • - , • • 
. · pass ages in DeScriptive s ke tc~e~ part i ~ul O.r ly i:.he. pa~sage 
cited above, Word~orth _ writes of his .own progression 
"bey~:md .hi:s 's~ns.es• :·and his · ~~rival at a. ·point ·o·fl· _ · 
inte'rCh!lnge _between the mind and .the· natur~l WGrl • ·..,. · 
. .. 
0 . 
I seemed about this p~riod to ha~e _sight 
_ Of~ a new world - a world, ·to6, th~t was f{t 
. To-.be transmitted, and -made visible ·_ 
· · · To O.tb~r .'eyes; as hav!ng for its bas a · 
· -That'_yhence o.ur dignity originates, 
Th~ ·whicQ both gives' it being and maintains 
A balance, an· ennobling interchange 
- · ot action from within and trom without; l. TheJ excellence, pure _spirit~ and best power . '· ~ 
_ ,"'Both: of t-~e .object see,, a~d eye that sees. 




The progress in. both accounts·~s - from the . "eye sublime• to a 
new k.in·~ .o{ v.isi6n o~ _.a- wor~.d~hic'il is not inereiy 
' . 
. . ' 
reconstructed from sensual da~~' but shaped by th~ 1 ~ ima~natio.n ~s well. It · ts t~is kind of Wor·l~· ir~ <>ilJ~hi~h' 
is half created and half percei_ved ·- tbat wo~ds rt·h ·.in !M' 
"'-- . •' . 
. - . ' \ 
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Prelude fit "tp be ~ran~mitt~d" in poetry. 
. . . 
i'i/e .sketches· itse.lf is . this :- n·o-t'; map 9f his -And oescri 
•. p 
o ' I ~ourney .· i . . the.' s.~mm~~ ~-f-. 1_199: ·. b/. ~ /_an ~?~c~u t_ .o~ •anoth~~-r·. : : .. 
wbrldl a new ocl'eaJ::ion which owes its existenc both to •the 
-~en! ·:iri't~~e- ey~ th~t .. sees~.~ ·. ~ . 0 ·.,_·--~ ' · : • • Ji· 
,o ' . • • <. ' 
0 • •• • , • • "",, 0 • •• 
he- des.crip~~an of an· ~mme~i.a)f 1 ·. u'itm~d:L~·ted · ·· ... · , ·· 
nion108. wit.h .G~·d . (. wher~. ev.en ·"sa~age N~tu.re 'jo~ns.-'ttie 
. • ' . .' • • _:tl 
which follow's in Descriptive ·sketches ( i(. 
. . 
0 -.- '" . ·. \ ' 
550-561 f leads again t.o ti'1E~· .. sm9ll 1 human circle tll: 568-89) 
. 
• 0 • •• 
d the.n to 't::he · •g/n~ral.-sorr~ws. of. th~ . human race~ .(11.:· 
590-643) 1 • qnd· th·en to the liftin.g ~f ..• th~se sor~ow~ by ho~e-
• ~ / / I 
/ 
through reli_gious faith at th~ shrine of ·Einsie~H.en. ( 11. 
0 
644-679) .• Alt~ough as a chbrrih of ' Englarid man he · carin~t · 
I . 
. s~are Eh~t,particulat . ~our~e - QLhop~ 1 his heart 'neveithel~~s 
-* ' . '. • 
,. " • 1 
. "half .wishes ::YQI.\.~ ctelus-ioll,~ were it_~ own". words~orth 
. . ~ . . . ~ ----~ ..... ·-
a, turns to ·· the· awt'ul ·and subli·me de'scr iption 'of 
\; . . . . . 
- . ' Mount· Blanc (11. 680-701) • . 
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sigq(ficantl~ with the ~tages of ima~inat1ve developm~nt­
implied in "Tintern Abbey• and The Prelude, succinctly 
\ ' 
summarized by Ear 1 wasserman: : ·. ' 
89 




•• , a period df tho~~htles~ · animal pleasur~s-~ithout . . -~ - ~ 
. ev.en awareness ·. of . the pleasure, one ·of conscious¥SS-; of 
'motional .,power-, and 'at last: · a perception of the . , •. 
·. •still, sad m_usic, of' _human,i. ty"" Which br i~gs a s'~st · of t~ . 
- ~som~thing far more deeply inM~rfusedi0~nd consequently , , I • ligbtens ~~he burden of the ~t~ry•.· · 
The endi'n~· of -Descriet,i ve· SketcfVs is v.ery di~fereot. · 
- from·~h~ opening of t~e ~oem. -From a ' vjst Ed~nic vision we 
" 4 
---
have .mOve~ i:b~ough pr'ofoUI\d~erien·ces. of nature to · the 
in.teractf.o~ of inan ·and- na.tur~, and .- iri th.e consideration ~-
. . . 
the French Revolution (11. 740-809) - to man's interaction 
,. j - _. _ . '. .:- • . ' .. · "· ~ . • .• 
\r{1~~h .man. ·. It con~lud~s : ~ith . a'brief, intimate · ~nz:lmost_ · 
anticlima~tic patsage_: . · . -· '- . · ' ~ · 
. ' . . .. ., '"'-.:.. / 
. . . ' . 
. .. 
To night, . rtly friend,· within this humble 
ae·the dead·load of ott~l ills forg~t, . 
·Renewing, when "the r sy summits glow : . 
At morn, our varipus journey sad.·a.nd s_low. 
cot ~·· 
' ·' . . . 




Th~ co~panion of this 'journey . is :. n~w, · for the _· first.ti_me, 
. ' . . . ... •' \ ' . . 
_·_i rtro~ce~ a~d . the soli ~ary ___ trave~ler . ~f _line's l3-44 b.ec_ome~ . 
a · partner in•-a small soc-iety of two. nere·,, the na~;rator .is 
~ • • • .. • • 0 
I 
I / ... 
\ 
. . , 
: I \ ' I . ~ · • ' ~~- · ·-· . -..---
finally~ ~an himsel( •mongst men, and, through~ e · si~ple ~ - -
• • • • • \ • • ... .. ¥ ' • • 
yet _ef.fective di~ti~n.-· of _.the~e ·closing lines, am n sp~aklng.· :. 
', o ' " '\, • I " 
- ~ott~y - t·o. · · .~·ther · m,e-i: And ' ~ t ·is significant ~ a~ \~e 1
1 
• · · J . 
' . , ' . -\~ . · ~ 
;; ·' ' ~ - ; ,. · ' . I . . \ 
.... ·\ , o<!"T• I I '-'1 I 'I ' • II I . ' 
r-:'(• ~ ~ ,,~: .~;. ; ,; , ...... :,~.--·/·. _ ., ,;,·~.: ,.~,.. · ·, 2 . :", ~ . :.. :. ·~ : . . ~-J~ . ,~: · : ~ ~· ..• -.• :~1·• .:.~" ~ .. :. • -. ·1. <:; · .I: -. , ~ .; ·. ·~
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\I - 90- .. - :, 
tou~ has not ended, that the "various journey•:· has still 
. 
~orne ~istan~~ t6 .take the ~raveiler as Wordsworth has ahead 
.· :of hi rn 'his own career in poetry_. 
• I, 
. , , f 
. T)e clear -echo of the en.~ of ·Milton Is PC[radise Lost . t's 
cruchh · :o· th.e rn~~~in9 o~ the- wjlole ·of Wetr- worth 1 s poem:· 
.  . -
· . 
some . natural tears. they d-ropp ' ,dr. · ~ut ip 1 d them: soon'v 
The World was .all before .them, wh~re o choose · ~ · ' 
. Thi~ place . of rest, ·ind Providenc~ , ihit guide:~ . 
· They hand in -ha.nd with wand' ring st·eps ·an.d slo~t, _._ ... o 
. ·\ Through ~d·en too~ · thir solitary iia~, <: ~ . · · . . 
r . - _. (XII~4~:-49 ") li 
. -...:.- - ·.. . ~--·--
The · traveller h\s nqt given ~·p ~ t.h~ . jqurney to - id·l~·-.: in some · .. 
.. ' . ~ / .... ' . . . . ·. ·: . . . . " 
' .. "spot 0~ holy ground"·: his . piac'e. is i ri. the world of m'en, .<~ 
. 
. , • . . . . . ) . ' . . , . . ~ . I : ; ' , ·, ~ 
. . -
.. ·. 
<; ,. . 
.. , . ' 
I o ~ • 
'\ 








- -~ ~ ; · . . 
'; with· all its "load of rnortal ' ills", which is after . all wh~e • · 
... • • ' ' . . , , ~ ; • . ' • I ., t •• • , 
the. ~oad. t·h~ougn na~ure has ·l~d him. . By: the e~d· ot: the- p~· rn _- ·. . ·:. .,. 
' ·J,, .. , 
h_e is, i~ke cole'ridge's .w.e&ai,ng ' guest, . "a · sadde·r and a 
~n·uo · j . · · ·. 
. w:rci~w~,rt~·; th~n; has ~ns.~er~~ th~ qUeft~o·~ ~\plied . \ , . • ' ·,! 
the p.oem 1 s o~_ery1ng ~· ~n .tat~Y ryot, :at _ al_l. l .n· k:eep1ng ·wit-fr th·e ·· 
·i~co·...;d,esc.ri'ptive ~tradit~b~~~r wit~ "a)readi·ng ot it · a.Js .·'an ~· ·-~ 
~ • ~. • •• • • • ~: · "" • • ' l ... • :: .t 
1· invo·cation of ·an idyli.ie gold.en a'ge, the,. .la_st gleams of -- .-.· 
.l.l .1. I ,11 • • 0 t • • ' .., '0 , I~ •• ' : , •' • , t 1 ° ' ' , , \ • • I ' . , 0 ' ' ', '1 :. ; ,\• , which have been discovered and ·recorded. by. the' ·versifier in : .. ·: i> !;_ , ';r. ,.hi!i t~avel.~ .. ~ i:here 1 bel~w, :a sp9t of'holY·~~o:nd';/ By • ~ 
. -' . . . I . - . . - . . ' . . . . ·. I . . . . ·.1 
Pain...., aXtd her s.ad· family un£6\md ,. "· thep tt\~ poet would haye . .. · · · ·. · ~-r:r~-
· ' ' ~ I. ! ·t' I . . .. . . • · , ... J '\ • • •• • • , • 
., ···{ • , no~ VOc:.l t:i ~-n:. th~ · ti.f r i bi_".; s 't f~i~g ah~ u.~ timil t~ ~Y· • ,' .;: '•, ;' .' . . .: ; 
·--.! , . ~ . • • hurn,:a~ izi_~,:· ~~pe~t~ .of .. n~-~ure _ t~.d · _ h~;n~a?. n·atur·e are. as . . >. . . . , <: .. /.:\;/ 
t . ~ ' t I • t "I - t I ,\ • .. \ J : ,t f. '{' ,J_:~ 
.. ~ /I .,. I I ' 0 ' 10 I ·, · , ·~ : 'J j I t \ I I o,' ' ' · ~ ' • 't 00 ' I ~~ ' ' t o t I~ ~"\~ j 
;·;,::' •• 0 0 , ' ' • , : .:.• : 
0 ( ' • • • 
0 
', : : 00 
0 0 
1 
.. ' •, .. , · I \ ' ' I ' •, , " I • ' ,~ • . ~· I _.,i ' .'~: 
.. . .. I . . · ... ··  ... · .. -.. ~ .. - ... .:, . . :_ .· . -,._~~.~.:~..·_.: :;r :' . . ' . ·.. . . . ~ : . . . . .- ' - .; . • . . . ' • • , • . . ,. . : . \. . •·· . • " - -
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• • >I 
nec"e§sary to experience, arid hence- to -the imagination· cr'f ~he\_ 
.. poet1 as the b~autifu1. 11; /.The ~oet ~ust.· be~ -~fter all,·. 
, .. "fc:>stered alike by beau-ty ~.o~d by fear" -('}h'e Prelude r:- 30~) 
and must come to know ·the "still, sad music o'f humanity •• 




may .be m~de ~ --... 
. ,, 
• 0 • 0 
~fqrtun,~te loss, and,·a los~. that, at any -tate; 
t \t.'-
go-od by. :b.be poet . himsue~~ ~ri' 'the ~orld that he delivers i ·n· . 
' ~ ;~kl._is poem. ·. Indeed, the op~n~ng of D~s·r iptive Sketchjs rna.~ . 
' . - . . • . , . . . I . 
loo'k,.for -its . cos_mology £a<r more to~e.,wo(~s of Mi 1 t'on and· 
. ~'::· .. 
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. ) CHAPTER III NOTES 
84 see disc\}ssfon of lin~s. 1-r2, Chapter I. 
.. 
- I • I 85 . . O·ra ehe stock solitary in the eighteenth century 
·. 
see rElean'or Sichels, The Gloomy Egoist: Moods and Themes of 
Melancholy from Gray to Keats (New ~d~k: Octa~on, 1932; rpt 
196 9) • ' -
'
86 I -n "Tinte}h Abbey"" also he acknowied~s 
. . '....... 
In nat~re and the 4ngUac:Je ·Of the .senses 
.r 
, . The anchor of my purest thqughts, the. nurse, 
'\The. gu id~, the guardian o'f my heart, and -soul 
. . 




.01. 1oa.-11> . 
.. r - . 
··""'· ~~o . 
':·•c .:- - 'S~- "Th~ Tables · Turned~ · he .~£o~fu_r;;~r ;n. tp_~ 
subject, ·of th~il{_lp·ulses" re.ceive,d fr~~atu~e 'and their # 
link witk~~·s_, mo~ure: r- ' 
One impuls~ from a ve~nal . wood ~ 
May teach you more o£ man, ~ 
Of moral evil and_ of good, 
• ( Than aJ.l the sages ·-~n. ·, .. , 
' ( 11. 21-24) 
88 :So Shakespeare wrote in A M'i'as~mmer Night's or.eam 
·(v.i.7),."The lunatic,,the lover, and ~he PQet,/ Are ~f 
j~gination all compact". And Wordsworth in~Th~ Prelude: 
The Poet, · , gent~~ creature ~s he iE?, 
u . 
Hath~· -like ·the Lover, his unruly times; ·· 
His. fits when he is neither sick nox ~1, 
Though no distress be · near him but his own 






89 And, as in so many of tne phys{cal descriptions _,., 
-~roughout ' the poem, upon th~iterary sources ofrom which he 




. rhe description ot the1 chart reuse echoes . much' of 
the s~~nza in whi~h this phrase occurs: ~ 
·' .. ---
The lQnely mountain o'e~, 
And tl't.e resounding shore, ' 
· A. yQice of weeping hea-r~., . . and 
From ·Haunted spring andjda1e 
Edg'~ with poplar ' pale~ . 
' : . 
' :J.oud· lament·; 
' ~{~· -:··. . . ·' ' , . • ' .,;. I I • 
• 
' ··· ·.:!:: 
·-:.:·r, ;_ ..... ;~: ; ~ :~'i,:j._:~.~-ii.'~~;:::.:;~; ,:~ .• :~L:; ~~~· :;:.<·;: ,. :  ·:.\;,i_.: ... , .. ,:,; ... -:~ ... .. : •. ·· !· ...... . . , \ '' . ·< ' ·.~.:, I ' "" ~ ,.:.,' h-~~ 
-... 
\ 
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--. 
• 
The parting , Geni~s - is~~~h sighing sent; 
f 
... 
- With flow' rf inwov' n tresses torn . 
The. Nymphs 1n twilight shade of tangl,ed 
· thickets mourn. ' · 
' (11. 181-89) 
·. ' 9l TLe '1s~'.J~version ,of - the poem, by which· time· he 
had bec9~e d~ioned with the Revolution, is 
'Significqntly' more insistent on the evils. of the intrusion • 
921 Yet the lines ,are n'ot all"unwordswo.rthian•: 
indeed the' poet of the 1805 Prelude ra ~<? transplant li,ve 
130: directly_ into his description - of he -jAlps • . 
t" , (' I f • ' 
' - . · . 
93 It is ·comparable in its effec.t to the "tyranny",. 





'In whicn the eye . was~master of the h~rt, 
Whe·n · that wb'ich -is in every stage o'f ·life 
The most d~~potic of our senses gained _. 
- such stren~th · in . m~ - ~s . ofte~ held my minq 
. .. - . 
_. 
In absolute domirtion. ~ · · : · 




.. (XI, 11. 1_72-:-76t ' . . 
. . 9
-
4 See The Pr.:elude : I, 11. 291.:.307. • 0 
95
. He 1s deep within· the wood and at line l7-2 _~hf is 
likened to "an old-grey ~ak" himself. ~ · • 
96 rn the preface. to LYrical Ba):'ladY..--[ Lyr i cal ···1 .. 
B<Hl"ads, ed. R. L. ~rett and A. R. Jones _(London: Methuen, . 
1963, rpt. 1968), p. 245;1 all o_ther references t6 Lyrical 
· ~ Bal·la~ an<;] its preface ate to this editic;m, which includes 
th~ poems ~f the 1798 edition, those added in ,800, and th' 
1800 preface wi tq th'l 1802 var i ants] .wo~dsworth says he \ 
: prefers to use rustic characters in his - poetry~ because . 
• . e 
~ ----
. in t'hat s_i tua~io~ the~ es~ential passioh~ .of 
the hea~t find better ~oil in which they can attain 
their maturity,·· are less under restraint, · ••• . in · 
that si~uation our elementary feelings exist i n a 
staote of greater · simplicity · ••• because' the ·manners 




feflings; ··~because in that situation the passion& 
of .men are incorporated wi£h the beaut i ~ul and . --~ 
permanent fo~ms of· nature.~ · . 
97 
·See, for ins~ance, such lands~ape paintings as ·. · 
•. \i ' 
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98 LY~ical· B~liads, 
I . 
--
p. 248 . 
99 \ ~ 
. Ipid., p. 258 •. .. 
> • 
. · lOO It mai be significant that Wordsworth chose to 
"' ·l ' ~ r,eissue Descri tive Sk tches for the first lime in 1798, th,e 
~ year Lyrical Ballads w publ-ished. : . ' 
• 
101 I~ the. sket s of lines 299-316. ~his p~t~~rn 
of scene ' 1e~ding"\to or e-JJ king a "human ihcident or story is , 
~fur~h~r repeated ~fter the Alpine storm (11.~332-t?) which ~~ 
Jeads into the ca~alogue of Great Me~ (11. 348-65), the view 
from the s'ummi t . ( 11. 366-69) lea-ds to th~ ·ch,am.ois-chaser · . 
episode' ~nd ~ -tl)e "awful wilds" ( 11. 414-441} . precedes the 
exbended passage-on - the "pastoral·Swiss~ (11. 442-679). 
. . \ . 
,; . _\' 102 ·As he was -soon to de.cl~'re/·' in ·The\ Reclu~e .~.I,_ · , .. ··· , 
11 ... : 7173~741 to. be a ' principal subject o.f 'h1s ,P\oetry. \ . ~ ~:··.,. ~ ,.~_·. · . 
~0~ "Sou.!" and "mind" are often \nterckarigable t'er!s · . · ;~, 
in·: wordsworth's vocabulary; indeed,. from the nj2o eel~ tion< .6£ · . .i '· 
DescriPtive Sketches on he altered. t~.e word to ·~~ ~fl." fn()"> 
. thi$ lin~. 'He seems to reducft...._~eliberately the .~at:ional , ~ 
force of this moment,,. as he. "do~ in "many ·places .iri the lat'er . 
edition~ of·this po•m and The Prelude. The foll~w±ng ' line be ,· 
chaqged . a~ the same time fro.m "S9b1ime . upon. thi'.s • . 
far-surveying done~ ~o "U~on th~ summit of this naked cone". 
104
' It is .rem.iniscen.t ,-of the "death-lik·e \ p~ace" · ( 1.: .. 
5.7) which prevaded t'he Chartreuse . before the . Rev~liition. 
... . • • • I , 105 · A~p, ~s Pope maintaiqs ' throughout the; Ess~y On .· 
Criticfsm, which . l)ines -524-25 echo, reason and nature .are ·· 
the same. 
106 Presumably the "u'ncorrupted hearts" of .li-ne 491. 
107 Tt)is passage c!nt~ins .many oi- the ·ess.elltial· . 
·elements of his · descr1ption~ in latet poems of imaginative 
epiphany; which .is central and critical to his idea of i 
memoGY·and imagination: 
/ ' 
that blessed mood, 
In which the bur then of the my.stery, .' 
In which · the heavy ·and the . weary weight 
~f all.this unintell·igible world · 
\ { is. lightened; . - that __ §.erene ·and blesse-d mood, 
~ which ' the . atfectioh~ sently lead us on~ 
Until i~ the breath of this corporeal frame, 
And .eve'n the motion of our human blood 
Al'most · suspended, ~e 'are ~,aid.,.\s1eep_ 
In body, and bec9me a living soul: 
' . "' (•tintern · A~bey", 11~ 38-47) 
. ~ ~ . 
--
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. I f •• ~l'ri"f_Uc!:h o strength 
Of usurpation, ~n su~vis~ngs -
.Of awful _il;O~ise, when the ' light of sense • . 
Goes out :rn flashes that have $hown td us -
The invisible world, doth greatness ma~e abode, 
There rrarb&brs, whether we be young or old. 
(The Prelude, VI, 11 • . 598-603)' • 
A ·meditation ros·e in ·me, tha~ night 1) 
Upog~ t~e . lone1y: mo~ntain When the scene 
Had passed ~way, and it ~ppeared to ~e· 
Th~ perfect ima~e ;of a mighty mindi · 
Of one ~hat feeds upon infinity, . 
That is_ exal~d .. by an under.presence, · ' 
The ~ins~ of Godi or whatsoe'er· i~ dim 
.·,. . 
Or vast in its own . bei'n<if above all 
9ne function 6f. such a m1nd had Nature there 
~xhibited by putting for·th·, and . that 
With circumst.ance. inos·~ awful and sublime', . 




' ·· •' 





Exerts upon the outward •face-of~t-hi-ng9r -­ : .. . 
So moulds them, and en'dues, abstracts~ combi'nes, 
or by abrupt arid unhabitual infl~ence 
_J o·oth make ·ooe ·object so impress itself ~- -Upon-~t-h e r s, and p rev ade- t--h-ernr-Ss-eo.------ - -.-- ·- ---
. . .. . ... ., 
,. That even t:he grossest: minds must~~see and hear 
And cahnot choose but f~el. . . 
- . 
,(The Prelude, ._XIII, 11. 66-84) 
. -lOB. tomm~~ion or :euchari 'stic images ate co.iinnon 
throughou't wordswortir. s later. poetry. see, for instance, 
Prelude· II, li. 300, 446; V, 11. 13-17, . 619-29; XIti., 1. 
105; The Excursion_ .I, .11. 133-142, ··206-2-18. , 
. l09 Th"e Fi.ner Tone: Keats' .Maj.&( Poems' (~aitim~~e: 
Johns · Hopkins, 1953), p. 1..88. a _ .. . .• · . 
J' -~ 
1J:O The ~im! of the :Ancyerit Marinere (1798), -.1. 657 : 
. . II . . . t 
111 
... l:n "~he Old ·cumberland. Beggar" Wordsw·orth · makes 1 
the case for the ·necessi'ty of t -he unfortunate' as it ·is . . . 
thr~ugh such that we a_re ~ed .to t~ose ~- acts which are_ by // · 
the1r very · natute redempt1ve: . . > . · . - · 
. "" / . 
-- "" 
..... 
..... - ! 
. . / 
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~ Where'er the age~ Be_g~iir '.ta~es his r-ounds, 
The mild -riecessi·ty of use compells 
_:!fg __ acts of love; and habit doe·s the work 
Of .reason; yet prepares ~hat after-joy 
Whicl} r:eason chetishes. And t.hus t.he soul, 
B:( . t~t· sweet tas-te· Q'l )>leasure unpursued, 
Doth find herselj insensibly disposed 
To Vi.rtue and true"' goodn~s. 
... 
... (_11. 98-105) 
\ 
~ ~ Blake -expressed -the idea (t~ough n~t the sentiment) 
-~--wel~ when he· vrote> (",The ' Human·. Im.~ge" .}., ."Pity cou ~d b,.e no 
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~ VISIO'N . ANJ? REVjjS:!ON: ·.c \ · · 
DESCRIPTIVE SKETCHES AND THE cANe~ 
, 
:.) • ~ . 8 . . .Not Cqaos; not 
The darkest pit · of- .lowest . E-tt€13"Us, . . 
·, .(~ .·. ~·. ,· ~~L: - ~ .. ~~ : .. :·~:::~~} . 
.. • . • l , .. 
· ... :1~ 
--. 
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. r · . . 
. . 
I . ' . ; · 
~6r . . augh~ of blinder vacancy . s~ooped out 
BY· help· of 'dreams - can br;-ee_p ~ such fear and aw~ 
.· ~ As ·fall upon us when w.e -look - ' - -~··· 
Into our Minds, into'the Mind of Mari ·- t' . 
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" As a reading of D·escri-p:ti ve Ske-tche~ suggests, the main 
. . . ~- ---- . 
th~mes and concerns -o1'the poem are thos~which Wordsworth . 
. 
' '-c 
was to pu~s~e. throl!g}lout his poetic career: themes like thf 
tmag'ina~ve or i~~egrat,J!d_£resentation of lands.cape-; th~ . 
concern with. the. effects of . e_xper'ience o~~- hi~ im~g~~nati_o~ and.- . 
. in ·"the' Mind· of' Man"·, · the meaning of imaginati.ve .experience 
i ·n ou:r lives generaily, the ino.rai·i~i-ng - ~~d ed.~cati·v~ p:9wer~· 
. ; . .. : . ... ' . ·. . .·. . . . . 
·of" nature" (especiall'y the necessity of both 'beauty, and 
· .. · -t~r-r.<?r, fe.ar ·.and · joy) ·, and the n~eci fo; t:.td po~~ to recreate 
~~ture in h~s o~n imag~. 
. ·-~ - . 
.,. . fr.~~ .. a -l~co-d:·scr ipt i ve poem, ~he 
. . 
In spite of what . mignt· be expected 
} . 
focus in Descriptive 
~Sketches i's rarely or for - long ~n 
~t : . 
the lahds~ape itsel'f but 
rath~r on the figure in the lary~s~ape, and the· prdg~ession, . 
. . 
··constantly repeated throughout t.~ poem, which suggests that 
• ----~ • ' • " '"' e I -..• 
lov~ of niture must l~ad to love of man . 
.1 
.. 
The landsca9e of the poem is not merely an equiv.alent 
. . ' 
' or represerftation of the landscape 'of · a.n .actual experience 
{;>_ ".:. because worqsworth ' is not primarily co.ncerne_d with randscaP-e 
... ~;:,. .,. . • - t • tJ I 
I' 
' < 
f .. ,: or a general · expe,r_ience of landseapek ~ · such,· art;• "that described · 
:.\..::_;....-- by other loco,.:e:cr.iptive poets. 112 M"I have shciwn in · -~. · 
..... Chapter I_, 'the·"opening sk~tch ·of .Descr-iptive Sketches is a t ·. 
. ' . . ·~ . \ ~1:~ ·:· .: . ~w .. : ·: .,_ · · sel/~us. appe,..a_l for, . an_d . d=-:~·~str·a~i~n o~, t ·he s~ciai _-:~:.f 
.t:·.-. · power_s of the I:>oet_z ~ poet'~ jour-ney _or' ~earch f?r . a _<· , ~ ... ·. ·' •· 
.w:.· · .. : .; ... golden age, ~a spot or' no·iy ~rWJnd', is not fu:±0ecau~~ :. \:·f·· 
'tJ~jG;, '; ,,,;~~; r: ,,{ ;; •. :) C :;, f_,i; ~;.,;,. _:;: '·;;_·, ;,;;,  :  .:. ~ ;t,.~~.!;,. , : .... .. ,~ ..  ;; : ' .. ·•J . . :, : . > '· ~: {~:' : ~·· .• :. . ~· :·; ;~ 
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.. ·. · ··:.~;·.:·~ --;;, (. :::~f·r.".~1:~:~:~~·~~t!.;~ ·1>·-~ .. r·:·. 
... -. 
' . 
' -\- ... ... . · .. e .. ;~ ). \ . : ·D ,, 
I 9\'9 .... ~~ ~ ·' 
• .. (J 
imagination may create from the'experience of life another 
I 
II:> -- • 
worl·d of human; aff~ction~ and hop~'; · He is concerned with 
. . . 
the right exp_erience .of nature: the rel~·tionship · of the mind 
• ... ;; 'l 
· and the sense1 to t.iie external world which lea~s to . an ·· 
. appreh~nsion-~n~ ~preciation of _ human va+ues,,~itomized in 
.'· - ~the . .hum~_n fig~~es '~i th · wh~ so · m~ny ~f hi~ sket~h-es ·- a~~ 
/ th · ~~ ~ · ' h h f .. ' 1 · e of · · ~ 
· '- 'Sk:t::: ~ 1 :.: '2.:1'~~ th:n u:h:s e ~u:::e :::~ ( 1. ::::r :;i:: . , . 
errc_loses the~speaker \~d the.· fr i:end - ·symbOliZes the · war·mth · · • 
1
:and con so liit · on 'bf human 1 ov~_,. ·.a communi on ~o t .w i tii na,t ur ~ . , 
· but with· rna·~. · T\e ]ou·~ney of .the· poem is fro~ natural ~ 
objects. to mJ n·; from _'th~. "sky-ro~·f 'd t~mple", ( 1. 554) of -
' 
" 
. / . ! • . '. "'-.... 
: natuie to th~ domestic-cottage of man, "the central poi~t of- ~ I '· 
all h"is joys~ (1. 571). 
Implicit throughout the various stages of the journey I . 
I • . "' 
of . Descripti~e Sketches, · and repeated in mLniatur e cycles 
~" .. - I 
I 
th~~~ghout t ~e po~m, _ is the dominant patte~~ of this i ight 
\ exp,er~ence of nat~{e.. The lands~a_pe is firs( su'(veyed 
I 
.:.--:-:; 








.,.,. '· . 
" . I 
· th9,:·ught1 essl . , · ·" ~nimal ·pleasure.s without even a~areness of ..... -
/ • • . I • l..{ --....,._ 
the· pleasure , · to repeat wa~ser~~n, as in the first P 
. I , 
i~pression o ~ke __ c·omo. __ The -fi_r5f9 sensual impression or 
. ! • "' 
to he landscape is i nterpreted or recol lected in 
its ·emotional power, as in the second sketch of. Lake 
. ' . . 
. ' 
c~mo. . E:~ery ;nat·ural sbe~e is then d·escr iqeGl with _the impress · · 
of rna~; · ~~enJs either popula~ed wi~h human ·f~~::s, or evoked 
, I . 
through' st.ory\._h!S-~ol"Y_ oi' .lllyth' recollected- :r . imagined :_ 
. ' " " 
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Ev~n the ·view from * op th ~ Alps, t h/ mast_ Sweepi n~ ,;nd . 
magnificent . of the nat~ral sc~nes, is contracted to and 
. " . .... .. ~ 
I ' ' ' '; ~ 
usurped by the smal.l, l:>ird:-li~e image '.of the Chamois- . 
ch~~er . 113 wordsworth's human' interp.tetat1.on of the natural 
scene shows his co.~cern W.i f; t:\('~~f-ebt or. essenc,. of his .. 
I . ' . • . ) . . " 
J 
••• 
e~otidnal· experiegce of the hi~her Alps rath~r t~an,witH the 
.. ,M,~~antial .. :-u·~:~tC.: of moun)lai~ s.cenery ·~tself. ·. · wo_rds;.,or~h, 
sel.ects the Chamoi_2.:~.haser '.s st.ory f~om coxe/ijamond qecause 
. . . . . ,, ... . 
it accuratel:'Lillup~ra·tes and. power:fl1~1·y cornmuni.ca.tes his own 
. . ~ ~ • I 't' ·feeli~ngs in relati~n to the · Alps. ~ 14 Later .·he would f .ind .his 
• • :· . . . • . • . • p t ·. I • l . . . . . . 
in.spirati6-n ·nearer home,~. choosing incidents and• events from 
~is own .experie~~e or ~sso'cia.teafwit-h the · rural life a~d ., 
.. . , . 
traditions o_f tlf~ Lake .. District . ·-
Scenes like the ~ermit•episode show U$ that Wprdsworth's 
in~erests were mo~e ~editative and philosophical than · 
. . . 
. . 
superficial a.nd descrip~ive. 115 Stripped of its ,human\ 
. . 
characeers and · q~alities, this scene is a forgettable \ 
... -lan.dscap~ of trees, hilis and clumps of .flowers. With ··its 
focus on the ani'mate•~.-~;ctur~ 0~ ·the hermit a~fa~ily, 
. . . . . . ' 
the scene becomes imbued with pn . e~durin~ . ~ens~~~ human 
r.."': .. - : 
value$~ the "somethtn~ far more d~eply in~erfused". 
I 
Wi,.th)t the huma~ connect.ion. the _expe-rience of rtatur~1 is 
: ~oint'~ss .arid confo.sed, a· mere · mass of ·s ensory data for whi;~ 
there is no discernab\e meaning. In~eed, all the lancscapes 
.. i( ·. ... ' . 
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101 - · ·\ J 
r -. ) . ' 
sigpifica'nt ways although th-ey represen't clifferent regions 
. ~ 
se~n at di_ffe_r~ent _times.·. · __ Th~ features of the_ la_ndsc?, of 
::: ::::: :::~:\ e: :: :::::::::: ::::::: p:: t;: :t ::: :::: :b ~ e 
or l?..ea~iful, 'un\p the many l~nd.sc.apes blend ·j.l)_to ' one 
impression. What is distinctive as th~ journey progresses 




~t-~~a.bi_tants.~ olf the poe-m. And ~ episodes,· 1 ike ~he 
t• i ·ftica'l. B,allads·~- are_. often d 'is ti ngut sh·ed because words~or'_t;~ 
. .. . - . . -~:nds · to . ab~n,on ~u~ o( the·· tradi ~ic:>~a:I_ ··i~i'o.rn a~d voc~bu:iary-
he uses when jdescr ibing handscape ·and scenery. -
-· - / ' I . 
,, # II , 
Th~r,i is in such ~rnagin~tiveancounte~s as tha~ with the 
· Her:mit, ,Yi fe and ~h?ught for future years, .a residua·! power 
. ' / . - ' 
· whi~-~ . jA.~ sustain the soul even wh~n t _he props of aff~ection · 
- are r¢movea. 116 The descent from the ~lps is ' a testing of -/ . , t . .,. 
hopr~ of t~e pro.found effec_t o.f<·~,ecollect~?n and o{ the 
I 6 
power'fu.l, complex ., inter tela t ionship between the cr·e.at·-i v'e 
, ' • 4 • 
& ind and the·external world. The poet's educatioh. in~ nature 
-' 
has not only mad~ him app~ehe~ _ and appreciate enduring human· 
() . . . . . . 
~alues in everything he ~ees, but this "power" also f~eds his 
- . ~ 
. creat-i-ve ability tb reconstruct in· poe'try· the moral essence 
_\. . .---"' 
- -·-·- . 
' . 
of hi~ expe~nc~s in the face of human 
hatred, o~ression- and despair. 
~- ' \ 
~ .. 
tyranny, poverty~ 
wordsworth's -next ~ublished work was LYYical Balladj. 
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manffe~~o. 117 He insists in ~is critical gloss•to 
... . 
. 
,. .Oeser ipt i ve Sketches that· ·~r s po~try w'ill r.ef lect "natu.re ar1d 
. . ...,..... . "· . •' 
~ my feelings"~ in the 1&00 prefa:e to .Lyrical Ballads · he 
. ' 
advocates a new type of descripti~e language ~hich 
' ' 
• 
incorporates the "pas~ions bf men" with the "beaut~~~~ and 
., .. • 0 .. j 
'perman:l4t ··forms 'of - ~ature•-~ 118 ~.:J:,bis poeti~ lan.~uage he · hoped 
• 0 
. . 
would be more like prose in its _plainness and' emphasis, would 
' ' 
-- ' reflect the ~mple, permanent values of roan and· nature and 
"' -· ~ I • ' , ' • 
~om~ttise the real language of real men. He injended. t-ha~ his 
' - . \ ' ~ ·: -:· - ,. . -this · !anguage( replaGe "certain a k'nown- habi~_s o~ o . 
a.ssociation" 11~··and ·"c.e.rtain classes ~f ideas ~nd " 
/ ' . ' . 
'exp!'e~s-ions~- f"20 which he s~w as the fini~e re~ervoir· or 
•commonin~edta"nce.•_121 fr-,m wh!~h p~;s, especia~ly ~ 
poets, drew th.ei r._nnages .rather th~n f1rom the 1 i v ing world of D I l . . 
nat_ure and man. In -Lyrical Bal-lads .. le proposed p new · 
.-.::=- , . 
CO~act between poet and reader: languag_e was tG remain, of 
.... . c ' ' 
' . . 
course, the .medium of exchange, but the type of poet i c 
. : 
~ 1 ' 
language he- advocated· was to be. descriptive of common, ... 
• f" • ' ., 
•· .. . . .. ~ 
• . elemental ex'perience of man al).d....·nature, or what he termed·: the 
). .. ~ ' . ... ' . ' 
' "e_ssential .passions of th.e · ryeart• 122 produced by the "primary 
' · laws of our own nature, • 123 A? he says i .n ttie . pr'e f~ce., he 
' . 
'intende'd to Look to, men, 'o r d i nary men, as the suitable 
~ubject oflpoe~ry written in the "real language of men", not 
' . ' . . _/ . . , . ' , '-
acco~ding to pr~va.iling ?t~c·· conv~n~~o·n·s_ , geni<e ' or ;I 
s~'yi e. 124 He does not wan.t hi.s poetry to ref~ r to the ~.u l es· , 
' ' I , • 'I 
' ... 
style and tastes of other p<;>etry; rather,' he wants his pti·ems 
• I ' • ' • ' ,. 
.. ' 
i -·- . 
. .... . · · :;~:~."? ... 
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. - .. _ ...._ 
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. • v· 
' . .. .· 
' ... . 
f~c- ! .. ~ . ~. -\ 
. . . 
103 . _.·. · '.,:, :~ 
.. ' . ·,:,·· 
( -· .. ~ . . . :; 
"1-o refer to 'hu. situations and hum;r:l passions de~orioed i~~ . :·· 
~l)e l~•ngUpg~, Whi·~-~ -nte~ COmmonly ~Se o . II~ have ~ish~(' • \ .. · :;· 
, . . ./ 
Wdrdsworth write~, •to keep fhe Reader in the company of 
flesh and .blood, P.ersuaie~t~~t by doing so ,I shal'l·· inteJi.est 
. , I 
h 'm" 125,· 1,.. • . . . \ 
.. \ .· 
-~ \J"Yr ical··~allads i; the ~tgff of simple, cbin~onplac~ 
p~ople and hap~eni'n_gs - ~i rthf?, d~a,J:th"B'~ ·r~~ai life. - ~~d 
· .. 
-~ !llanne_r:s, famf li_es ~- idiots, vagrant~, animal·s \, '?"r~e§~il0ke~-:/·n ,a 
more colloquial a~d le£s deli~erately ' poet1cal style ·t~ : .{n 
~~ t ' ' 4 • \ .-- • • •••• / 
oesc:c ~pt i ve -sketches. ~ Frol!(t.~j · gerter~l roun·d 9f o'rdin~ry .· 
life and'the mass of·9etails~ich' make -up,·o 'rdinar~y li~es,· 
"' .. - ' 
whi_ch show how 'the simple · .. · Wot:d.swor'@h~ seiected . those events 






~' .;nd cOmmonpla.fe may b~e~n. to be>meaut~iflll 
Iri Lyr.i.cal Ballads th~ _narratives speak for 
I '· \, 
and:terrible. 126 ' 
themselves.; the· 
~ ., 
diction, uncommon imagery. realis.tic tone, simp~e and direce 
~ L . <! • • 
and. familJar chr~nblo~ies of ·people's lives combi~~with the 
' . , 
' . \. . 








as _wo.rdsworth -says, th~ _ pr,d'ducts IJr.·ar·t-tfacts pf his feeiinc;J,s 
·~\ . .,_/. 
·. .. ~ 
., ! ':. 
give\!i~e · to those 
.... ... • g 
h,e is '"not' bound t'o 
•. ·. :: ·s~~ies, .  :": not the Q actual events themselves ·, .. .. . 
•• -! 
.. . . - ' .. : describe :Pny particular occurrence, or to , , _., ._ 
. . 
- "' , . 
connect th~ se~arate sto~i~~ to ea~h qther. 
· , .r • . · 
• !' •' 
.... 
\,. ' . . . ':: 
' Lyrical Ballads is very like the stories ~nd episodes of 
.. . 
oesc.r -ipt i ve Sket'ihes, _ but more fullY 'd;eq1!loped and without 
-
.. · . . _·:.,;.~ 
'ft, I ' • ' ' - ~ . "' 
t · I · ; : :'( 
. ' ,· -'~ In The Ptel ude, wor.dswoM:h ·.:-,: ' -~ .t~· 
~ ~ : ~ ~ .; 
the' ·!'inking ·devic~ ~~£ the journey .'O;·the formal 'dfctAiol')':an·d 
• r 
I . 
·style ..... of roco.:descriptive· verse. 
.. 
'· 
• ~ . ·... . . . .. ·.. .~ 
>~~· ' ... , ·-, 
-;' ;:  :L ::.:: ., ;.: .::L ;:. ,; , .~} .:k~-.. , .. ,_, ; , .,.1; ~;. : ,~ .. :.:. ,,;.;,,.,., , , ..  ,: .•. ,,. :. :i> ;:. ,i .  ! ; . . .• ~ ~; . , . , , , . . .' ,; ~<,;:,rl::, "> ~; 
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abandq~s the litera·! journey altogether as a centr-al, 
I 
''lin_ifying' tfrel\'f 27 a~d f-o~yse~ exclusi,vely on the epic, inward 
- journ~y wh~ subo~;d•inates all sensory, historical and 
~ -~ronologi'cal fact to le:-- story of his own ;. 
imaginative developl!len t. 128 ~ . 
" \ -- . . ' 
growth of .._J,is im~gin-~ti'on 
~~- : 
story of the birth and early 
t-VI), its impairme~t (Books 
VII-XI) and i~s eventua XII-XIV) is a 
. ·.metaphori9a~ .jou.!-"ney in which he trac~s hi~ act-ual 
' · .. ·' -
• _ e.xper.ienc-e~s _' and ~,pat· fie realiz~s to ~ been the 
< s.i'ghific~nce ·or cumul~tive meani·ng of .\~e e~petiences. In 
Oesc~iptive; Sketches, . h~ ·_ co~~ai.~y _sJows .. "'fmacjin.at'iqe 
- • 
0 P. , " -. ~~-.. I • I ~ ~ ,• l 1, 




_· .. ;ict~·o·~~·l cqaract'ers. · In The · -;~l.ude ' he ~~-~·centr!ate.s ·on the 
. • I • -~· SS.i n g ·_ th ra Ug'~ \he~:fi.nd s Ca~Z' 0n 0 t the land !>cape t h r aug h -~ 
r -~ ,: -.._ 
• 
which -.the.: .  "eye" ·1-s passing. Ftom. the begi_nning of The 
Pretuce (which t ·races his developing imag in~tion >, tne · 




· ·' . • ; •• we have tr~ced the str~am 
Frorft dark,i1ess, and the very place of b r rth 
In i'ts _b.lil')d cavern, wh~nce .it is faintly heard · 
The' sound of w.aters; · follow~d it to light 
And· open day·: aC;companfed its course' 
Among the ways o'f Natur~; ·afterwards · '7 
Lost sight of it, bewildered and engulfed: r 
-The·n . given ~t greeting as .it ~se once more ~ 
With st.rength; r ,et lect ing in ·its solemn b_r east 
The works of man •and. face of hum~n 1 i f e ; . 
An9 ·, 1 astly 1 from its progress· ha.v·e we .drawn 
The' f~eling of · li·fe endless; ·the great thought 
·ey whiqh we liver: rn·fin,ity and God .• . 
. . 
. ... 
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-Books I to VI de.scribe ~is early experiences in nature 
. . ~ 
'which. 1 ead to a deepening sense of his love"'l>f man. Books 
.. 
. . 
VII to XIII de~cribe hj.s full understanding o~ ~he 





, , • , I 
~/.i: ~-~;-.-~ .. 
" 
,. 
-· - ima<;~inative powers whic~ he - has · developed. His imagination, 
impaired throuc}h h'is commi.tm~nt· to social action and 
revolution, is resto .. red by the productive se 1 f-know led9e 
. . . 
.. 
·" 
{ I • 
which he realizes has been , nourished by his c~nsciousness. of 
.. 
' 
t-he i~eal re_!-ati~~~P_ o_f 
-world. - .:. ) 
the- creative mind to the extercal 
. . 
I ' 
Let . this alone . 
s·e mentioned as a parting _word, tha.t m!IC: 
In hollow exul ta ti'on, dealing out · 
_Hyperboles of praise _ comJarative; 
Not rich' one moment tq~l:)~ ·poor for" ever-: 
Not pr.ostrat - verbqiner as if. the· mind 
Herself were not ' ng, a m.ean pensioner 
On outward forms - d d we i n presence stand 
Of that magni,f.icent region. 
f' . I ' 
(The Prelud~ VI, 11 . ~) · 
.......... 
H_is experience of\ nature has not produceq tlle highest 
\ . 
development of his imagination, but~ t . is .the base of 
elementa,ry and endur in~ human /v~l .ues which enable him to· 
·r ecqver f rom ·q is shatter i ng despair at. the g r 'im ahd bloody 
. ' 
.cop~pse . of social_ anq pol i .tica 1 · order /~ in · 
• \ ~, • < 
The Prelu~e itsel f culminates in .a S!lli(l .jourrie_y which 
is an emblem · of the whole poem, ~he as~.ent o f Mount Snowdon . 
' . 
·Two . v.fe~s · are presented: the passage ~esc~ing the climb 
l 
'(X.III~ --J:L 10-6'5) itself whictr---ri xes 
12 • ' • 
the physic~ l pa rticulars 
' of the ac~ual through the l~ndscape · the th.e JOUrney - men, 
' 
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mountains, the · moon and the sea of mist, and the seco~ad 
~~ - J 
passage which describes \vordswor th 's emotional. response to 
, . \ . 
· the . landscape (XIII, 11. 66-119) and his realization t,hat the 
' poet's imaginative power .. wor-king "up®n t-he face of outward 
\..r' things" (XIII,· 1. 78) may move even the "grossest minds" 
. . 




shar'es with othel." me_!l. the ability to -feel, or 
receive the extr.aordinary power of this experie.nce~. Li.ke the 
"perfect image of t_~e - mighty mind" 'XII.r, 1. 69) · the poet 
~ay also recreate thi~ful e'xper i .ence: ··· · 
They. that from their na,?ive s'elve.s c~n s~ri~ ·.: .~br·~~ 
Like transformation: .for ·they themselves c_rela te 
A 1 ike existence; and, whene' er it is ; · . 
Created for th~m, catch . it by an insti.nct; 
(The Prelude XIII, 11. 93-6) 
.. 
The creative min9. is not passive: it can'"build up greatest 
. things/ From least .suggestions" (XIII, 11. 98-99) in.art, and 
is 
' ... 
By sensible i mpres..s.iJ:>ns, not enthralled,· 
But quickened, roused, and m,:ide thereby more fit . 
To hold communion With· the invisibl~ world ', 
-
(The Prelude XII, 11. 10 3-05) 
' ( ' ' 
In the Prelude description of Mount• Snowdon, Wotdsworth 
echoe_s phr~ses and lines from Descriptive Ske~ches, but . the 
,. 
. 
l i.keness is not so much in these seat tered p~ssages as in the 
e.xpe.rience o.f reading both poems as he saw them, as parts of -
.· ,I 
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~r. · .. . , 
., 
. . 
experiel}ce .' of reading. both poems as he sa\'1 them, as parts of 
a cant i nuous· whole. To read Oeser ipt i v'e Sketches in 
' . . 
isola,tion from Wordsworth's cano._n is to miss its significance 
as a· necessary agprenticeship in loco-descriptive verse which 
( . 
taught the you·ng poet many of the les~ons he ·needed t~write 
his later - and much better - poebry. Many of Wordsworth's 
central ideas about nature, man in nature· {lnd the interplay 
\ ' . 
of memory and imagination - ideas which are themselves a 
~ . . . 
synthesis of ·!'luch ~ighteen,th-century thought- ~re pres·ent in 
·o~scriptive Sketches, but lack 
< ~ .... 




the ta.lent of expression,. of· . 
• f 
' . 
Hi~ subsequent revisions to the J?Oem also suggest ·that 
. 
what changes between the writing of. Descriptive s ·ketches and 
.. 
his later poetry is the language rather than the ideas, ~rid 
I -\. ; 
that Lyrical Ballads was to articulate and put in to practice 
. . ~ 
· that change. The l800 preface to Lyrical Ballads declares a 
- I . 
linguistic revolution.which, like Wordsworth's note to li'ne 
' , r. '\... 
'347 of. Oeser iptive Sket~bes, . says what a poet .should do and, 
._. . . .. .~...: \ . 
what a poem should be. While \-lordsworth greatly revised th'-
. language of Oeser i ptive Sketbhes, he kept its st r.ucture 
nearl~--intact, clerrly seeing _n·o discrepan~ betw~n '.its 
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CHAPTER IV NOTES ------· 
112 a·. G. Wiley believes th~t the st rengt~o~ \h~ poem 
depends .on its similarity to other loG.o-descriptive poems, 
that •any educated English traveller to Switzerland in the 
1790s would arrive ·independently at the .same politi.cal and 
social a·ttitiudes"·· (p .. ·2 ) • He believes this to be the major · 
differ~nc~ between the ac ount of the tour in DescriPtive 
Sketches and the account in ·oak VI of The Prelude which he 
says could only have happene "to William Wordsworth, _ and 
that ·no ·Other individual C~Uld have the. Same exper.,ience~. or 
,make the same discoveri~~" ([f. 2 4). On the contrary, _ 
wordsworth's · point · in bo.th his earlier~1d J,ater accounts is 
' that his Alpine tpur· made him\ consciousli. aware ·of - ~he r}.ght . 
relationship of the ·mind tp 'th~ . ..:external werld, and the need 
for .the poet to recreate l'andsc"ape in human terms ·so that. 
even the .most · ·~impass'ive imag_inations_" _- mig_ht be mo·~ed as· he 
. f • . . • • has· been moved. The : poet seeks to ,create a commonal1ty of 
·experience by descr ib.ing J.andsc_ape in human -terms. · · , 
' ; . . . :.. . .t • 
.1-lJ .Words\.iorth's ~~per-ience on Hount .. s.no~on-· is 
simqar. , Inst.ead , of describ~ng the view from the mountain, 
he says he saw "the- image .of a mighty' mind/ Of one that;.t feeds . · 
~POJ:l infin·±ty• _(The Prelude XIII _, 11. 69.:.70) •) In the Alps, 
. the $i ght of the "black dr izz-1 ing cr aggs" (Oeser ipt i ve 
Sketc'hes; 1 •. 249) of the Re ss River c~lmi nate in the image 
of the peasant who kneels b fore ,the crosses that are .· 
"water I d with the hu a e r" ( l. 258). In th_e same . 
landscape described i_n Book VI of The P·relude·, t _he Ravine of 
Gonda is seen to be "the f~atur es I Of the same face, 
blossoms upon one tree" (11. 568-69) ·. ~ _ . . 
.. · /h4 Stephen ~~~rish s.ays o-f .. Word~~ort~ Sal.isbury 
Plain Poems, wr i'tten between' oescdpt i ve Sketches and the · ..., 
.publlcation·of t;yri'cal Ballads (1798),.tnat these "r~vea~ the 
· progress ·of. a great mind from indebtedness of vari<::>us kinds 
to the more original exercise of its powe.r". see The ~ 
s·alisbu r Plain Poems of Willi•am· wordsworth 1 ed. ·Stephen 
Parns~ It aca.( New York: Corne 1 Univ.· ·Press), p. · 16. ~ E.H. 
K-ing, tr_acing t'he influence of BJ:!attie's . The Minstrel on 
Wordsworth's fq,'ima't i ve years, concludes . that wordsworth was 
stimulated in his juvenile poetry by many .mino.r writers as' 
· well as major influ"'ences claimed · from -poets such a·s Milton 
~nd Shakespeare. The habits ·of his apprenticeship - use of 
poetic models · and themes, literary bor.r.pwings, verbal echoe~ and-so · on · ~ \tier~ a necessary part o-f learni n9 to write 
in his · own .way, using his own~ subjects and experiences. See 
E.H. King, "Wordsworth and Beattie's Minstrel.: The Progress 
o 'f Poet-ic Autobiography• 1 The Yearbook of Research i~ English 
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. ~· '~· -. 
• 
·. · . · . 
. llS As he says of the myth of the go,lden age of the 
Alps, he is interested in local interpretatiO{l of man's 
relationship to his environment because it is traditional 
passion .or wisdom "interesting not .less to the phi-losop~er 
than to th'e poet" ('Descriptive Sketches,· note to 1. 475 ). 
116 The Pre~de II, 294-95. 
.-.. ---
lli fie described LYrical Ballads in the preface as an 
"experiment" (p. 242) in poetry because his poems were not 
based on prevail,ing social, political or aesthetic ideals. 
His interes.t is in "what manner language and the human mind 
act and re-act on each oth.er" ( p ~ 24 3 )·. I..n the prefac~ he 
did not undertake a systematic defence of jlis poems, hor a 
compre_hensi ve rev~ ew of public,.· taste whi~ woul~ l!equi-re, he 
·says, a "ret racing [of 1 the r~voluti ons, not -of 1 i tera t u re 
• alo~e, but likewise of ~ociety itself" (p. '242'). Instead· he 
. : . 
chose to wr).te .about ru·ral life and manners because he 
believed that 'the'se. _represent a simplified and exemplary 
relationship of .'ma_n· and nature, like the -Swi·ss in .Descriptive 
Sketches·._ Apart from the geographic dif{erence L Britq,in 
rather thim switzer1and) ~ 'the major diffetence is his · 
· A ·insi-stence on a "~laine.r and more empltatic language" ( p. · 
245)~ 
' . 
~- / . 
~ 
118 L:tr ical Ballads p·. 245. .. 
. ' · \ 
119 :U,id. , I / p. 243. 
120 Ibid. 
121 . Ibid., p. 0 251. 
122 Ibid. , p. '245. 
123· Ibid. > p. 244-45. 
/ 
/ 
124 Ibid-. , p: 261. His method, he . says, to 
1oGik steadily at my subject, consequ e tly there 
i ·s, I .hope i n these Poems little f_alsehoo'd of 
description, and that my_ ideas ·are' expressed n language 
fitted to their r_espective importance. Some hing I must 
have -gained from this pFt c1ctice as it ·:.iM • • • ood sense: '-
btit it has necessarily cut me off from a .1ar e portion --
of phrases and figures of speech which from father to -----
.son .have lo·ng been regarded as the common,_ i heritance of 
Poets. <~> · · 
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110 
-Ibid., pp, 250-51. 
. ._ 
• 
He states further: 
The principal object, then 1 proposed in .these 
~Poems was to choose incidents and si1uations from common 
life 1 and to relate or describe them, throughout, as far 
as possible in a selec'tion of lang~age really used by 
men, and 1 at the same time to thro~ over them a ce.rtain 
co1ou~ing of imagination whereby ordinary things should 
be presented to the min"d in $ln unusual ~pect· ; and, · 
further, and above all 1 to make"' these inciden~s and ' 
situa.tions interesting · by t·racing in them, truly and n6t 
o~teritatioJ:!sly, the primary laws of our nature: chiefly, 
as regards the manne,r in whi-ch we associate irleas in a 
state of excitement.·. · 
. ~ . 
. . 
(pp • . 244-45) 
126
. He· writes in t ·he preface _that "the · huma_n· mind is 
capable of be-ing exc~ted without · the· application of gro~s and 
violent stfrnu1ants" . (p. 248)'. He're he is moving _a?y from th~· 
sutke'tan insistenc~.on terror thr·ough _ p~;es'entation of the 
natural sublime; · · 
\) • "' . .o' • • •. ·• -
. , .
12i: In so.ok I · he says a ·"pleasant ·loitering journey, 
through\ two ·days/ continuea·l brought ' me to my · hermitage~\( 11. . 
114-15). Although writers have guessed· at the actual jo-urney 
refer'rE!d · to here · (s'ee chronology Early Years., pp. 17_0-71, 
nl2; M~orman I, pp. 276-77), the conse.nsus is· that t ·he poem, . 
does hot begin by describing any particular 'journey. For· a \ · 
discussion of Book I 1 see Richard J. Onorato, "The Prelude: ~ 
Metaphorts of. Beginning and where They Lead''~ · "The Prelude • : ~· 
1799, lBOSf lf3SO, edit. Jonathan wordsworth, M. H. Ab_rams "ana 
st~phen Gi -r (New York: w. w. Norton, 1979), pp. 613-24. · 
'nhere are many journeys in The Prelude w_ithin the · . 
· metaphpr''ical journey of lj_fe. t• For a. discus~ion of t ·he . ....., 
metapho-r of the journey with part icu1ar reference to The , 
Prelude see, Georg Roppen and Richard Sommer, StrarigerS'and 
Pilgrilris: An E"ssay on the Metaphor of ·the Journey, Norwe<11an 
Studies in Engli·sh, No. II (Norwegian Univ. Press, t964)'. 
: 128 .A nuJRber · of . writers have noted. t;:he epi'~ structure 
· 9>f The Prelude • . see, .for example). Kar r Kroeber, "Wordsworth: 
l'r~e Per~onal Epic•; Romantic Narrative Art (Madison.: , univ. of· 
Wi~~onsin Press, 1960), pp. 78-11.4; R~ A. Foak~s, "The . 
Unf1nished Journey: Word~wort·h's The Prelude• 1' Romantic · 
Assertion (New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1958), PP·. 51-79: ll 
Brian ·Wilkie, Romantic Poets and Epic Tradition (Madison: 
Uni v. of ·wisconsin Press, 1965). oescr.ieti ve Sketches itself • 
has ce-rtain epic characte.r i s~ics, begin'nlng_ .. in medias res" 
with ~ , k--i-nd of invo·cation to •Nature's GOD", the device o{ · 
the. great journey, epic catalogues . of. scenes and p1 aces,· and, 
pert)~ps most significantly, the echo at the end of the poem 
O of Milton' s_ concluding .Pnes in Paradise, tost. 
• . . r 
.... .. ... ........_ .. 
' .'.td ; \}:~: -,:i~f;!,~,.;.:,~t;~,:~·!:,t'i;,.'~{:N;~··l ,; ~ .::· ·-'v· .: ·,:1;;1: ·;_ ... _,.',{::.::·._, -~·. .. . . 
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